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Abstract

The problem of scheduling in a distributed heterogeneous environment is that of

deciding where to place programs? and when to start execution of the programs' The

general problem of scheduling is investigated, with focus on jobs consisting of both

independent and dependent programs. We consider program execution within the

context of metacomputing environments, and the benefits of being able to make

predictions on the performance of programs. using the constraint of restricted

placement of programs, we present a scheduling system that produces heuristically

good execution schedules in the absence of complete global system state information'

The scheduling system is reliant on a processor-independent global naming strategy

and a single-assignment restriction for data'

Cluster computing is an abstraction that treats a collection of interconnected

parallel or distributed computers as a single resource. This abstraction is commonly

used to refer to the scope of resource managels' most often in the context of queueing

systems. To express greater complexity in a cluster computing environment, and

the programs that are run on the environment, the tetm metacomputing [74] is now

being widely adopted. This may be defined as a collection of possibly heterogeneous

computational nodes which have the appearance of a single, virtual computer for the

purposes of resource management and remote execution.

We review current technologies for cluster computing and metacomputing, with

focus on their resource management and scheduling capabilities. we critically

review these technologies against our Distributed Information Systems Control World

(DISCWorld).

We develop novel mechanisms that enable and support scheduling and program

placement in the DISCWorld prototype. we also discuss a mechanism by which

a high-level job's internal structure can be represented, and processing requests

controlled. we formulate this using extended markup language (xML).

lx



To enable processing requests, which consist of a directed acyclic graph of

programs, we develop a mechanism for their composition and scheduling placement'

This rich data pointer and a complimentary futures mechanism are implemented as

part of the DISCWoTId remote access mechanism (DRAM). They also form the basis

for a model of wide-area computation independent of DISCWorld.

\Me have implemented geospatial imagery applications using both simple RMI and

common gateway interface, and the novel mechanisms deveioped in this thesis' After

analysing and measuring our system, we find significant performance and scalability

benefits.

x
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Metacomputing l74,2ll] is an abstraction by which clusters of computers in a

distributed system can be treated as a single virtual computing resource' Scheduling

is an important aspect of distributed computing, particularly in the case of

metacomputing systems, where the scale of the system, and resource heterogeneity

give rise to a large number of scheduling choices'

We have reviewed the current technologies in metacomputing systems and

specifically the way in which scheduling, or program placement across distributed

systems is approached. we have concluded that with few exceptions, scheduling is

performed in an ad. hoc manner. Therefore, there exists an opportunity to study

the way in which schedules for distributed systems are created and executed, and to

apply this research to metacomputing systems'

we consider processing requests that can be decomposed into relatively coarse-

grained computations interconnected by data dependencies. we explicitly include the

case in which it may be more economical to move the computation to where the data

resides, rather than to move the data to the computation.

We initially consider the effects of a number of scheduling algorithms on the total

execution time of independent programs with execution times chosen from a given

distribution. We conclude that no single scheduling algorithm performs optimally

with all distributions of execution time across both homogeneous and heterogeneous

distributed clusters. we suggest the use of an adaptive scheduling algorithm which

initially creates a static execution schedule that is adapted by knowledge of partial

system state to minimise execution time'

The task of maintaining complete, accurate system state information in a

distributed computational environment is very difficult. we hypothesise that an

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

adaptive scheduling algorithm should be used to enable the performance of a

metacomputing system to be optimised from two differing points of view: that of the

user, in turnaround time; and, that of the system, in the impact that computations

have on the system in the long-term. The scheduling algorithm makes use of an

individual node's knowledge of the remainder of the global system state to generate

optimal schedules, according to a given heuristic'

We present a set of abstractions with which \Me can describe the characteristics

of data and programs, and the assumptions which make them valid in a general

distributed system. These abstractions ale used to create adaptive execution

schedules with which a processing request may be satisfied and optimised. The

experimental framework is implemented as an integral part of the broader Distributed

Information systems control world (DISCWorld) metacomputing system'

This thesis does not attempt to provide solutions to all the research problems

faced when implementing a metacomputing system. The focus of this work is on

scheduling; we develop an algorithm and mechanisms for enabling smart scheduling

of programs in the DISCWorld metacomputing system'

1.1 Project Motivation

In the nearly forty years in which computers have been available, the user base has

broadened from isolated groups of mathematicians and engineers to the point where

they have become widely accessible and affordable commodity items with applications

for scientific research, business management and entertainment. Their ubiquity is

f-^- * ^-.-. l:-^:--l;-^¡ *n rrca ¡nmnttf ôrcorlvrllB uSeIÞ tIUrrI IIrdrIJ \llòr-rPrr¡rwù uv uuv vv¡¡rl/suv¡v'

For those users with large high-performance computing requirements, the trend

has been to move awav from expensive massively parallel machines to medium-

or small-scale, general-purpose parallel machines and clusters of workstations, as

well as combinations of distributed heterogeneous machines [6]. Together with the
I r t' -r ^^-^---!^-- :-+^ l^:1., lif^ ^nmnrr4a¡c ota qìqn ltaincr rleprl tn\Mloespreao aoopllon oI cullrpuLEIù llltu u¿rlrJ I[Er uvt¡¡yuuw¡o a¡v a¡uv

gather and store data on a wide variety of phenomena [133,167]. New equipment is

being deployed which can produce many terabytes of data per day, such as multi-

spectral Earth observation satellites [17]. With a proliferation of data being collected

every day on various physical phenomena (including visual spectra, invisible spectra,

geothermal, seismic, hydrology), people are using this data to produce new' value

added data.



1.1. PROJECT MOTIVATION

The application domains of environmental science and decision support are areas

that require access to a wide variety of data that is characterised by being very

Iarge and expensive to produce. Common software packages that are available

for use by environmental scientists [r9] are unable to handle the volume of data

required for processing. Thus, more users are turning to high performance computers'

and collections of computers, to provide the necessary processing capabilities'

Unfortunately, these people are not often computer science specialists, and may

not possess the skills to effectively program and use high-performance computing

hardware that may be benefrcial to them'

One of the characteristics of these application domains is the fact that' as

the data is very large, it is also expensive to transfer across a network' Data

is also being collected by different organisations [17,35, 133,164, 225] by different

methods (including satellite, ground observations, radar data) and each olffner may

stipulate different conditions on the use of their data' The data may also be

stored in repositories that reside in different parts of the same country' or even in

difierent countries. Decision support systems often require near real-time results'

so performance is a major consideration. The issues involved in implementing a

distributed system that provides a computational infrastructure for the development

of decision support and research applications are presented in appendix A'

The problem of enabling non-computer scientist users access to large-scale

distributed systems is not trivial. Technical issues such as ensuring each machine

has a standardised interface which hides the heterogeneity of the platform and

interconnection networks must be addressed. In summary, what these users require

is an abstraction over the computers and data repositories that make up their

computational infrastructure, which does not require them to be computer science

experts.

A prototype system which provides this functionality is described in appendix B'

The Earth Observation Information Catalogue (ERIC) system allows authorised

parties access to satellite imagery stored in an online data archive, and permits

simple operations on the images and metadata using basic web-based client-server

technologies. The inadequacies in the system have contributed to the design and

philosophy behind this Project.

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

L.2 Why Metacomputing?

With the advent of networking technologies such as Ethernet [50] and ATM [103]

it has become possible to connect computers for the widespread, efficient sharing of

data [221]. As high performance local- and wide-area networks have become less

expensive, and as the price of commodity computers has dropped, it is now possible

to connect a number of relatively cheap computers with a high-speed interconnect,

to effect a local distributed computing cluster [115]'

The granularity of code that is being run across collections of computers is

becoming greater, and the need for frequent synchronisation is decreasing' For

example, in massively parallel computers, such as the Thinking Machines CM-2

and the CM-5 running in single-instruction, multipie data (SIMD) mode, processors

synchronously execute instructions, albeit on different data. This is feasible due to the

high bandwidth and low latency of communications between processors. In local-area

clusters of computers, where the interprocessor bandwidth may be comparable to that

found in a supercomputer but latency is higher, stand-alone tasks that operate on a

fraction of the total data to be processed by a program may be run on each processor

(MIMD). Thus, while the cluster of computers and the SIMD supercomputer may

have the same amount of data to process, the application exeeuting on the cluster will

probably perform less synchronisation between processors. Furthermore, the trend is

to move towards service-based computing, where stand-alone programs, requiring very

Iittle, if any, synchronisation, are run on distributed computers, which may themselves

be massively-parallel processors (task parallelism). Hence, variable interprocessor

bandwidth and latency characteristics are tolerable'
,/ìr---+^*- ^r r:^+,;L,,*^J ^nmnrr*arq 2g wclì .a.s hicth neffOfmAnce Sefial and pafallel\rlUSÜeIù UI U'IÞt IIL'tLtrç\¡ uv¡r¡Puuv¡Ùt uu

machines can be interconnected, speaking common communications protocols, to

form a large virtual supercomputer [2, 39, 69, 95, 113]. The general trend for

computational capacity has thus been to move from monolithic single-processor

computers in the early 1970's, to multi-processor parallel computers, in which the
L^-r---:trL --.^^ Li-t^ ^-l ilra lof onnr¡ nrrif o lnrx¡ tn rlnstprs of eommoditvInlefplUC€¡iSUI Uallr(lWl(ll'll w@D ltró¡¡ @uu u¡¡v ¡suv¡¡vJ

workstations with comparatively high bandwidth and latency, and ultimately to so-

called metacomputing environments, which connect heterogeneous clusters of high-

end and low-end computers to form a virtual supercomputer.

The term metacomputer 174,211] was coined to describe a collection of possibly

heterogeneous computational nodes which can be treated as a single virtual computer

for both resource management and remote execution purposes [19]. General



1.3. FOCUS AND CONTRIBUTIO]VS OF THIS THESIS

metacomputing environments allow users to submit serial or parallel programs

and have tasks or jobs run on the virtual computer' An alternative definition

of metacomputing is provided by Gehring and Reinefeld [7s]: "a monolithic

computational resource provided by software that ailows the transparent use of a

network of heterogeneous' distributed computers" '

1.3 Focus and contributions of this Thesis

users are attempting to solve larger problems, using data which may not be stored

at one physical location, or are not able to be contained within a single cluster

of computers or single multi-processor. This provides incentives for users to join

metacomputing environments, and owners to join larger clusters of computers'

providing a higher aggregate compute capacity for users, which increases the chances

of higher resource utilisation. of course, by allowing users access to other clusters of

computers, owners open their own resources to use by the wider community in a quid

quo pro relationshiP.

We have examined a number of different systems i2,39,69,95,153,194] that provide

approaches to metacomputing, but we believe that each of these systems suffers from

deficiencies which make them inappropriate for the problem domain of high-level

decision support services. For example, some systems focus more on the co-allocation

of processors [6g], while others focus on the effective use of idle machines [153]' Still

others focus on the compositional nature of collaborative systems [39]' We address

these deficiencies by introducing an environment model in which users can submit

high-level processing requests to a daemon which runs on a local machine. The request

is parsed by the daemon and decomposed into smaller, self-contained programs which

together can access and process the data to fulfil the user's request. From the user's

point of view, the system consists of a single virtual machine to which they submit

requests, and can retrieve results'

One of the most important aspects of a metacomputing system is the method by

which programs are allocated to processors in a fashion that will yield the best results

from the viewpoint of both the user and of the owners of the resources. This problem

is called the scheduling and resource management problem, and it is this man focus

of this thesis.

El-Rewini [54] and Ahmad [6], amongst others, recognise the need for developing

novel techniques for the management of computing resources through highly efficient

5



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

dynamic task allocation, scheduiing and load balancing algorithms' one of the major

problems that the wider community studying scheduling systems has not addressed

is that of not being able to place tasks onto every node in the distributed system'

white this limitation has been alluded to by the introduction of restrictions based on

machine (and hence binary code) heterogeneity, we wish to address the problem of

controlling the system from the viewpoint of a platform independent language, such

as the Java programming language, in which tasks, or se¡vices, are written and are

distributed throughout the machines in the system. some of the services in the system

may be implemented as native proglâms' encapsulate'd in Java wrappers' Although

services implemented in pure Java are physically able to execute on any of the nodes

(due to the platform independence of the object code or byte code), they can be

restricted in their choice of machine to be Iun on by virtue of machine-dependent

policies. Policies are controtled by the machine's owner or administrator' This has

an effect on the manner in which the data and programs in the system can be used

and transferred, and also in the way that the scheduling system must adapt to the

conditions.

!.4 Organisation of this Thesis

In order to properly place metacomputing into its historical perspective, a review of

current and influential cluster computing projects is presented in chapter 2' The

classical approaches of cluster control via batch queueing systems and wide-area

managers are discussed. The concept of metacomputing, and the characteristics of

morq¡nrnnrrrinr-r svglg¡¡g u¡s dig¡ussecl. The chapter concludes with an introduction
I¡tuu@wv¡rryuu¡¿¡b vJ

and discussion of the Distributed Information Systems Control World (DISCWorld)

metacomputing project, in which this scheduling work is developed' we critically

compare DISCWorld to the other systems reviewed in chapter 2.

A literature survey on scheduling research, with focus on processor selection and

-rr^^^¿:^- i^ *-a¡anro..l in ¡hcntor 3 The eonelusion from this work is that there¡trIlucöLIUII. lù PIçÐçuuEu ¡¡¡ v¡¡al/uv¡ s'

is very little scheduling research that considers the problem of restricted placement

of code, and that considers both code and data to be movable between nodes in a
distributed system.

Chapter 4 presents work that was performed in the area of scheduling independent

tasks across a cluster of distributed computational resources. Simulations were

performed using a number of different static and dynamic scheduling algorithms under
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conditions that restrict the use of the systems, as mentioned in chapter 2' We reach

two important conclusions: firstly, that there is no single scheduling algorithm that

produces the best execution schedule when there are greatly varying numbers of jobs

to be executed, with different job execution time distributions; and secondly, that the

classifications of scheduling algorithms into either static or dynamic is too restrictive'

We suggest that new descriptive terms' representing hybrid approaches in the presence

of complete or partial system state information, are needed'

scheduling, in the presence of restricted placement and movable code and data

is the focus of chapter 5. Scheduling is modeled in accordance with the features

and restrictions found in the prototype DISCWorld metacomputing system' The

resulting model is general to distributed systems' even in the presence of partial

system state information. Partial system state information is evidenced in typical

distributed environments, where elements of the system are perhaps owned by

different organisations and access by the metacomputing is subject to the owner's

policies. Our model requires that there exist a global naming scheme for data and

code, and single assignment of data. In this context, single assignment of data implies

that once data is created and given a canonical name, any modification of the data

will result in new data being created, having a different although related name' A

description and discussion of the implementation of the scheduling model is presented'

Also featured is a brief discussion of work on a distributed job placement language

(DJPL). User requests are lepresented by process networks of high-level programs

which share data in a producer-consumer relationship' The purpose of the DJPL is

twofold. Firstly, it is used to express the user query when decomposed into programs

and shared data; secondly, it also describes the static assignment of programs to

machines within the DISCWorld system. In addition, the DJPL contains information

that describes the user request and the parameters under which it may run, and also

details the appropriate behaviour of the system when an exception condition is raised'

we believe that the DJPL is sufficiently general that it may be effectively integrated

with other high-level metacomputing systems'

Execution mechanisms associated with the scheduling model are presented in

chapter 6. We describe a novel data access mechanism, the DISCWoTId Remote

Access Mechanism (DRAM), and discuss the manner in which it is used in our

implementation of the DISCWorld model. The DRAM concept is extended to refer

to data which has not yet been created, the Future DRAM (DRAMF)' The DRAMF

facilitates the execution of schedules in the DISCWorld metacomputing environment

7
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and allows executing schedules to be dynamically optimised to achieve the best

performance using available state information. This optimisation is evidenced by

possibly faster request execution time for the user and a lower overall system impact.

Performance analysis of the DISCWorld prototype is presented in chapter 7. The

system is compared with ERIC, a simple client-server system of the same functionality,

and an RMI implementation of ERIC. Limitations of the implementation are

discussed.

The thesis is concluded, and future work is described in chapter 8. other relevant

work is summarised and presented in appendices A and B' Appendix A is a summary

of a paper detailing the motivation for the concept behind the DISCWorld system

philosophy. Appendix B describes a user interface to a satellite data repository that

was built in the beginning of this work. It describes the way in which a simple client-

server technology, such as CGI [100] can be effectively used to provide server-side

computation across the www. we show that the technology is inadequate for the

types of systems detailed in appendix A due to: its speed; the total reliance on server-

side computation; the poor client support; and the fact that the technology is not

scalable to complex distributed systems'



Chapter 2

Cluster Computing

This chapter provides a review of the software that has been developed in response to

the trends mentioned in section 1.2. The remainder of this chapter is further divided

into four sections: a summary of resource management technologies; a description of

metacomputing projects; an introduction to our prototype metacomputing project'

Distributed Information Systems Control World (DISCWorld); and a discussion in

which other systems are compared and contrasted with DISCWorld'

The evolution of computer systems from single monolithic mainframes' to

massively parallel machines, to groups of tightly (and toosely) interconnected

distributed workstations, has forced a change in the manner in which the systems

are used, and what can be achieved with the systems. As computers, and groups of

computers, become more complex, greater abstractions are necessary so ensure that

users are able to exploit the computational pov¡el effectively, and to ensure that the

resources are fairly and efñciently used'

While there is much debate about exactly what a cluster is [120], in this thesis

we use the definition proposed in [186]: a cluster is a collection of interconnected

parallel or distributed machines that may be viewed and used as a single' unified

computing resource. Clusters can consist of homogeneous or heterogeneous collections

of von Neumann (serial) and parallel architecture computets, or even sub-clusters' An

example of a cluster is shown in figure 2, where servers ! . . 'n-l are workstations and

server n is an interface to a sub-cluster. The term cluster usually refers to a tightly

connected group of computers, connected by a high-speed interconnection network'

A resource manager is the name given to the software that provides management

functions and abstractions that allow clusters to be treated as a single resource'

Furthermore, resource management software is empioyed by system managers to

9
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Server
n-l

Server
n

Server Server
2

Abstraction of sinele
losical unit for usõrs
an-d managers

lnterconnection Network

Figure 2: A cluster of computers, where servers !...n-1 are workstations and server

n is either an interface to a sub-cluster or a multi-processor machine. Any machine

may provide computational and cluster-management functions.

ensure resources are available depending on a pre-defined criteria. Resource

management software can be used, for exampie, to ensules that ail users' jobs are

executed in turn and hence receive the same amount of system resource; or' by not

allowing all users to immediately execute their jobs, load on the machine is spread

out and the shared resource can be effectively utilised.

There are a number of specialised resource management soft"4/are products

available. These may divided into batch queueing systems and extended batch

systems. Batch queueing systems are designed for use on tightiy interconnected

clusters, which usually feature shared file systems. Extended batch systems, designed

for use in loosely interconnected clusters, do not usually make assumptions about

shared file systems, and often offer increased functionality over typical batch queueing

systems. Examples of batch queueing systems are: DQS [91, 220]; GNQS [139];

PBS [116]; EASY [151]; LSF [138]; and Loadleveler [123], while examples of extended

barch systems are: Condor [153]; PRM 1172); CCS [195]; and Codine [81].

ñ A¡f2.L Resource ivranagers

Baker, Fox and Yau [20,21] divided cluster computing software into two groups:

cluster management software (CMS); and distributed cluster computing environments

(DCCE). Their definition of CMS maps onto our classifications of batch queueing

systems anci exiended balch systems. Cluster management scftware s¡rstems are

typically characterised by the user submitting a job description file specifying the

progtams to be run and the types of resources that are necessary for them to run'

The resource management system selects an appropriate host on which to run the job,

and plays no further part in the execution until either the job completes successfully,

or needs to be killed for consuming too much resource. Finally, the resource manager

places the outputs of the program execution at a place nominated by the user for
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Iater collection. There are various forms of result notification, including the manager

placing the results in the directory from which the batch job was submitted or the

user being sent email with the location of the results' Thus, batch queueing systems

do not individually schedule the programs that comprise a job; they merely place the

job onto a sufficiently unloaded server' The only form of scheduling they perform is

the matching of available computational capacity with the job's requirements' The

user typically submits their job to a queue that best reflects the job's characteristics

(e.g. short, medium, or long execution time; priority based; short, medium, or long

job execution time requiring parallel processors). In addition, batch queueing systems

have no real support for platform heterogeneity. users must ensure that binaries are

available for the architecture on which the job will be placed'

An idealised batch queueing system is shown in figure 3, where jobs are submitted

to a centralised queue master, placed by the queue master onto a compute server'

and the output is returned to the user after processing is complete. Users typically

have no control over which server executes their job. In contrast, an extended batch

system is shown in figure 4. users can submit their job to any servel participating

in the cluster. If the server to which the job is submitted does not have the available

computational capacity to handle the job, it is moved to another server'

Server
n

Server
n-1

Server
2

Server
I

Queue
Master

Jobs assigned'
to servers

Network

Servers have no
choice but to accePt

jobs from queue master

Jobs submitted

Figure 3: Architecture of a typical batch queueing system. Jobs are submitted to the

qrãrr" master. The queue master assigns jobs to a server. When the job has finished

executing, the results are returned to the user'
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Jobs
submitted

Jobs
submitted

Jobs
submitted

Jobs
submitted

+ Jdbs +
transferred

between servers

Local
Servers

Non-Local
Servers

Server
n

Server
n-1

Server
2

Server
1

Figure 4: A wide-area manâger. Jobs may be submitted to any server. If the local

,"*., is unable to execute the submitted job, the server decides where to send the job'

Some systems use limits on the maximum number of times a job can be transferred

to ensure it is eventually executed. The scale of network is larger and servers can be

more loosely interconnected than in a batch queueing system.

z.L.L Batch SYstems

The two main reasons for using a batch system are: to maximise the use of shared

resources; and, to make sure evelyone can effectively and equitably utilise that

resource. They are not predominantly used to utilise spare cycles on users' machines,

althougkr rrany packages provide this functionality [153]'

As the name suggests, batch systems are only useful for the initiation and

controlling of batch jobs. Although it is common to submit jobs to a batch system as

a shell script, queue masters do not interpret the instructions contained within the

script. Most systems merely parse the script for job-identification tokens' such as the
, r r L--:a1^l rt^^ :^L ^-l --.L^+ rrêôdô ic ovnonf prl hw thpname oI t,ne user lllat suullubLEu utrts JUU .r,Ilu wlrd,u rçùuurvv uùuõv

job. The script is then executed on the server to which the job was assigned, which

runs the instructions contained therein. Thus, batch queueing systems are of little

use when presented with a job that consists of a series of dependent programs which

may be interactive, and may be possible to execute in parallel. These are the type of

jobs often submitted to a metacomputing environment'

While the batch queueing systems described in this section are used successfully
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with clusters of workstations, one of the conclusions of Baker et al lzll was that

software being deveroped for compute cruster environments and distributed compute

cluster environments provide the most viable means of utilising workstation clusters'

The main reason for this is that compute cluster environments and distributed

compute cluster environments provide more flexibility than accessing machines

individually. Batch queueing systems often assume that they are the only schedulers

executing on the resources'

Through experience, we have discovered that GNQS, DQS and PBS are fragile

when the machine that runs the queue master has multiple network interfaces' If the

queue-master machine is used as a front-end to a cluster of machines that can only

communicate through the front-end, these batch systems fail' we believe that this is

due to the batch queueing system only recognising the front-end machine's primary

network interface. secondary interfaces, such as those that connect to the cluster, are

ignored. This problem can be solved by using a wide-area resource manager designed

for such conditions, such as Condor'

In a distributed computing context, with the aims of providing infrastructure for

decision support systems, batch queueing systems are not entirely useful' While they

provide effective resource utilisation, they are not able to handle requests which are

comprised of dependent programs' especiall¡' if the programs can be logically run in

parallel. In addition, they do not support the wide-area model in which the data to

be used by a program is not immediately accessible'

GNQS

The development of Network Queueing system (GNQS) was driven by the need

for a good uNIX based batch and device queueing facility capable of supporting

such requests from a networked environment of UNIX machines [117' 139]' Later

superseded by Generic NQS (GNQS), it was implemented as a common interface

between machines, using a collection of user-space proglams to provide both the batch

and device queueing capabilities for each machine in the network. GNQS relies on

the cluster of workstations sharing a common file-system and common user database'

within GNQS, a batch request is defined as a shell-script containing commands,

that can be executed without any user intervention by an appropriate command

interpreter. The commands contained within a batch request cannot require any

specific peripherals. A device request, on the other hand, is defined as a set of

instructions requiring the direct services of a specific device for execution'
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GNQS has support for all the resource quotas that can be enforced by the

underlying UNIX kernel implementation, and can support remote queueing and

routing of batch and queue requests throughout the network of machines running

GNQS. GNQS aiso supports queue access restrictions, and allows user accounts to

be mapped across machine boundaries. Command standard output and error can be

returned to the user on the originating (possibly remote) machine' Remote status

operations are supported to alleviate the need for remote users to log into a machine

in order to obtain information. The designers of GNQS also provided for the inclusion

of file staging, which was to be implemented in a future release; unfortunately this

has not happened.

PBS

Portable Batch system (PBS) [23,116] is a package which was designed and written

by the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Complex, NASA, from L994' PBS is a

successor to NQS, and addressed many of the deficiencies of NQS' It was designed

to provide additional controls over the initiating, or scheduling, of execution of batch

jobs.
pBS extends the UNIX operating system by the addition of user-level services.

Unlike NQS, it had detailed design and implementation documentation for developers.

It was designed to be easy to add functionality and improved over NQS in a number of

rffays, including the provision for parallel jobs. PBS also included features that allow

the scheduling policy to be modified according to a site's needs. A batch scheduling

Ianguage has been designed for use with PBS, but the documentation recommends

that it not be used, as there are implementation problems'

DQS

Distributed Queueing System (DQS) lgl,220l is a batch queueing system from the

Supercomputer Computations Research Institute, Florida State University, which

--- -L^*^r cì^^ +^ '*ôn4õ^,'oo.-crrlrmiftod inhq Tt rrses ìimited,svstem infOfmationusg¡i slra,Ieu IIIYÐ uu rrrórr.1Éç Llùçr-ùuv¡r¡¡uulu Jvvu'

(the instantaneous and past load on a machine) and has no real support for binary

heterogeneity. Managers can set up queue complexes, but the implementation is

fragile, and must be monitored. It is fault tolerant, able to restart jobs on machines

that have failed. In order to use the system, users must be familiar with the creation of

shell-scripts in which they place the program(s) to be run. DQS supports parallelism

via the PVM [79] system.
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LSF

Load Sharing Facility (LSF) [187,188], by Platform Computing, is a very popular

commercial batch queueing system. Like most batch queueing systems, LSF relies

on the existence of shared frles to implement queues' Iocks and logs' In addition to

standard features found in batch queueing systems, LSF has some measure of fault

tolerance inbuilt. In the event a shared file system is not available, the degree of fault

tolerance is reduced. If the master host (which makes scheduling decisions) fails,

another host in the cluster is automatically voted to be the master' Hosts are elected

to be the master in the order they appear in a static file which must be visible to all

machines in the cluster. In the event that the cluster becomes partitioned by network

failure, the partition that has access to the LSF Iog files continues working' while the

remaining Partitions sit idie'

unlike GNQS and PBS, LSF supports machines with multiple logical names'

Jobs are scheduled according to the availability of available hosts, their resource

requirements, and whether the job should be abie to finish before the queue ceases to

run. LSF provides job check-pointing and migration facilities for some machines [188]'

It is possible to express dependencies between complete jobs so that dependent jobs

are only run once their dependencies have been completed' Because LSF cannot be

expected to run on all nodes in a distributed cluster, it has the ability to submit jobs

to an NQS batch queue.

LSF has the ability to run parallel jobs through the use of PVM [79]' The user

must submit their job using a non-standard command (prrnjob)' When the job is

executed, LSF creates PVM daemons on each host in the cluster and then starts the

user's job.

LoadLeveler

Loadleveler [123], bY IBM' is a modified version of the Condor [153] batch queueing

system. Loadleveler supports clusters of workstations and multi-processor machines'

It has parallel support for batch and interactive jobs, and is compatible with NQS'

Loadleveler has an application programmer interface (API) which allows TCP/IP

applications to directly connect with least-loaded cluster resources'

The Extensible Argonne scheduling sYstem (EASY) [150] was incorporated into

Loadleveler to produce EASY-LL [149,210]. EASY provided a better scheduling

algorithm through which jobs could be selected to run' Jobs are ordered in the

submission queue by their submission time. Jobs are considered for execution in
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this order. If the scheduling system has enough free nodes to run the first job, it
is run. Otherwise, the first job is assigned the start time of the currently-running

job's finish time. Jobs requiring fewer resources are executed as long as they will

complete before the first job is due to start. Thus, jobs are back-filled to make

better use of machine resources. The EASY-LL scheduling system was one of the

first to provide deterministic, yet opportunistic scheduling algorithm based on the

bin-packing algorithm [76].

2.L.2 Extended Batch SYstems

Extended batch systems are characterised by having additional functionality over

batch queueing systems. For example, some systems have the ability to act as

disk caches [12], to harness idle cPU cycles on participating machines while the

o,ffner is not using them [12,153] or to manage software licenses [81]. Still others

make searching nodes in the cluster easier for fine-grained parallel tasks [122]' The

remainder of this sub-section provides a description of four significant extended

batch systems: Prospero Resource Manager, Codine, Condor and Computer Center

Software.

Prospero Resource Manager

The prospero Resource Manager [171,172] (PRM) is designed for use with distributed

and parallel programs implemented in PVM [79] It presents a uniform and

scalable modeÌ for scheduling tasks by providing mechanisms through which nodes
rr ! ^^- L^ ^ll^^^+^l i-^ ia}. con nÌuruIpIUL;gbSurs Ld,rl r.Jtr (llluuÕuvu uv Jvvu'.

The main contribution of PRM is its hierarchical organisation of system resources

into a framework that can be easily searched for use by fine-grained parallel

applications. Architecturally, PRM is divided into two distinct parts: the system

and jobs. The system part is concerned with the resources that comprise the system,
r r r r r¡7r - :-L ^--^^--r:^- :^ -^^..^^+^l t-.' +Lo rroo- +ha tosLs thqt
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comprise a job are allocated to different resources. System management resources are

allocated to jobs as they are needed, and resources are managed separately for each

job. Multiple res<-rurce tnanagers are used to achieve resource management scalability,

each controlling a subset of the resources. There are three types of managers: system

managers, job managers and node managers, each of which uses a different level of

information abstraction.
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The system manager controls a collection of physical resources, allocating them

to jobs when requested. It collects and manages all the information pertaining to

the resources under its control. The job manager requests resources needed by a

particular job, and assigns them to individual tasks in the job. The job manager's

only concern is the job to which it is allocated. The node manager loads and executes

tasks on a local machine, as requested by the job manager and authorised by the

system manager. The managers organise information using the Prospero Directory

Service [169,170], which is based on the Virtual System Model' System managers are

organised in a hierarchical fashion'

on job execution, decisions on which lesources to use are determined by the job

manager querying the directory service for a suitable resource set' During execution'

the job manager monitor the tasks, and passes any requests for additional resources

to system managers. Resource heterogeneity is handled by the use of architecture

identifiers in the directory service'

unfortunately, the only way in which Prospero can execute parallel job is by the

use of the PVM system. This introduces restrictions on the programs that can be

used with the system. In the context of decision support infrastructure, rvve do not

wish to constrain developers to writing parallel code in PVM'

Codine

Codine [81] by Genias software, is a widely-used commercial resource management

software system. It has the ability to not only manage physical computational

resources such as memory and disk space, but also software licenses. It supports

check-pointing and migration of user jobs, and is accessible through a user-level API'

Aithough the level of functionality is greatly increased over other batch queueing

and wide-area management systems, the architecture of Codine is queue-based, as

found in many other batch queueing systems such as DQS, NQS and PBS' It does,

however, handle wide-area clusters. There must exist a queue master, which performs

the scheduling of user requests onto computational resources, and each machine

comprising the cluster must execute a daemon. Jobs are scheduled according to

a first-in first-out (FIFO) scheme, and the cluster administrator can determine the

way in which jobs are placed onto resources. The system allows dependencies to exist

between jobs submitted to the queues. Parallel execution packages, such as PVM and

MpI are directly supported. When the user submits a request in which the program

uses one of the supported parallel packages, multiple resources are co-scheduled while

t7
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the job executes. There is no direct support for multi-threaded jobs to be split across

resources.

Codine was later merged with other tools, to form the Global Resource Director

(GRD) [82]. Directed at critical resource management issues, GRD was initially

released for the Cray and SGI platforms. Codine provides job management

capabilities, while PerfStat [83] provides performance monitoring capabilities' An

advanced scheduler, GDS, is used to implement multiple scheduling policies such as

functional priority (by user, department, job class or project), share-based (user share

tree or project share tree) and urgency-based (initiate time or deadline) policies [66]'

In addition GDS allows the system to be temporarily overridden when the needs arise'

GDS allows dynamic scheduling of user jobs and utilisation management or resources'

Condor

Condor [f Se] is a distributed batch system developed at the University of Wisconsin-

Madison from 1988 to execute long-running jobs on workstations that are otherwise

idle. The emphasis of condor is on high-throughput computing. The condor system

recognises that not all users utilise their systems all of the time, and that while they

are not using their systems, they may be used for other processing tasks. while

Condor provides the user with a uniform view of processor resources, thus making

remote access to a compute resource easy, it also guarantees the workstation owner

will receive the immediate response of their workstation, should they wish to use it.

Condor provides the user with a uniform view of processor resources. It also

guarantees that the user's program will be run on an unloaded machine. Condor also

^rr^--.^ ,,^^--r inl-o +n Þ,a rrrn ^n qn\r rnqnhinps in the nrocessor oool. whether Or nOtcl,lluw ù uÞçr ù JU uo uv uv r u¡¡ v¡¡

the user has a valid account on the target machine'

Scheduling and resource management in Condor is achieved through the use of

matchmaking [1g2]. Matchmaking is the way in which Condor addresses the fact that

in metacomputing environments, it is highly likely that resources will be owned by
arr , - - ,-:-^L:^-^ ^-:-^+:+.,+:^-- ^-l ^^^1" ^-o ^f +haco hqc ifc nwn llse.øe a.ndolfigren[ rJIgalIrööuIUIIb uI IIrÐuruLlut\Jlrö, cllr(l çow¡¡ v¡rv v¡

management policies. For example, a management policy may state that a particular

resource is only available to core staff between certain hours, but is to be available to

all bone fide Condor users outside of those hours. Matches are made using a semi-

structured classifred ad,vertisemenús data model, which is used to make queries and

publish services. A designated matchmaker is used to match queries with services

and inform the entities of the match'
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Computer Center Software

Based at the University of Paderborn, the Computing Center Software (CCS) [194-

196] project is concerned with the resource access and allocation problems in

metacomputing environments. It offers the user the option of running jobs in either

interactive or batch mode.

scheduling within ccs is performed via an Implicit voting scheme (IVS) [193]

coupled with a priority system to express urgency of tasks' If the system is not

congested, a simple first-come first-serve (FCFS) algorithm is used' The FCFS

algorithm is explained further in section 4'3' Once the system becomes congested'

however, the job mix is inspected and if most of the jobs are batch proglams' a

first-frt decreasing-height (FFDH) algorithm, which is an instance of the bin packing

algorithm, seiects the first available job that takes the greatest number of processors'

Tasks are assigned so as to maximise the average utilisation of the processors that

comprise the metacomputer. If most of the jobs in the request list are interactive,

another algorithm, first-fit increasing-height is used, which gives preference to shorter

jobs and reduces the average waiting times. One of the significant contributions of

ccs was the development of a resource definition language, (RDL) [22] which targets

and specifies the types of interconnections between reconfigurable Transputer-based

parallel computers.

2.2 Middlelyare and Metacomputing systems

The primary purpose of a resource management system is simply to provide fair,

efficient use of shared computational resources. Users are unwilling, and sometimes

unable, to understand and implement the framework associated with fault tolerant

distributed systems. This is further discussed in appendix A. One of the fundamental

purposes of metacomputing environments is to allow larger and more problems to be

solved without the need for detailed technical knowledge of the computers that provide

the computational services. Although one of the mechanisms for providing this is

through resource management systems, they do not provide enough functionality to

be classified as metacomputing systems'

One of the fundamental differences between cluster computing and metacomputing

is the nature of the job which is to be run on the system. Although some cluster

computing environments support fine-grained parallelism through the use of a third-

party system such as PVM [79], MPI [63], p  [az] or Linda [80], most cluster

19
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computing environments do not support single jobs that comprise of a number of

largely independent tasks that can be run in parallel' In those systems that do'

this is achieved through the use of a shell-script in which the programs to be run

are contained. Upon execution, the separate programs are executed by the target

machine as if they were a single program. Although batch queueing systems and

wide-area resoulce management systems have provided good soiutions to the problem

of managing a cluster of workstations, they fail to scale up to thousands of machines,

which may dynamically join and leave the extended cluster' They are also unable

to manage and reason about the re-use of results. We characterise metacomputing

environments as having the ability to process a request for execution that comprises

of independent tasks, and schedule each as separate requests, organising task

intercornmunication appropriately. In addition, metacomputing environments have

the ability to re-use results, and sometimes partial results, in further computations'

Baker and Fox point out that cluster management systems and distributed cluster

control environment software either come as a software layer positioned between the

native operating system and user applications' or as a partial or complete replacement

for the native operating system [20]. Metacomputing environments, too, can either

be positioned as a software layer above the operating system' or as a replacement for

the operating system, from the application's point of view.

Middleware is a layer of software that provides high-level services to applications,

abstracting over low-level details that may differ between platforms' This

software layer allows multiple processes running on one or more machines to

interact transparently across a network. The relationship between middleware,

metacomputing and traditional computer architecture is shown in figure 5'

Middleware exists on top of the host computer's operating system, and in some cases

takes over most of its functionality [95]. Enabling technologies include DCE [197] and

CORBA [177]. User queries are made to the middleware to execute appiicaiions on

behalf of the user. The most typical example of this is a remote execution request'

IrÍiddleware tools are described in the next sub-section. Examples of middleware tools

are described and discussed'

Metacomputing systems make use of the services provided by middleware, which

focus on larger-scale distribution and larger problems. There ale â' ntrmber of

metacomputing systems in existence [11,26,3g,61,69,89,95,113,158,200]. Some well-

known metacomputing systems are Globus [69] and Legion [95]' A review is given

in [19], which provides a description of a number of metacomputing systems, as well
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Figure 5: The relationship between middleware software and modern, large-scale

coirputing. Metacomputing systems can be constructed to use the services provided

by middle\ilare. In this diagram, user queries are placed stightly higher than

applications to indicate that thã applications are used to satisfy user queries' Enabling

tåchnologies include those which provide naming and directory services, such as

DCE [1e7] and CORBA lt77).

as what may be termed middleware tools. Middleware tools are tools or systems

that are independent of a particular metacomputing system, but are designed to run

in the framework provided by a complete system. The Globus and Legion systems

recognise several general characteristics of metacomputing systems, some of which

may be mutually exclusive in a real implementation:

Scate and the need for selection. There is need for metacomputing environments

to be scalable to large numbers of distributed machines' The system should

also have the ability to sensibly choose to use a particular machine, or group of

machines, in Preference to others'

Hetercgeneity at multiple hevels. With the proliferation of different computer

architectures and interconnection network architectures, systems must be able

to adapt in order to make the best use of such heterogeneity. It follows that the
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softr,r/are that runs on the distributed machines must also be capable of being

heterogeneous from the point of view of machine usage policies and the software

that provides high and low-level services.

Unpredictable structure. Unlike traditional supercomputers, it is not possible to

completely specify in advance what the processor topology or interconnection

network characteristics will be when running a processing job. For this

reason, metacomputing environmènts must be able to withstand changes in

environmental characteristics.

Dynamic and unpred,ictable behaviour.In contrast to supercomputers that may run

a single processing job at a time, it is almost a certainty that users will be sharing

resources in a metacomputing environment, from processors, interconnection

network bandwidth, to I/O devices.

Multiple administrative domains. The problem of allowing a user to run their code

using a different site introduces issues of security and authentication to the

general problem of metacomputing, as does to issues of charging for system

time, and access policies for users of the metacomputing environment'

A selection of metacomputing projects, representative of the state-of-the-art,

is presented in subsections 2.2.2 through 2.2.7. Our metacomputing project,

DISCWorld, is introduced in section 2.3. DISCWorld is compared against other

metacomputing projects in section 2.4, and the chapter is concluded in section 2'5.

2.2.t Middleware Tools

In this sub-section we discuss tools and systems that, while not recognised as

malqnntnnrtf.inrr svstems in their own risht. are desiqned to run in a metacomputing
¡¡¡v wevv-^-r

framework, or to provide some of the functionality of a metacomputing system'

There exist a range of tools that facilitate the writing of parallel and distributed

programs, such as the MPI-CH [97] impiementaiion of the lviessage Passing Interface

standard [98] and PVM [79] Both systems present the user with a message-

passing environment which may be composed of a heterogeneous collection of

computers. while not true metacomputing systems, these tools have played a large

and important part in increasing the popularity and accessibility of parallel and

distributed applications. MPI-CH and PVM provide an application programmer

interface (API) and run-time communications library against which a programmer
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can write and execute their applications. PVM additionally provides a run-time

environment with which the user can interrogate the virtual machine, add or delete

hosts, and control running parallel jobs. The machine is independent of any single

parallel program execution. In contrast, the virtual machine created by MPI-CH

exists for the duration of the currently-running parallel program only; additional

nodes are unable to be requested or released at run-time. In both systems, fault

tolerance and reliability issues must be addressed by the user. Programs such as

PLUS [31], which are built over an existing message passing library such as PVM,

re-produce some functionality of a metacomputing system; and some projects emulate

parallel computers with off-the shelf systems, such as the Berkeley NOW project [12]'

which schedules parallel workloads across clusters of computers 1t6,52]'

DCE

Distributed computing Environment (DCE) [180, 181, 197, 198] from the open

Software Foundation (OSF) is one of the most influential distributed computing

products on the market. DCE provides services and tools that support the creation,

use and maintenance of distributed applications in a heterogeneous computing

environment. It is a standard set of tools, such as DCE RPC and DCE Threads'

and services, such as the DCE Directory service, DCE File Service, security service

and Distributed Time Service. Each of the tools and services are integrated with the

aim to provide interoperability and portability across a heterogeneous collection of

platforms.

AppLeS

The Application Level scheduler (AppLeS) 124] project is an application-level

scheduling system developed at the university of california, san Diego from 1996'

AppLeS is not a resource management system; it is what is commonly called

middleware. It interacts with metacomputing systems as Globus [69] and Legion [95]

or cluster management appiications such as PVM [79] and MPI [63]' AppLeS is an

agent-based methodology for application-Ievel scheduling. AppLeS agents are based

on the application level scheduling paradigm, where everything about the system is

evaluated in terms of its impact on the application [25]' Each application has its

own AppLeS, and each AppLeS combines both static and dynamic information to

determine a customised application-specific schedule and implement that schedule on

the distributed resources of the metacomputer'
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AppLeS relies on application-specific and system-specific information to produce

good schedules. In this context, good, schedules are judged by the application's

performance criteria. Schedules derived from predictions of application and system

state are only as accurate as the predictions themselves, and because the whole system

is dynamic, the predictions have a finite lifetime, beyond which they become out of

date.

The AppLeS agent has a single active agent, called the coordinator, and

four subsystems: the resource selector; the planner; the performance estimator;

and the actuator. The resource selector chooses and filters different resource

combinations for the application's execution' The planner generates resource-

dependent schedules for given resource combinations. The performance estimator

generates performance estimations for candidate schedules according to the user's (or

application,s) performance metric, and the actuator implements the best schedule on

the target resource management system [25]'

Information, contained within the AppLeS information pool, is supplied to the

AppLeS agents in a number of ways. The Network weather service [237] provides

CpU load predictions and network statistics for the period in which the application

will be scheduled. Through the user interface, the user provides specific information

such as the structure and characteristics of the application, performance criteria,

execution constraints, and any login information that may be needed to use remote

machines. performance estimation and resource selection information is gathered

by any default models that have been built up through use of the metacomputing

environment.
Available information is used to filter infeasible resource sets from the resource

pool. Remaining resources are then prioritiseci accorciing to an appiicaiion-specific

notion of distance between resources, and promising sets of resources are identified
L-. +L^ oala¡rnr '|"ho nl¡nnar is thpn invokerì to nrooose a schedule, which
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is evaluated by the performance estimator. Once the best schedule, according to the

application's performance criteria, has been identified, the actuator implements the

schedule.

MARS

The Metacomputer Adaptive Runtime System (MARS) [78] from the University of
paderborn is a metacomputing framework that aims to solve a number of problems

concerned with the problem of running parallel codes on a metacomputer: how
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to determine a good initial task-to-processol mapping; how to cope with changing

network performance; how to cope with varying node performance (e'g' concurrent

usage); how to migrate tasks on heterogeneous systems; and how to cope with

processor/network failures or extensions'

The runtime system uses application-specific data, such as communication

characteristics, processor utilisation and program phases, and system-specifrc

information such as node performance, network throughput and latency to determine

where to run, and whether to migrate tasks between heterogeneous processors' MARS

uses application- and system-specific information to predict applications' future

resource utilisations in an effort to improve task migration' Migration decisions are

made by a Migration Manager. MARS is currently written in c and uses MPI; a

preprocessor inserts MPI calls to facilitate the collection of statistics by the runtime

system.

MARS has two fundamental instances: Monitors, which collect statistical data;

and Managers, which use the statistical data in order to make initial task placement

and task migration decisions. Due to the fact that not all machines are binary-

compatible, task migration is restricte'd to certain places in a computation; these

places are identified by the addition of certain MPI calls, which are manually added'

User,s code is linked to the MARS runtime library, which allows the Monitors to

intercept send and receive calls and generate application and system statistics'

Task dependency graphs are generated by the Application Manager, which are

consolidated by a Program Information Manager. Nodes in the dependency graphs

represent serial portions of code between a pair of send and receive calls, and are

called Independent Blocks (IBs); edges denote the precedence relationship between

IBs. Consolidation is necessary as task may generate different dependency graphs

on subsequent runs. Dependency graphs of multiple task runs are consolidated to

produce a graph of the tikely communication patterns of a given task, which will aid

in the placement of the tasks onto processors'

It is remarked that although most applications benefit from the use of the

dependency graph in task placement, it may be difficult to construct for applications

with highly irregular communications structures. The statistical variance of the

dependency graph is used to modify the decision algorithm. The authors also justify

the use of another system call when issuing a communications send or receive by

the knowledge that the network latencies are an order of magnitude higher in WAN

environments than tightly coupled parallel systems [78]'
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Nimrod

The Nimrod [1,2] project addresses the problem of performing a large number of

parameterised simulations on a set of distributed computers, each simulation having a

different parameter set. It does not address the problem of parallelising an individual

program, or allow a series of programs with interdependencies to be executed in

parallel, nor does it address the issue of fault tolerance. The original implementation

of Nimrod required all participating resources to run DCE [193].

Resource management in Nimrod is handled by whatever queueing system is

present on the computer that is chosen to run the jobs. Nimrod submits the jobs

that it generates to the target computer's queueing system, where it is executed in

turn, and the results returned to Nimrod. The decision to let Nimrod submit jobs to

the target's queue management system, rather than actively support the distribution

of jobs was an effort to reduce the complexity of the application program' It is pointed

out in 1146], that the skill-set of programming in truly distributed environments is

different to that found in ordinary application programming.

The main contributions that Nimrod has made to the field of metacomputing are

those of job transfer and the user-centric view of the metacomputing system. Nimrod

takes care of the job transfer on behalf of the user ty sending the appropriate input

files to the target processor via a remote file transfer server. It was also one of the

first systems to provide a user-centric view to the computational environment.

Recently, a new version of Nimrod, Nimrod-G, is being ported to operate under

the Globus metacomputing environment [3]. It is intended that the new version

will utilise the functionality of Globus that allows the user to specify time and cost
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Globus [69, Z0] is a metacomputing environment under development at Argonne
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of a metacomputing infrastructure toolkit, which provides basic capabilities and

interfaces for communications, resource location, scheduling and data access [69].

Each toolkit component has a well-defined interface which, in combination, clefine a

metacomputing abstract machine, upon which higher level services can be built.

The Globus project does not aim to re-invent existing technologies such as

pVM 179], MPI [98], Condor [fSS] or Legion [95], but provides basic infrastructure
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through the development of low-level mechanisms that can be used by higher-level

services. The project also aims to provide techniques that allow such services

to observe and guide the mechanisms. Some of the lower-level mechanisms are:

resource location and allocation, communications, unified resource information

Service, authentication interface, process creation, and data access.

The unified resource information service contains information about the status of

the system, for example: static characteristics of a processing node, instantaneous

performance information and application specific information. This information is

gathered by different sources, and can be accessed by a single mechanism within

Globus.

Globus modules can be influenced in the decisions that they make by higher-

Ievel services. This is accomplished by the use of rule-based selection' resource

property inquiry and notification mechanisms. Rule-based selection is used to identify

strategies with which the low-level module can perform a given task' The resource

property inquiry module requests information from the Globus unified information

service, which contains the current state of the environment. The notification module

allows a call-back mechanism between the higher-level service and the low-level

mechanism such that in the event of an exception, the mechanism can notify the

service of the event.

Resource management in Globus is achieved through the interaction of the Globus

toolkit with any schedulers that may run on the local system. An extensible resource

specifrcation language (RSL) [48] is used to communicate requests for resources

between components. The RSL is a simple language that allows the system to request

resources containing characteristics embedded in the language. The RSL describes,

principally, the physical machines on which to run plograms' Local and global services

that the plograms use are considered to be fine-grained enough that they can be run

on any of the machines in the computing environment'

The Globus resource management system revolves around the concept of resource

brokers, software that acts as an interface and translator between higher-Ievel

specifications of requests, and more concrete representations of the request (in RSL)'

These brokers are application specifrc, having the ability to understand high-level

requests from user clients. They progressively refine the client's request until it

becomes expressible as a request for specific resources' After translating the specific

requests into RSL, they are dispatched to the Globus Resource Allocation Manager

(GRAM). The GRAM [48] provides the local component for resource management'
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Each GRAM is responsible for a set of resources operating under the same site-specific

allocation policy, often implemented by a local resource management system such as

LSF [1SS] or Condor [153]. GRAM provides a standard network-enabled interface

to local resource management systems. While individual sites are not constrained in

their choice of resource management tools, the computational grid tools [71] and

applications can express resource allocation and process management requests in

terms of a standard API.
Resources and computation management services are implemented in a

hierarchical fashion. An individual GRAM supports the creation and management

of a set of processes on a set of local resources. A computation created by a global

service may then consist of one or more jobs, each created by a request to a GRAM

and managed via management functions implemented by that GRAM. To implement

a global directory, Globus uses a Metacomputing Directory service (MDS) [67], which

is based on the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [230].

2.2.3 Harness

Harness [15S] is a metacomputing framework designed for dynamic reconfigurability'

A collaborative project between Emory University, UTK and ORNL, it is based on

IceT [89] from EmorY UniversitY'

Dynamic reconfigurability within Harness is achieved through the use of a "plug-

in,, mechanism by which services and computational resources can be added to

and removed from the system [15g]. The model describing the Harness distributed

virtual machine consists of four layers: the abstract distributed virtual machine

(DVM); heterogeneoì¡s computational rescurces; services; and, applications and users'

Applications and users are able to utilise a consistent baseline, to which the DVM

conforms.
Services consist of an interface specifrcation; instances of the services, plug-ins arc

plugged into the DVM to provide processing capabilities. Services have attributes
r r !r:r ^--- --¿^L:t:¿-" ^-,1 +L^i- 4!.-ooloì^'iìifr¡ Qhqroqhilitw rpfprs to
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a service's ability to be used simultaneously by multiple applications; exportability

determines whether different DVMs are able to access the service; and threadability

refers to the ability to execute multiple instances of the service simultaneously in

a single DVM. Services are divided into three classes: kernel level services; basic

services; and specialised services. Kernel level services are crucial to the operation

of the DVM; they must be portable across the DVM. Basic services are those very
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common services, which may or not be exportable. specialised services include those

that have non-standard platform requirements (eg very large memory requirements or

massively-parallel vector plocessors) or performance requirements which restrict their

execution on every machine in the DVM. As Harness is based on IceT, the remainder

of this section describes IceT.

The IceT model of resources consists of multiple clusters of virtual environments

belonging to multiple users, each with distinct levels of security and accessibility'

Written in Java, native IceT processes and data are transportable' They can be

uploaded to remote locations, and in the case of processes' can be executed without

regard for the remote architecture or file system structure'

Fundamental to the IceT process model is the concept of process spoking' which

refers to the ability of a process and its data to be uploaded to a remote computational

resource for execution, as opposed to the common model of remote requests and

responses. The main difierence is that when a process is uploaded to a remote

resource, it can exert independence from the requesting lesource (unlike the CORBA

and RMI models), and can manage the uploading of any other processes that are

necessary for the computation oI maintain persistent communications with other

processes.

IceT is implemented in Java. Java servers allow byte-codes to be executed on

remote nodes where the requesting user does not have normal access privileges' This is

achieved through Java's portability and security measures, and the uniform' system-

independent view of the underlying architecture. Java's just-in-time features are

extensively relied upon to achieve better execution performance than pre-compiled

Java byte-code running in a standard Java virtual Machine.

Virtual environments are created by the user adding hosts into the configuration

held by the local daemon. Remote virtual environments can be added, which causes

any hosts contained within the remote virtual environment to become accessible

through the local daemon.

The architecture and operation of Harness and IceT are similar to PVM' In order

to execute pre-compiled IceT Java byte-code, as in PVM, the user must either run

the program from the command-line or spawn an IceT task from a local daemon's

console. Providing the node's security manager allows the byte-code to be executed,

it is sent to the target node, and is parsed for dependencies on other byte-codes (Java

packages) or shared system-dependent libraries. In the case of dependence on other

byte-codes, they are uploaded to the target host, and in the case of shared libraries, if
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there is a version of the library that is available for the architecture, it is uploaded [90]'

No indication is given in the literature of the behaviour when a shared library of the

appropriate architecture is not available. No mention is made of the method by which

scheduling in either Harness or IceT is achieved'

2.2.4 InfosPheres

Infospheres [36-39] is a project from caltech that addresses dynamic scalable

distributed systems. The research is concerned with developing infrastructure

to support structuring distributed applications by composing components using

sequential, choice and parallel composition. It is imptemented in Java [88] and

TCP/IP, for use over the wortd-wide web (www)- The project is one of the

first to approach the metacomputing problem from the point of view of composing

existing, well-characterised components together to perform a task' Infospheres is

not intended to support seamless parallelism, high-performance computation or fault

tolerant transactions.

Compositional units are abstractions of processes and sessions' Processes

can be composed in parallel. Sessions are collections of plocesses composed in

parallel. sessions may be composed using sequentiai and choice composition' The

infrastructure supports distributed applications, which can be structured by nesting

processes and sessions. The object model is state-based, whóre every object has a

persistent state for the lifetime of its corresponding entity. The execution of the

system is regarded as a set of states where state is assignment of values to a given set

of variables.
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Incoming and outgoing message queues are local to each process' created and

destroyed at will. Queues may have different priorities. Output queues may be bound

to an arbitrary number of input queues and messages are sent in a FIFO order. \Mhen

multiple output queues are sent to an input queue, the result is a fair merge of the
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accept.
parallel computation is implemented by an appropriate binding between input

and output queues. Processes may be mobile over the network, but only

between sessions; they must be immobile within sessions. Sessions are instances

of applications, implemented as networks of processes. Processes and sessions

have specif,cat,ions, which are precise definitions of the behaviours. Infospheres
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supports three sPecifications:

session specifications.

process specifications, interface specifications and

Finding specific processes is done using standard web technology: processes are

found by looking up the appropriate home page. Finding an appropriate process

type is harder: the type specification must be clear enough to identify and compose

processes; and an arbitration scheme must exist if the interfaces of two types do not

match. Distributed objects are compared by checking to see if their interfaces match'

Thetargetapplicationsofthelnfospheresprojectarecollaborativeapplications,
such as distributed design frameworks and distributed calendars' one of the

features of the Infospheres system is the provision for long-lived collaborations by

the incorporation of the idea of persistent components that may, when not actively

undergoing computation, have their state serialised and be stored on a persistent

media, only to be de-serialised when needed again'

Resources in the Infospheres environment are strictly computational [191]' and

clients are expected to reserve resources in order to be able to use them' To facilitate

this, clients' systems can send Java agents to remote machines in order to request a

resource be reserved. Agents are directed to resource managers, which act as brokers

for the resources that they control'

2.2.5 Legion

Legion ISS] is a research project aimed at providing a highly usable, efficient and

scalable system, based on solid object-oriented principles' The output of the

project is a single, coherent virtual machine that addresses the issues of: scalability,

programming ease, fault tolerance, securit¡ site autonomy and has an extensible

core [94]. Legion is similar to a number of other projects, namely Nexus [73],

Castle [46], NOW [12] and Globe [118].

Legion achieves multiple language interfaces and interoperability through object

wrappers for legacy codes, similar to those used by coRBA [177] and DCE [197]'

As well as providing Ïvrappers for legacy objects, the Legion designers achieved

widespread use through allowing the system to be the target of compilers'

High performance is achieved via two methods: resource selection, and parallel

computation. Resource selection is performed using resource availability and affinity,

which is an extension of condor [1531, DQS [91] and Loadleveler [123]'

written in a parallel variant of c** called Mentat [oz,os], Legion is an attempt to

create a single nationwide metacomputer using loosely coupled workstations' Legion
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was designed to transparently schedule application components on processors, manage

data transfer and coercion, and provide communication and synchronisation in such

a manner as to minimise execution time via parallel execution of the application

components. Legion is based on Mentat [92], an object-oriented parallel processing

system.

It is intended that Legion be used almost completely for parallel applications. The

concept of resource transparency is used, where the user (and application program)

do not depend on a certain number or type of processor. Latency-tolerant, relatively

Iarge-grained parallelism is targeted. Object \mappers are provided for parallel

components, and Legion supports parallei method invocation' The Legion runtime

system is exposed as an 'open System', and has an associated message-passing API'

Memory within Legion is treated as a single, persistent object space [96]' Legion

does not make resource allocation decisions, but provides the basic mechanisms

needed to make informed mapping decisions between resource objects and carry out

these mapping decisions. If an object needs to contact another object, and the target

object does not already exist, it is created, as is described in [137]'

Fault tolerance is addressed with the knowledge that in a truly distributed

heterogeneous system, hardware and software failures will be routine, and that each

physical resource and application will have its own concept of what is necessary'

Knowing that writing programs to achieve fault tolerance is a difficult and error-

prone task, Legion does not mandate policies, but instead applications can select

the level of fault tolerance they require. Legion facilitates this by encapsulating

fault tolerance protocols in base classes, which may be extended by users' Legion

implements different levels of fault tolerance, depending on the penalty that the

application-writer is willing to pay'

Scheduling data parallel components in Legion is static, and is broken into three

distinct phases: processor selection, Ioad. selection and placement First, candidate

processors are identified. Secondly, the number and type of processors are used and

the d,ata domain is decomposed. Lastly, tasks are mapped to chosen processors so

that communication time is reduced'

objects create mappers and provide them with a description of the particular

placer'ent problem, The mapper then marshals the objects that will be involved and

asks the system for a snapshot of the current system state (i.e. available resources)'

It then makes the appropriate decisions, based on a heuristic search of the solution

space and passes the decision on to a module that tries to implement the decision,
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the implementor.
Mappers perform the function of taking a high-level specification of a placement

problem and converting it into a list of possible placement decisions. Although Legion

puts the onus of supplying a default mapper on to the application writer, if other

mappers are available, the user can choose in order to personalise the selection process.

Legion also has the concept of a jurisdiction magistrate, which contains and

enforces the local policies. It is this object which handles all placement failures,

security breeches and querying of placement decisions'

Programs are represented in Mentat by graphs (or DAGs), and parallel execution

is based on a macro data flow model, where edges in the graph denote dependence

relations between nodes, representing operations (or actors). In Mentat, future lists

are sent out with actors, so that actors are aware of the nodes on which the output

data depends. The data dependency is very fine-grained, operating at the instruction-

level.

Parallelism is encapsulated between objects by allowing subsequent actors to use

the results of previous actors, which may have not yet been computed' Coherency

of variables that are to be shared is maintained by enforcing single-assignment of

future variables. Thus, but the use of futures, parallelism opportunities are exploited

without the danger of variables being modified between uses' The run-time system

detects data dependencies and organises task scheduling.

2.2.6 DOCT

Distributed object computation Testbed (DocT) 1200] is a collaborative project

between the san Diego supercomputer center (sDsc), caltech, NCSA, OId

Dominion University, Open Text Corporation, Science Applications International

corporation, university of california at san Diego and the university of virginia'

DOCT is a large metacomputing framework being constructed using Legion and

AppLeS.
Designed to manage a tera-byte sized persistent document handling system [162]'

the software included in DOCT includes HPSS ll22l, MDAS (from SDSC)'

Legion, AppLeS' Network Weather System and IBM's DB2 parallel object-relational

database. The system features intelligent agents which witl be able to perform many

diverse actions. Intelligent agents use the Legion framework as a basis for distributed

objects and Nexus is being considered for distributed communications. Resource

usage is coordinated by the AppLeS scheduling system'
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2.2.7 'WebFlow

WebFIow from Syracuse University is a metacomputing project which aims to

produce a general-purpose Web-based visual interactive programming environment

for coarse-grain distributed computing [26]. The project aims to provide coarser-

grained units for Java distributed computing than the Java class. WebFlow is a
programming paradigm implemented over WebVM. WebFIow is part of a larger

project, WebSpace [tZ+] to create a Web-based collaborative environment.

WebFlow is implemented over a mesh of WebVM servers. WebVM servers are

implemented using Jeeves [219], which is a Java Web server. WebFlow allows modules

(or servlets, atomic encapsulations of WebVM computation) to be run on demand,

supports communication between modules, and ailows users to create and destroy

applications (sets of interconnected modules)'

WebFIow is very similar to Infospheres in its support for code modules,

communication between modules, and sessions' In both systems modules

communicate by the use of ports. Sessions define the application that a user creates

using modules. There is very little information available on the development and

internal workings of the WebFlow system.

2.3 DISCWorld
Distributed Information Systems Control World (DISCWorld) [113] is a prototype

metacomputing model and system being developed at the University of Adelaide.

The project was started in 1996. The basic unit of execution in the DISCWorld is
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or legacy code that has been provided with a Java wrapper. Users can compose a

number of services together to form a complex processing request.

The DISCWorld architecture consists of a number of peer-based computer hosts

that participate in DISCWorld by running either a DISCWorld server daemon
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can be constructed using Java wrappers to existing legacy programs, or can take the

form of a special DISC\Morld client environment which runs as a Java applet inside

a WWW browser. This client environment can itself contain Java applet programs

(Java Beans) [58] which can act as client programs communicating with the network

of servers. The peer-based nature of DISCWorld clients and servers means that

these servers can be clients of one another for carrying out particular jobs, and can
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broker or trade services amongst one another. Jobs can be scheduled [128] across the

participating nodes. A DISCWorld server instance is potentially capable of providing

any of the portable services any other DISCWoTId server provides, but will typically

be customised by the local administrator to specialise in a chosen subset, suited to

Iocar resources and needs. The nature of the DISCWorrd architecture means that we

use the terms client and server somewhat loosely, since these terms best refer to a

temporary relationship between two runnin g prograrnsrather than a frxed relationship

between two host Platforms'

DISCWorld is targeted at wide-area systems and applications where it is

worthwhile or necessary to run them over wide areas. These will typically be

applications that require access to large specialist datasets stored by custodians at

different geographically separated sites. An example application might be a land

planning one [43], where a client application requires access to land titles information

at one site, and digital terrain map data at another, and aerial photography or

satellite imagery stored at another site. A human decision-maker may be seated at a

Iow performance compute platform running a WWW browser environment' but can

pose queries and data processing transactions of a network of DISCWbrld connected

servers to extract decisions from these potentially very large datasets without having

to download them to their own site. This is shown in figure 6.

Our vision for DISCWorld is an integrated query-based environment where users

may connect to a "cloud" of high performance computing (HPC) resources (where

the heterogeneity and exact composition of the cloud is hidden from the user) and

request data retrieval and processing operations. users themselves may only be

connected into the cloud by a low bandwidth network link such as that provided by a

modem line. This action-at-a-distance query-based approach appears an appropriate

one for decision support applications where the user is provided with a collection of

application components that run in situ in a WWW browser and help him control

remote HpC resources. Much of our research to date has considered the multi-

threaded software daemon (DWd) that runs on each participating DISCWorld service

providing host.

DISCWorld is aimed at providing high-performance services, with which non-

specialist scientists can compose challenging, big' and complex problems for solving

over a distributed collection of possibly heterogeneous computers. One of the design

goals of the DISCWorld metacomputing infrastructure is that any parallelism that can

be extracted from the problem that the user has posed wilt be seamless to the user'
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Figure 6: Conceptual view of DISCWorld architecture. A number of cooperating

server hosts communicate and share work, brokered by the DISC\Ã/orld daemon' Each

is capable as acting as a gateway for client programs running on server hosts or as

specialised graphical interface clients.
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This approach differs somewhat from Infospheres, the only other research project

that has service-, or componenú-based approach, in that Infospheres is designed to

facilitate collaboration between users, and allow programmers to design and build

distributed system comPonents.

When user queries are submitted to the DISCWorld system, they are decomposed

into services; services are the items which are scheduled in the DISCWorld' Data and

services may be moved to the host at which the least cost is found. This thesis uses

DISCWorld as an implementation framework'

2.4 Discussion and comparison of Metacomputing
Systems

DISCWorld has a constrained objective, with less ambitious goals than the Globus

and Legion systems. The notable difierence between these systems and DISCWorld

is that most users of our system will not be programmers, per se, but will be merely

interested in the output of a service request'

DISCWorld is a high-level, object-oriented system that uses Java as an

implementation vehicle. As DISCWorld does not directly address fine-grained

parallelism, resources do not need to be co-scheduied as in Globus, but services are

expected to run in a reasonable amount of time. In addition to scheduling frameworks,

some metacomputing approaches favour reserving the resource to be used [72'191]'

Figure 8: Metacomputing systems, middleware tools and resource mana'ger systems
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The DISCWorld project addresses the issue of. constrained metacomputing, by

making the decision that only restricted.datasets and pre-defined operations on data

will be allowed. As such, all functions that can be applied to data will be written by

developers; end users will not have to concern themselves with the implementation

details. This means that the services that a user can request are constrained to those

which have been defined and written for the DISCWorld system. This is in contrast

to unconstrained systems, where users can submit arbitrary binaries for execution,

such as Globus.

We believe that being consfuained is an important characteristic of a

metacomputing system for a number of fundamental reasons. Allowing users to

submit arbitrary binaries is a security hazard for fear of malicious attacks, and the

Iack of control over what information is being collected and disseminated by user

programs. We are not able to mandate that all users must submit source- or byte-code

that can be analysed for performance characteristics or malicious code. Therefore,

if users can submit their own binaries, the task of characterising programs which

may only be run once or twice, in order to make intelligent scheduling decisions, is

very difÊcult. Together with the benefit of being able to characterise services more

easily and effectively, pre-written services, with knowledge of the DISCWorld, can

be written to take advantage of DISCWorld features and any available parallelism

inherent in the high-level processing request, can be exploited.

Services share similarities with Infospheres componenús, especially in the way

in which services are characterised. As mentioned in [37], the services are created

using the methodology of component technology; services themselves are opaque,

presenting the rrser with an interface specification, but giving no clues as to the

service's implementation; they can have dynamic interfaces and undergo dynamic

composition; and services can be selected from a world-wide pooi' Services must

either be written in a platform-independent way which supports reflection, or at the

very least, a wrapper interface to the code must be supplied' Thus, it is up to the

service writer to ensure that the services they make available to the system can be

queried in a standard, platform independent way, even if the code that is actually

executed is architecture-specific.

Most of the metacomputing systems discussed in this chaptcr, with the notable

exception of Globus, are tightly integrated with the code that runs as a result of a user

query. Tables 1 and. 2 show the characteristics of the systems described in the previous

section. This is represented pictorially in figure 8. Systems that define a resource as
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either an object or an applet have user processes that are tightly integrated with the

system. This typically allows more information to be collected by the system in order

to make sensible object-placement or scheduling decisions. In none of the systems

is the user able to directly control the placement of their processes; in virtually all

cases, the system can make a better decision than the user'

Harness is similar in design philosophy to DISCWorid. Both projects present

a constrained metacomputing environment. The main difference is that DISCWorld

services are written by developers, and users simply use the services, while in Harness,

the user is responsible for supplying their own programs' Harness and DISCWorld

both recognise the need to be able to move service code and data' Harness does

not perform any organised scheduling of service execution; the environment uses the

nominated hosts in a manner very similar to that found in PVM'

Objects within the Legion system have the concept of sovereignúy, which can

restrict copying and movement' This is similar to the DISCWorld concept in which

services and code may be restricted in movement'

2.5 Conclusion

A cluster has been defined as a group of machines that may be viewed as a single

entity for the purposes of control and job assignment' In this chapter the topic of

cluster control has been addressed from two viewpoints: that of resource management,

and of metacomputing. There are fundamentai differences between the objectives of

resource management software and metacomputing environments.

Resource management software is designed to provide all users with fair access

to the machines that comprise the cluster, while at the same time ensure that the

machines are being efficiently utilised. Metacomputing environments, on the other

hand, are designed to allow access to remote resources' where the term resources is

able to be defined as anything from remote machines, data, processing services, or

specialised hardware such as visualisation equipment'

We have presented summaries of a number of metacomputing projects, and have

compared them with our prototype metacomputing environment, DISCWorld' The

conclusion of this chapter is that although solutions to the resource management and

metacomputing problems do exist, none of the solutions is directly applicable to the

case in which a user does not have a great deal of knowledge about the system they

39
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variouso
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oservices can be implemented in parallel, unknown to the rest of the system
ösystem information is low, but job information is high
cservices, results, nodes, networks
dco-scheduled tasks and parallel codes

'using MDS and architecture dependent software
/each application has a GRAM or broker
eRSL has architecture dependent information
hfine-grained PVM-stYle tasks
tPVM's load information
jserial, parallel object composition
fragent-based requests number and types of resources
lstrictly comPutational objects

-individual applets independently run in parallel
ninst¡uctions per second, cost
omachines, applets
Pobject-based Parallelism
qOS-level system information
'placement done bY sYstem mâPpers

"equivalent to Makefiles

Table 1: summary of metacomputing system characteristics

The system that currently provides the most comprehensive metacomputing

environment is Giobus. However, this system requires users to supply binary programs

to achieve their goals, and is aimed towarcl the execution oi paraiiei programs' .v'v'e

feel that in order to make metacomputing a more accessible technology to those users

that wish to pose high-level queries, the details of the system, especially how the

programs they use work, must be hidden from them'

In systems targeted towards fine-grained parallelism, scheduling or process

placement is a matter of co-schcduling available resources. The DISCWorld model

features high-level services in a producer-consumer relationship, where the results of a

service are available to be used as inputs to another. We do not address fine-grained

parallelism directly; services can be implemented as parallel code but the service
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"each application has own APPLeS
dtttis is ieally a scheduler not a Resource Manager

"uffii"rtton rp""inã-ã"t" gained through preprocessor and historical information
fhistorical and predictive information
snot strictly a metacomputing environment. The tool is too high level - it is designed to operate

over a metacomPuting environment
åindependent tasks submitted to a queue manager
¿user chooses machine and queue to which jobs are sent

Table 2: summary of middleware tools characteristics

interface presented to the DISCWorld is identicai to the same seryice implemented as

serial code. The task of scheduling DISCWorld services and data access is the focus

of this thesis.

In the next chapter, we review Some of the research concelning the placement

of processes (jobs) onto nodes in a distributed system. In chapter 4 we

present a simulation of placing and scheduling independent jobs across distributed

heterogeneous processors. Chapter 5 introduces a general model that is used for

scheduling in the prototype DISCWorld metacomputing system' and chapter 6

discusses implementation issues.
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Chapter 3

A Revie\/ of Scheduling

scheduling is a problem that is grounded in many different levels of computer science

and computer hardware engineering. Various scheduling and sequencing problems

have been addressed since the 1950's by researchers in computer science, operations

research and discrete mathematics [64]'

The scheduling problem in its most general form is known to be NP-complete lL47l,

as is the creation of optimal execution schedules under a number of conditions. This is

due to the large number of inter-related factors that directly and indirectly contribute

to the execution time of the individual tasks. consequently, many heuristics have been

developed to generate adequate (but sub-optimal) schedules [56].

The probiem that we consider is how to distribute (or schedule) processes among

processing elements to achieve performance goal(s), such as minimising execution

time, minimising communication delays, and/or maximising resource utilizations [34]'

In a system consisting of real-time transactions, each of which requires computational,

communication and data resources to processed, scheduling is the problem of

allocating resources to satisfy the requirements of those transactions [142]'

We recognise four main levels of instruction scheduling: machine-code instruction

scheduling; interpreted program code (converted at run-time to machine-code); the

scheduling of threads within a program; and the scheduling of programs within a

distributed system. These are listed in order of increasing granularity and abstraction

from the physical code that is executed by processors'

The systems described in chapter 2 operate at the last two levels: the scheduling

of threads within a plogram; and, the scheduling of programs within a distributed

system. This thesis is concerned primarily with the scheduling of coarse-grained

programs across distributed systems'

43
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In this chapter we review some of the research in the area of scheduling' across

all levels of granularity. We provide discussion of the applicability of the research

to scheduling coarse-grained programs. The problem of scheduling on a local and

globat scale is considered. Different models of scheduling, including static, dynamic

and hybrid approaches are discussed in section 3.1. The scheduling of independent

programs is discussed in section 3.2 and of dependent programs in section 3.3- A

discussion of the state information that is available to schedulers is presented in

section 8.4, and an historical review of scheduling is presented in section 3'5' The

applicability of the existing research to the problem we consider is discussed in

section 3.6. The review is summarised in section 3'7'

At the highest level, a distinction is drawn between local and global scheduling'

The local scheduling discipline determines how the processes resident on a single

cPU are allocated and executed; a global scheduling policy uses information about

the system to allocate processes to multiple plocessors with the view of optimising a

system-wide performance objective. Under the classification of global scheduling, the

problem domain is further broken into the cases where the tasks to be scheduled are

independent or related [7].

When executing a complex job in a distributed system, scheduling occurs in

many places and on many levels. Proceeding in a top-down manner, the program

is submitted into a queue of waiting jobs. At some point, the scheduler will select

the job to run. The program (or current job) is broken into a number of tasks to be

executed, each of which is scheduled, possibly on different machines' When each task

arrives at the target machine, if it involves parallel computation, then each of those

parallel components is then distributed to target processors. once the code arrives

onto the processor where it will be executed, it is then scheduled by the operating

system. The scheduling of code onto a processor is done in conjunction with system

processes and quite probably with other users' processes' Shown in figure 9' thts

is the manner in which most of the batch queueing systems discussed in chapter 2

nnarqtp

Choosing the processors on which the tasks that comprise a program will run is a

difficult decision. There are many factors, from the viewpoints of both the application

and the system as a whole, that effect the decision, including: the number of tasks that

comprise the program; the priority of the program; the current load of the system's

nodes; whether all of the nodes can execute each task; and the resource owner's usage

policies.
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Figure 9: Graphical representation of scheduling. The user's program is submitted

to a queue. Wh.n a program is selected to run, the scheduler allocates it to a
target machine, where the local scheduler controls the local execution. If the target

machine is has a parallel architecture, the program may be distributed across the

local processors.

There are a number of reasons why scheduling programs' or the tasks that comprise

the programs, is important to both the users and owners of machines. From the tlser's

point of view, it is important that the programs they wish to run aIe executed as

quickly as possible, using the resources that are best suited to the probiem, which are

also reasonably accessible to the user. In contrast, the machine ownels wish to make

the best utilizations of their resource. The term resource does not only refer to the

machines that make compute cycles available, but also includes clusters of computers,

communications link utilizations and storage services that may be offered, as well

as whatever other peripherals each may have attached. The two objectives, fast

turnaround time and optimal resource utilizations, are not always complementary'

Owners are not usually willing to let a single user utilise all their resources, and users

are not usually willing to wait an arbitrarily long time before they are allowed access

to particular resources. Scheduling, from both points of view, is the process by which

each party achieves a satisfactory quality of service, where the time spent waiting

for a number of dedicated nodes on a supercomputer that is connected to a massive

storage engine may be traded off against the actual opportunity to use the resources'

There is a complex trade-off between the user using resources that an o\ryner may

charge little (or nothing) to use, but may be of lower performance or have fewer

desirable attributes (such as storage systems or high-bandwidth interconnections

to other resources), and a larger resource which costs more to use but on which

the problem will be solved more quickly and rvill be able to utilise any specialised
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peripherals that are attached to the system.

There is no single set of terminology that is used throughout the scheduling

literature. For exampie, the terms programi job and Úask, and the terms host,

processü and node are often used interchangeably in the literature'

\Mhen we use the term program, we refer to code that is directly executable by

the user of a system, such as a command shell or a compiled application' We use the

term job to refer to a collection of programs that are run concurrently or sequentially,

for a single purpose. An example of a job is a shell script that calls several programs'

The input- and output-dependencies between the programs that comprise a job are

sometimes termed the job's processing pipeline. we use the term task to refer to the

code that runs on a single processor. The task may consist of a number of threads of

control.
As multi-processor workstations become commodity items, a ne\M distinction is

being made between the term processor and the terms host and node. When only

uniprocessor machines were available, the terms were equivalent; now one must be

careful to use the correct terminology. We use the term node' or processing entity

(PE), to refer to a processor which is not normally accessed by the user. For example,

as the processors that comprise the parallel processing array in a Thinking Machines

CM-5 are not directly accessible by the user, they are termed nodes. We use the term

hosts to describe the processors to which users usually have direct access.

3.1 Scheduling Models

There are ,lifferent approaches to the selection of processors onto which programs will

be placed for execution. The models range from static, where each of the programs is

assigned once to a processor before execution of the program commences, to dynamic,

where a program may be reassigned to different processors before being executed.

Finally, we describe a hybrid approach, which combines those taken by the static and
l -t-oynamrc IIlouels.

One of the first taxonomies of scheduling in distributed computing was performed

by Casavant and Kuil [34]. They divided the problem domain into static and dynamic

scheduling. Static scheduling involves assigning the programs that comprise the job

to processors and then not allowing them to move. This minimises turnaround

time for the user but is not responsive to changes in the execution environment'

Dynamic scheduling, or load balancing, involves the averaging of load over the
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chosen processors, in an effort to maximise average resource utilizations and reduce

turnaround time for the user'

Many theoretical studies consider off-line systems, and search for optimal solutions

using the assumption that everything is known a ptiori' They often also assume

nothing changes in the system's environment. Real systems, however, operate in a

dynamic on-line environment, and need to contend with unpredictable arrivals of new

work [621.

3.1-.1 Static Scheduling

In the static model, every task comprising the job is assigned once to a (possibly

difierent) node. Thus, the placement of a program is static, and a firm estimate of

the cost of the computation can be made. Heuristic models for static task scheduling

are discussed in [200].
One of the major benefits of the static model is that it is easier to program from

a scheduling and placement view. The placement of tasks is fixed a priori; it is easy

to monitor the progress of the computation and hence termination of processing is

simplified. By the same reasoning, estimating the cost of jobs is simplified. Processors

can give estimates of the time that will be spent processing programs. on completion

of the program, the processof can be instructed to supply the precise time that was

spent in processing. This allows the cost to the user to be updated, as well as

any internal representations that are used for making performance estimates of new

programs.

Using this model, it is also possible to reserve resources. Thus, instead of the

scheduler that is creating the placement information simply looking up a (dynamic)

table of host names and the programs available on those hosts, the system could send

a reservation message to the host, enquiring as to its willingness to run a program'

When scheduling jobs in a static fashion, only the scheduler which creates the job

placement and cost estimates needs to know the existence and relative costs of the

other hosts in the system. Although other hosts may know about the programs that

another host can execute, all they must know is how to send messages to the next

(or previous) host in the job's processing pipeline. Using the static model, each host

is told from where to get the input parameters that are needed, or where to send the

outputs of the Programs.
The static model allows for a 'global view' of programs and costs. Heuristics are

used to decide whether to incur slightly higher processing costs in order to keep aII
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the programs involved in a job on the same or tightly-coupled nodes, or to search

for lower computational costs and be penalised with slightly higher communication

costs.

Unfortunately, the static model does not allow for the very real possibility that

one of the nodes selected to perform a service may have failed, be isolated from the

system due to network failure, or at least so heavily laden with jobs that it is not

responding.

3.t.2 Dynamic Scheduling

General-purpose dynamic scheduling operates on two ievels: the local scheduling

discipline, and a load distribution strategy. The load distributing strategy determines

how programs will be placed on remote machines. It uses an information policy to

determine which information is to be collected from each machine in the processor

pool, at what frequency, and also how often the local information should be exchanged

with other machines. Scheduling may be approached from many different aspects,

including the viewpoints of the user and the resource olMner.

In a strictly dynamic scheduling model, the tasks that comprise a parallel or

distributed job are assigned to processors based on whether a processor predicts that

it can provide an adequate quality of service to a task. The meaning of quality

of service is dependent on the application. The term includes: whether a maximum

bound can be placed on the time a job will have to wait before starting execution; the

minimum time quanta that a given job will be able to execute without interruption;

and, the relative speed of a processor when compared to others in the processing

pool. If the processoï is assigned too many tasks, it may invoke a ttansfer policy

to decide whether to transfer some tasks, and which tasks to transfer. A location

policy determines which processor(s) will receive the tasks. There are two important

models for location policies: sender-initiated and receiver-initiated. These depend

on whether the sender polls potential targets for task transfer, or whether processors

that are wiiling to receive extra tasks advertise the fact, respectively'

The advantage of dynamic load balancing over static scheduling is that the

system need not be aware of the run-time behaviour of the application before

execution. Dynamic lo¿{ balancing is particularly useful in a system where the

primary performance goal is the maximising of processor utilizations as opposed to

the minimisation of runtime for individual jobs 1207,,2081. This is often found in

systems consisting of networks of workstations.
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The main consideration involved in mapping threads to PEs is the requirement

to balance the loads. It has been shown that load balancing is crucial to achieving

adequate performance [SS, ZOO]. Load balancing can be performed in one of two

fundamental ways, where the decision of where to place the new thread is either made

by a local queue or global queue. In a local queue, each PE makes its own decision;

in a global queue there is a singie point from where the threads are dispatched.

There are a number of methods that have been proposed for mapping a thread to

a processor (from Feitelson [62] section 4.1.1) using local queues, for example:

o choose a PE at random [53];

o choose a pE at random, then assign the thread to its least-loaded neighbour (in

the case of a non-switched network topology); and,

o probe a limited number of nodes and choose the least-loaded one'

Gtobal queues are easy to implement in shared memory machines; they are

not realistic options for distributed memory machines due to the need to maintain

coherent lists of available tasks [62]. In most systems that use a global queue'

tasks are allocated to a PE, execute for a time quantum, and are returned to the

queue for re-allocation. The main advantage of using a global queue is that of load

sharing, in which all processors get a roughly equal proportion of the workload' The

disadvantages are the contention for the shared global queue' and the lack of memory

Iocality.

3.1.3 Hybrid Static-Dynamic Scheduling

In the dynamic model, no placement information is assigned to the job. consider

the case in which a computation can be divided into a number of dependent parts'

Initially, a node advertising the job's first service will be passed the job and once the

task is complete, the node will consult its own records to determine the location (and

cost information) of a server that can perform the next task, and will dispatch the

job to that host.

This approach forces all hosts to be aware of, if not all, then at least a large part

of the system. It does, however, provide for the truly dynamic nature of the system,

in which nodes and services may or may not be available, and communication links

may be down. This suggests that there may be problems with the dissemination of
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server (and service) information to the remainder of the system. Problems may arise

if the network becomes segmented.

The server estimates the cost of each part of the job's processing pipeline, and

assigns each part to the processors in a manner that minimises the total execution

time. Thus, the assignment of computation parts to processors is a static assignment.

Problems arise if, after assignment, one of the servers selected to participate in the

computation is aware of an alternative server that can perform the part at less

expense. If the original schedule is used for execution, the computation will take

longer than it could have through using the alternate server.

The onus, therefore, is on the current Server to find the next, most appropriate

server to continue the computation. It may be advisable to configure the system with

facilities to 'backtrack' Servers so if a Server does not know about any appropriate

servers to continue the computation, the job may be passed back to the last server to

host it. The system would have to be carefully monitored, and trained not to follow

local cost minima, which allow the computation to be passed to more remote, but

more communications-costly nodes when it comes to return the results to the user'

This model runs into difficulties where the computation forks into a number of

concurrent processing stages. One possible solution to this problem is to require that

concurrent computations send periodic updates to the server which was used before

the concurrent execution was started, to synchronise and continue the computation'

There needs to be some semblance of a priority system. To prevent users from

abusing the priority system by requesting everything be run at the highest priority'

it may be decided to take the solution that has been adopted in CCS [193]' where

the user is charged for the priority level at which they submit their job'

? ,. Tndonendenf Tasksva-

The performance of dynamic load balancing models in a heterogeneous system was

siudieci by Chow and Kohier 1421, where they considered deterministic and non-

deterministic routing strategies. The non-deterministic strategy uses a probability, p¿

of a process being routed to processold, which is either chosen arbitrarily or based

cln a function of the system parameters.

Deterministic routing involves a job dispatcher which routes jobs to processors

according to some policy. Three deterministic policies are investigated: minimum

response time, minimum system time, and maximum throughput' Chow and Kohler's
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study concludes that the maximum throughput policy, which uses information on the

arrival rate as well as service rate and system state, is more optimal than those policies

that base their decisions on the service rate and system state only'

We discuss the topic of independent tasks further in chapter 4' A tool is presented

that allows the comparison of different static and dynamic scheduling algorithms for

the placement of independent jobs. We use a number of simple placement algorithms

and also a variant of Chow and Kohler's algorithm'

3.3 Dependent Tasks

There are a number of different ways in which schedules for the execution of related

tasks can be generated in the situation where the resources that are to be used

are dedicated. Feitelson and Rudolph [63] recognise a number of different static

approaches to parallel job scheduling, including critical path methods, list scheduling

methods, and the partitioning of a DAG into clusters of nodes. As creating an optimal

schedule is NP-complete, heuristic algorithms based on list schedules and clustering

techniques are common [4,86,119]'

3.3.1 List Schedules

List scheduling is relatively straightforward to implement' Most commonly, Iist

scheduling is used to place the tasks that comprise a parallel program [4]' Tasks

comprising a program are assigned priorities and placed in a list ordered in decreasing

priority. whenever tasks contend for processors, the highest priority task that is

immediately executable is assigned first. List schedules may be preemptive or non-

preemptive; if there are two tasks with the same priority that can execute, one is

chosen randomly.
List scheduling algorithms rely on the knowledge of task execution times, and

precedence relationships. They are most often used to schedule dependent tasks on

clusters of homogeneous processors [4]. Given a set of tasks T :Tr,72,.",4, which

has the precedence graph G, we let the execution time of task fr be t¿' The length of

a directed path is defined as the sum of all the weights aiong the path including the

initial and flnal vertex. The level of a task within a program is defined as the length

from a vertex T¡ to an exit node (a node which has no successors). Similarly, the

co-levelof a task is defined as the maximum distance from the vertex Q to the entry

vertex (which has no predecessors). A table can therefore be created in which each
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task is assigned a level and co-level. Figure 10 shows a precedence graph and a table

detailing each task's level and co-level. The level and co-level are used to order the

tasks for execution. There is no allowance made for tasks not to be able to execute

on any processor in the Pool.

Figure 10: List scheduling algorithms rely on task execution times and the precedence

relations between tasks. A precedence graph is shown, with the task's level and co-

level. The task number is represented by a vertex; the task's execution time is shown

next to the vertex. The level of a task is the longest distance between the task and an

exit node (which has no successors). The co-level is the longest distance between a

task and an entry node (which has no predecessors). Tasks can be ordered by either
the level or the co-level when being assigned to processors'

The trade-off between cost and accuracy of list schedules is discussed by Adam,

Chandy and Dickson [4], where they consider the problem of scheduling two or more

homogeneous processors to miuirrise the execution time of a program which consists

of partially-ordered tasks. Independent tasks are not considered. They found that

when the tasks that comprise a program are organised into a precedence graph, the

most optimal schedules are found when using the levels of tasks, incorporating the

task execution times to increase the estimate of the priority which to assign the task.

In this case, the generated list schedules were found to be within 4.4% of the optimal

execution time. Communications time between tasks was not considered in this study'

Task I 2 J 4 5 6 7

Level 6 1 0 2I 4 8 7 6

Co-level I J 5 6 5 6 11

I
1

42

1J

6
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3.3.2 Clustering Algorithms

Clustering, or processor assignment, involves the collection of tasks that exchange a

large amount of data onto the same processors, while at the same time distributing the

tasks in order to achieve good load balancing 1183]. Heuristics have been suggested

for clustering [86]'
Yang and Gerasoulis' dominant sequence clustering (DSC) algorithm [2a0] is

one part of a multi-part graph scheduling system [84]' The algorithm clusters the

dominant sequence of a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which is the critical path of a

DAG whose nodes have been allocated to processors. The critical path of a DAG is

the path connecting the programs which dominate the execution time of the DAG' If

the programs on the critical path are not optimally scheduled, the resulting execution

time for the job will be non-minimal. Once the dominant sequence of the DAG has

been clustered, the remainder of the DAG is placed so as to minimise total execution

time. The work on DSC was later applied to iterative task graphs 177,239,24I)'

An example of clustering is shown in frgure 11. In this figure, nodes 1, 2 and 4 have

been clustered together and assigned to host 1; nodes 3 and 5 have been clustered

and assigned to host 2; and nodes 6 and 7 have been clustered and assigned to host

3. The decision of which nodes to cluster together are based on heuristics, including

the amount of data to be shared between the nodes, and the relative speeds of each

of the hosts. Clustering is discussed in the context of our model in chapter 5.2.3' We

use an algorithm based loosely on DSC'

9.4 System State Information
The situation in which everything is known about the nodes participating in a
distributed system is called complete system state information. This concept is shown

in figure 12, where each node is aware of all operations that each of the others can

support. In the case in which all nodes are under dedicated control of a master

node, complete system state is not an unreasonable assumption. In a real distributed

system, characteristics including the load on each machine, and the number of tasks

awaiting execution comprise the reported system information.

In practice, the use of complete system state information means that the algorithm

performing task scheduling does not need to estimate any of the characteristics of

remote nodes. This allows a scheduler to make accurate predictions on the behaviour

of a remote node. Most resource management systems (see section 2.1) assume
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I
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.' ',Cluster on Host 1

. Cluster on Host 2

Cluster on Host 3
,/l

Figure 11: The nodes of a task graph may be clustered together to minimise the

amount of data to be transferred between hosts in a distributed system'

they have complete sys+"em inforrnation, which is uprlated either by the master

explicitly polling the slave machines; the slave machines regularly reporting their

state information to the master; or as found in [172], there may be a hierarchical

arrangement through which complete information is propagated and can be searched.

If the nodes are regular in behaviour and use, maintaining complete system

state information may not be difficult. In the case where nodes are dynamically

joining and leaving the distributed system, or are not dedicated to the use of the

distributed environment, such maintenance is a non-trivial problem. In the case

where maintaining complete system state information is too difficult or impractical,

partial system state information may be still be of value'

Partial system state information allows nodes to keep their own view of the

complete system state. This idea is illustrated in figure 13. Figure 13 i) shows
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Node: A

Info:
A (F,G)
B (H,Ð
c (J,K)
D (L,M)

Node: B

Info:
A (F,G)
B (H,I)
c (J,K)
D (L,M)

Node: C

lnfo:
A (F,G)
B (H,r)
c (J,K)
D(L,M)

Node: D

Info:
A (F,G)
B (H,I)
c (J,K)
D (L,M)

Figure 12: Complete system state information' Each node has complete' accurate

information about all other nodes. For example: node A can support operations F

and G; node B can support operations H and I; node C can support operations J

and K; and, node D can support operations L and M' This information is replicated

across all nodes in the distributed system'

the initial state of the distributed system where each node is unaware of the other

nodes. Through some mechanism, nodes B and c may need to communicate' The

results of this communication are shown in figure 13 ii). This may occur as: â product

of a multi-cast request by either node; a manager at one of the nodes may be aware

that the other is now online; or, after restoring some saved state information, either

node may see some information that references the other, and seek to update its

information.

The problem of partial system state information is similar to that of assuring

consistency amongst distributed databases. An example of this problem is that found

in the Internet Domain Name system (DNS) [160,161]. Machines connected to the

Internet always have a unique address, called the IP address l22ll, which is used

for all communications. In addition, they usually have a human-readable names' For

example, the host named opal . cs . adelaid.e . edu. au has the IP address L29'I27 '8'80'

Within DNS, each logical group of computers is termed a domain' Domains can be

split into further sub-domains, and many domains can be part of a larger domain in

a tree-like fashion [9]. The information describing the mapping is stored locally to a

domain. DNS exists as a mechanism for the exchange of local information between

distributed domains. It relies on a central authority to delegate the authority to create

domain names, and because of its hierarchical nature, when a hostname is unable to

be resolved by the local domain, the request is passed to the larger, encapsulating'

domain [199]. The design of DNS is not a directly useful approach to the problem we

consider in the remainder of this thesis, as we do not impose a hierarchical ordering
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Node: A

Info:
A (F,G)

Node: B

Info:
B(H,I)

Node: C

Info:
c(J,K)

Node: D

Info:
D (L,M)

Node: A

Info:
A (F,G)

Node: B

Info:
B (H,Ð
c(J,K)

Node: D

Info:
D (L,M)

Node: C

Info:
c(J,K)
B (H,r)

Node: A

Info:
A (F,G)

Node: B

Info:
B (H,I)
c (J,K)

Node: C

Info:
(J,K)
(H,I)
(L,M)
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Node: D

Info:
(L,M)
(J,K)
(H,D

D
c
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Node: A

Info:
A (F,G)
B (H,I)
c (J,K)

Node: B

Info:
B (H,I)
c (J,K)
A (F,G)

Node: C

Info:
c(J,K)
B (H,I)
D(L,M)

Node: D

Info:
D (L,M)
c (J,K)
B (H,I)

u

ul

lv

Figure 13: Consequences of partial system state information, When the state

information maintained bry a distributed system is not complete, some nodes may

know about resources that others do not. i) Initiall¡ each node only knows about itself

and the operations it supports; ii) nodes B and C exchange knowledge; iii) nodes C

and D exchange knowledge; iv) nodes A and B exchange knowledge. These exchanges

result in partiàl system siate knowledge being maintained about the system. If node

A needs to know where an operation, L' is supported, then it can ask those nodes

that it knows about, in the hope that they know of such a node. In the case of static

information, complete system state information is attained quickly; the dynamic case

is more complicated as information needs to be updated periodically'
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of logical domains in the DISCWorld.
Although not as accurate as complete system state information, partial

information is easier to maintain. Schedulers can use partial system state information

when constructing placement schedules. We impose the restriction of partial system

state information in the model and algorithm developed in chapter 5.

Static scheduling is simpler to impiement and it seems to be the more widely-used

approach to scheduling. The literature features many examples of static scheduling,

where the authors have made different assumptions about such details as:

o the number of processors that are available for allocation 14,28',2L51;

o whether the processors can run any of the tasks that make up the application [42,

202,2241;

o the model used to evaluate the scheduling efficiency, and the input to the

model [aO, at, t3S];

o whether all tasks in the application have constant execution time 14,4L];

o whether communication time between the processors is taken into account [4,

28,471;

o whether the model incorporates parallel, concurrent execution of tasks or

both [41,154,224];

o whether loops or conditionals are allowed in the input to the model 1202,2241;

and,

o whether the processors that make up the working set are homogeneous or

heterogeneous [30, 138, 215].

3.5 Historical Review of Scheduling

This section presents an historical review of scheduling literature. Of course, this

is not an exhaustive list of all the literature; it encompasses what we believe to be

important studies. We are not interested in the complexity of the models - just the

models themselves.

Table 3 shows a comparison of models found in the scheduling literature. The

majority of the systems studied were formulated in the context of parallel program
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[138]

[18e]
[30]

t4l
l42l
[28]
[41]
12241

[53]
l2o2l
l47l
l2o4)
[2e]

[153]
[143]

[1e0]
[154]

Kaufman
Adam, Chandy,
Dickson
Chow, Kohler
Bokhari
Chou, Abraham
Towsley
Eager, Lazowska,
Zahofian
Sarkar, Hennessy
Cvetanovic
Shen, Tsai
Bokhari
Polychronopoulos,
Kuck
Bokhari
Litzkow, Livn¡
Mutka
Kruatrachue, Lewis
Pulidas, Towsle¡
Stanovic
Lo
Fernandez

Table B: Comparison of models found in the scheduling literature. The type of
--r-^-r--r:- L^ ^i+L^- Q+-+i^ Tì',-qmi¡ nr TTr¡hrirì lsfnf,ic then dvnamic). TaSkscIlguurIIIB uatrIl Lrt çlurrçr uuourvr vJ LLQLLLLV )

allocation can either be Restricted, Semi-Restricted or Unrestricted. The model

inputs can be an Arbitrary Graph, a Tlee, a Precedence Graph, a DAG, or

Unrelated Tasks. Task execution time is either Known or Unknown, and inter-
task communication time in the model is either included as a constant constant (Y),

included but variabie (V), or not included (N). The processors used by the model are

either homogeneous or heterogeneous.
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execution on tightly-clustered homogeneous processors. It can be seen that most of

the systems do not incorporate the concept of restricted program placement between

nodes - they assume that alt programs can be placed on âny processor in the pool' In

addition, the input to most of the models is a tree, or graph, of programs (or tasks)'

Tasks organized into a tree have precedence relations; they are instances of task

graphs with multiple source or sink nodes. In most cases' an arbitrary task graph,

or a precedence graph, is impiicitly directed. If the directed graph does not contain

cycles, it is termed a directed acyclic graph (DAG). DAGs are used to represent

processing requests in the model and algorithm developed in chapter 5' Some of the

systems featured in table 3 are described in the remainder of this section'

Stone [21b] used a modifred commodity flow algorithm and cutsets for scheduling

an arbitrary graph over two and three heterogeneous processors' Each task had

known, but not identical execution time. Each branch in the network had an

associated amount of information to be transferred. The capacity of the network,

was used to measure the actual amount of information flowing between the tasks

at runtime. Cutsets divide the graph into information sources and sinks. The

model incorporated variable communication time between processors. It also allowed

concurrent execution, but neither parallel execution or loops and conditionals in the

input graph. The model had the main characteristic of the input task graph being

undirected, thus representing two-way communication between modules; the cost

of moving a computation to another processor is traded off against communication

costs of transferring the results between processors. This model was one of the first

to consider semi-restricted tasks. Some tasks were assigned to processors; others were

able to ,float' between processors during program execution.

Kaufman [138] used a longest path method to statically schedule a tree of tasks

onto n homogeneous processors, in an unrestricted fashion' The longest path method

is equivalent to a list scheduling algorithm, ordering by decreasing task level. Trees

of tasks have precedence relations between tasks. Tasks were assumed to have known

but non-identical execution times, but communication time was not incorporated

into the cost model. Concurrent execution of tasks was supported, but not parallel

execution, or loops and conditionals in the input tree. This was the frrst study to

consider tasks with non-homogeneous execution times'

List schedule algorithms were compared in [4], across n,where (n >

homogeneous processors, using a precedence graph as input' Tasks \ryere assumed to

be unrestricted in assignment, and had random, but deterministic execution times.
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Communication time was not incorporated into the cost model. Concurrent execution

time was allowed, but not parallel execution, and ioops and conditionals were not

supported. If tasks are treated as programs, and task intercommunication is ignored

(i.e. tasks are independent), list scheduling is equivalent to the first-come first-serve

scheduling algorithm used in the tool described in chapter 4.

Bokhari [28] featured a static then dynamic scheduling algorithm, using

unrestricted placement of a tree of tasks, across n, (n ) 4) heterogeneous processors.

Tasks had known but non-identical execution time, and variable communication time

was incorporated into the cost model. This study \Mas one of the first to consider

variable communication times. Parallelism between tasks, loops and conditionals in

the input tree were not considered. AII processors are assumed to be dissimilar,

but are able to execute any task in the tree. The shortest tree algorithm is used

to minimise the sum of execution time and inter-processor communication time.

The algorithm suggested by this study exhaustively iterates through all possible

assignments of modules to processors, using the shortest tree. This algorithm is

similar to the model that we develop in chapter 5'

Chou and Abraham [41] suggested seven program descriptors for dynamic

execution on distributed systems and policy iteration. The descriptors are: execution

time of a task; the communication time for the results of a task; probability a task

fails on a processor; the time to create a checkpoint for a task; time to restart a failed

task; time to initiate a set of concurrent tasks on a processor; and, the communication

time for the results of a set of concurrent tasks, The paper presents an algorithm

for optimal task assignment on n heterogeneous processors, featuring probabilistic

conditional branches in the arbitrary input task graph. The study tffas one of the first

to consider parallel as well as concurrent execution of application tasks, and although

communication was considered in the cost model, the communication cost between

processors was fixed.

Towsley 12241 extended Bokhari's shortest path method, and incorporated the

concept of processor reiiabiiity irom [+i] to pro,Juce rn-time estimations by loop-

unravelling. An arbitrary task graph is scheduled for execution on n heterogeneous

processors, where tasks are either allowed to execute on any processor' or they are all

assigned to certain processors. Task execution time is known but non-identical, and

communications time is incorporated into the cost model, albeit fixed. This research

is significant because it supports conditionals and loops within the arbitrary task

graph as input.
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Chen and Eshaghian [40] present a fast recursive mapping algorithm for

parallel applications on parallel systems. Their system involves the clustering of the

algorithm's task graph, and the separate clustering of the parallel system's graph.

The algorithm provides for the mapping between the two clustered graphs in O(MN)

time, where M is the number of task modules and lü is the number of underlying

processors. In this study, the authols assume that each module (comprising the

application) executes for a single time unit, and communicates a uniform amount of

data to any child modules. They further assume that each processor is the same speed

and that all have the same network characteristics (transmission rate and latency).

Although this study is not applicable in the situation we consider for this thesis, it

is applicable to the case where only a single variable (either the program graph or

the architecture of the parallel machine) is changing. Thus, many program tasks, for

example, could be mapped to a single parallel architecture graph.

The automatic heterogeneous supercomputing (AHS) system [49] uses a semi-

dynamic strategy for scheduling user application proglams' The system maintains

a file for each application program containing an estimate of the execution time

of that application on each of the available machines; when the user invokes the

program, a machine is chosen such as to minimise the turnaround time, which is

a function of the current load on the machine and the expected execution time on

that machine. The system is semi-dynamic in that once the application is started

on a given machine, there is no intervention from the scheduler' The amount of

information that this scheduling algorithm uses is minimal, and while it benefits from

Iow scheduling overhead, it does fail to take into account any issues arising from the

input data locality.

The self-adjusting dynamic scheduling (SADS) algorithm [101] develops a detaiied

cost model which is used to trade-offeffects of processor load imbalance, interprocessor

communication delays and scheduling and synchronisation overhead. It creates partial

schedules, minimising the cost function by using an algorithm similar to branch-and-

bound [236]. The time that is taken to create the partial schedules is bound by the

speed with which least-loaded processor in the pool can complete its tasks. Once the

least-loaded processor completes its tasks, the computed partial schedules are send

to all the machines in the pooi, and the process begins again. This algorithm suffers

from the need to have a dedicated processor to create the partial schedules, whether

this processor is the same all the time, or whether it is chosen at execution time.

This is extended in the self-adjusting scheduling for heterogeneous systems (SASH)
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algorithm 1102]. The SADS algorithm is similar to the continual adaptive scheduling
algorithm for independent programs that is considered in chapter 4.

The scheduling scheme suggested by Shirazi, Chen and Marquis [205] involves

the clustering of a program's task graph into linear tasks, and then statically
scheduling them after optimisation. Linear clustering of nodes is used to decrease

the effects of inter-processor communications, while parallelising the nodes reduces

the execution time. The implementation of this algorithm has the drawback that one

of the assumptions that it makes is that the task graph that is to be used as input

has a single root node, that an unbounded number of target processors are available,

and they are homogeneous. No consideration is given to contention that may arise

from running multiple programs at once, or the effects of introducing heterogeneity

into the processor pool.

'Weissman and Grimshaw [233] present a framework for partitioning data

parallel computations in heterogeneous environments, which is implemented in

Mentat. This framework is designed to effectively utilise clusters of workstations and

supercomputers with different communications topologies, with a view to reducing

the total elapsed time as seen by a program. Different communication topologies are

characterised by different cost functions. This study includes the notion of router

delays and per-byte data coercion (between data formats) costs. The values used

for communications costs in the study are for an ideal system in stand-alone mode,

and do not consider the effects of real-time machine load. The process placement

algorithms used are communication topology-dependent, and rely on callbacks from

the tasks whilst they are in computation and communication phases to provide the

information that is needed to make intelligent placement decisions.

Shirazi, 'Wang and Pathak [206] consider the effects of three static scheduling

algorithms in the context of a multiprocessor environment, where the execution time

of each of the components of the input are known and invariant. Their study

concentrates on achieving the fastest turn-around time for an input DAG. The

algorithms they consi<ier are the criticai path metho<i, and two novel algorithms, a

heaviest-node first method, where the longest-executing program nodes are assigned

to the least-loaded processors first, and a weighted length algorithm which extends the

critical path algorithm by incorporating such information as the branching factor of

each node, the number of children, and their weights. Although novel, and effective

in terms of computational complexity, the models do not take into consideration

the delay effects of interprocessor communication or the effects of any processor
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heterogeneity.

El-Rewini and Lewis consider the problem of scheduling parallel program tasks

onto arbitrary machines [57] in the presence of contention between processing nodes.

They use a scheduling heuristic, MH, which produces a static schedule based on list

scheduling. A task graph and a undirected graph, representing the target machine,

are used by the mapper algorithm, which produce a Gantt chart of the resulting

schedule. Contention on interconnection links is modeled as a extra delay which is

constant for a given link. Although the effects of contention on interconnection links

is ignored, we consider the effects of assigning multiple tasks to a single processor in

the model we develoP in chaPter 5.

MaIIoy, Lloyd and Soffa [156] extended existing research based on the critical

path method to the fine-grained parallelism found in program instruction streams,

and implemented their model on a two-processor homogeneous system. This research

is too frne-grained to be applicable to the problem that is under consideration.

3.6 Discussion

While a variety of different scheduling and placement models have been studied in the

literature, there is very little evidence of most of the models being used in practice.

Although scheduling and process placement are vital parts of a distributed system,

most of the cluster computing environments described in chapter 2 do not seem to

have been designed with any algorithms in mind.

There is a great deal of existing research that focuses on scheduling DAGs across

a bounded or unbounded number of target nodes. Although useful, results which

only consider a homogeneous collection of nodes, such as 14,138,203], are not helpful

in the case of heterogeneous nodes. Still more research [ttr0] focuses on exploiting

fine-grained parallelism found in instruction streams. That too, is not helpful in the

case where a processing pool is comprised of heterogeneous nodes separated by a

wide-area broadband network.

Unfortunately the existing research (eg 14,56,57,63,84,85,156,201,2421) that

considers a collection of heterogeneous nodes all assume that either:

. components can run on every machine in the processor pool; or

o interconnection networks are all homogeneous; or
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o nodes are dedicated and are always available to accept a nelff component for

execution; or

o the size of the data to be transferred is the same; or

o the nodes do not fail; or

o a centralised scheduler is acting in isolation and is in possession of up-to-date

global state information; or

o all the data needed by a program component is available from the node on which

it runs.

The general case that we consider has the following characteristics, for which an

adequate solution does not yet exist:

o program components, or services, are not available on every node;

o interconnection networks vary between nodes;

o resources need to be scheduled across administrative boundaries;

o nodes are owned and maintained by separate groups (and individuals) who may

arbitrarily decide to remove the machine from the available processor pool;

o the data outputs of different services are not the same size, nor are they

necessarily constant across executions of the same service with different input

parameters;

o execution schedules can be created by any node within the processor pooi,

using the most up-to-date information available, with each node creating its

^..,- ^-t"^l"l^o. o-l(JW ¡l ùLllçuu¡çùt @llu7

o in some situations, the data that a service requires may not be readily copied to

another machine, which may necessitate moving the service code to the remote

machine.

3.7 Concluston
The scheduling literature provides solutions for a number of special cases. However,

we believe that the previous results are not completely applicable for the system model
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that is found in some wide-area distributed systems, such as our DISCWorld prototype

metacomputing environment. They do not address the fundamental constraints and

features found in our system: lack of up-to-date global system information; restricted

placement and mobility of data and services; global naming strategy for data and

services, by which data may be re-used; and the single assignment nature of data.

There are a number of popular approaches to this problem, most of which are

related to the critical path method. We consider services that can be executed on a

number of different nodes within the distributed environment, each with a different

set of transfer and execution costs. Due to the sheer computational complexity of

computing a critical path for every possible node assignment, we feel the classical

approaches of list scheduling [a] and clustering 1207,2401 are not appiicable' In

addition, the above techniques fail to take into account the probable need to transfer

input data to each service before it can be run - which is different from the data

created as the output of a previous processing step. Finall¡ Sarkar's two-stage

algorithm [201] and DSC only consider the case of homogeneous compute nodes,

which is too restrictive for the more general case we consider.

A number of heuristics and partial solutions may be combined to form a solution

to the problem we consider. We use the generai idea of clustering, and in particular,

a modified version of Yang and Gerasoulis' DSC algorithm to minimise the total

execution time of an individual job.

We consider a processing request to be made up of a number of programs,

which may have inter-dependencies. When all processors in a distributed system are

controlled, and assigned programs by a single front-end processor, static scheduling,

as described in section 3.1, is best. This is because the complete state of the system

is knowable. There are two major drawbacks to using a centralised scheduler. Firstly,

the use of a centralised scheduler may cause a processing bottleneck, and secondly,

the centralised scheduler introduces a single point of failure. This means that if the

node hosting the scheduler suffers a failure, either of the physical machine or the

network interconnecting the scheduler with the remainder of the processors in the

pool, no more jobs will be able to be scheduled'

If all processors have the abitity to assign programs to run in the distributed

system, then dynamic scheduling, or load balancing, is more appropriate because

of the lack of control by an individual node over the whole system. Most dynamic

scheduling algorithms seek to obtain the best performance for individual programs

under consideration, in the assumption that by doing so, the complete processing
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request will be efficiently executed; they perform no forward-planning.

In chapter 4 we present a tool we have developed that allows quantifiable analysis

of static and dynamic scheduling algorithms when used to execute independent

programs injected to a cluster of computers. When the distributed environment

is relatively stable, we find that in the case where the programs to be run are easily

characterised, a static scheduling algorithm provides good execution time; when the

programs are not easily characterised, a dynamic algorithm is needed'

In the situation where the node from which a processing request is submitted

has information on the system state (even if incomplete), there is benefit in using

that information to produce a heuristically good execution schedule. If the execution

schedule is created with static task-to-processor assignment, and then modified at

execution time, we call this model hybrid static-dynamic. Thus, the node creates

the best static schedule that is heuristically possible using its current system state

information as an estimate. Since other nodes may have different system state

information, at execution time they may modify the schedule to make it more efficient

for the processing request's execution.

Some of the systems we review in chapter 2 provide solutions which incorporate

subsets of the conditions which characterise our system. In chapter 5 we develop a

model for scheduling in wide-area systems. The DISCWorld model is designed for jobs

that consist of inter-dependent high-level programs, which we subsequently describe

in chapter 6.



Chapter 4

Scheduting IndePendent Tasks

4.L Introduction
optimal scheduling of interacting jobs on metacomputer systems is a difficult problem'

Here we focus on the simpler problem of scheduling non-interactive, independent

tasks. This work is also reported in [131]. Independent tasks are described in

chapter 3.

In implementing metacomputing environments it may be infeasible or impossible

to have a pre-set up point-of-presence, or daemon, running on each node in the

system. The node may not be able to support the environment in which the daemon

is written. For example, Java [88] is not available for some platforms such as the

Thinking Machines cM-5. The node's administrator or owner may not want the

machine directiy accessible to the remainder of the metacomputing environment' For

example on a Beowulf cluster [1f5] a front-end node may be acting as a gateway to

hidden worker nodes. It is therefore sensible to design a software scheduling system

to allow a designated node to act as an active gateway for other passive nodes'

Under this model, the active node must be able to schedule remote processes

to provide good job throughput in the larger scale of the whole metacomputing

environment, which may comprise a cluster of compute clusters. It must also ensure

that fair access is granted to resources which may be shared' Metacomputing

resources often comprise individual workstations and other computers accessed by

their owners and other userc d,irecúly, outside the control of any scheduling software'

In this chapter we focus on the problems of scheduling on cluster computing'

There is already a large body of existing work in this area, including research projects

such as: NQS [117]; PBS [23]; DQS 12201; EASY [t51]; and the Prospero Resource

67
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Manager [172] (PRM), as well as commercial products such as: Loadleveler [123]; and

Codine [81]. These software systems are broadly characterised as queueing software

which runs on all of the participating nodes, and are described more fully in chapter 3.

Although several support partial node availability they are often hard to set up and

maintain with policy information spread across distributed nodes' These systems do

however use individual node loads in load balance calculations, which is more difficult

for a centralised scheduler that does not have access to daemons on each node. In this

chapter we experiment with a centralised scheduler model to manage a sub-cluster

of resources. A full metacomputing environment may integrate many such transient

sub-clusters together using the decentralised daemon approach with each sub-cluster

managed by a daemon. This is useful if transient sub-clusters comprise resources

temporarily assigned from other duties such as individual users' workstations.

We consider a number of scheduling atgorithms. We measure their behaviour when

all the jobs that are to be run on a particular sub-cluster are registeted before the

scheduling process begins, but the load state of the system is unknown' While a job

might take a relatively well defined time to execute when all required input data is

available on the local node, this can increase significantly when it must retrieve data

either from the local gateway or a remote system'

The typical usage scenario \rye are interested in for our prototype DISCWorld [113]

metacomputing environment is for high level user queries to be decomposed into well

defined independent jobs. These jobs may be parameterised simulations, or simple

data filtering jobs. The execution model is that of a gateway node which hosts a

scheduling daemon which can remotely execute jobs independently on the sub-cluster

it is responsible for.

/1 , Snhodrrlincr Tndcnendent .fobs
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In a set of independent jobs, one of the defining characteristics is the execution time

of each job. in the situation where each job has similar resource requirements, it is

possible to test the performance of a scheduling algorithm on different distributions

of job execution times. In this study, we approximate the time taken to copy

the data necessary for the job to be executed, and also the effects of different

sized data by considering different distributions of execution time. We consider

five different distributions of task execution time: homogeneous; bimodal; uniform

random; normal; and Poisson. Alt results we report in this chapter were carried out on
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a cluster of 8 DEC Alpha Workstation running Digital Unix. We are experimenting

with the effects of heterogeneous cluster nodes but do not report on that work here.

The use of a homogeneous cluster of workstations allows us to see the impact of the

different scheduling policies of different job mixtures. The job execution times that

we used for the different distributions are shown in table 4.

Table 4: Simulation job duration characteristics

As the name suggests, jobs with homogeneous execution times all run for the

same duration. There are many examples of jobs with a homogeneous execution

time distribution, most commonly found when requesting that the same application

be run with either no inputs, slightly different, but equivalent inputs which are

already present on the local node. Bi,mod,al distributions occur when the jobs they

represent take one of two durations to execute. In the context of a metacomputing

environment, this distribution occurs most often when a single job is being executed

which sometimes has to retrieve input data from a remote node. For the purposes

of this study, when jobs have a bimodal execution time distribution, they have an

equal (b0%) chance of being randomly assigned to be a long or short job. Uniform

rand,om distributions must be used to model jobs when nothing is known about their

execution time. An example of this is when a job has roughly equal probability of

being able to either run without any parameters, or it may need parameters that

can vary in size, and may be available from the local node or a remote node. A

normal distribution occurs most frequently when a job is used with input data that

is only loosely clustered around a mean size, which is most often available from the

local node. An example of a Poisson job distribution is a job which is usually run

with input data that is very tightly clustered around a meân size and which is nearly

always resident on the local node.

CharacteristicsDistribution

mean:0.1sec,o:1.0sec
mean:0.1sec,ø:1.0sec

job duration : 0.1sec
job duration randomly chosen from 0'1 or 10sec

job duration in interval [0.1,10)sec
Bimodal

Uniform Random
Normal
Poisson
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4.3 Scheduling Algorithms

Efficient scheduling software should minimise idle processing time. No single

algorithm can achieve optimal performance on all possible job execution time

distributions. However, given extra information such as which distribution dominates

the job spectrum a smart scheduling system can choose which policy will be near

optimal. To investigate this, we tested five scheduling policy algorithms against

some simpte job time distributions. we implemented these algorithms in a prototype

centralised scheduler program known as dploader. This multi-threaded program was

implemented in C and uses a single controlling thread to assign jobs to remote

processoïs and an additional single thread per processor executing remote jobs. The

program structure is shown in figure L4. If therefore acts as the central sub-cluster

manager discussed above and provides a test framework. At run time, the dploader

program is set up with a host list of those remote nodes or hosts to which it is able

to assign jobs.

remote shell
executes task

processorprocessor

I thread

processor

m thread

scheduler
thread

remote shell
executes task

processor

m

dploader program on processor 0 tasks execute in remote
shell (rsþ

Figure 14: dploader program structure. The scheduler creates a thread per processor

rná 
" 

controlling thread. The per-processor threads use rsh to execute remote tasks.

A number of scheduling algorithms were tested, including: round-robin (perfect);

round-robin with clustering (perfect-clustering); minimal adaptive (adaptive);

-continual adaptive (continual-adaptive); and first-come first-serve (fcfs). The names

in parentheses are used as shorthand on the graphs and tables of results'

Scheduling is saicl to be static when the processors on which the jobs will run are

assigned at compile-time or before execution. Dynarnic sched,uli,ng 16l or load balanci'ng

is performed at run-time. This involves all jobs being assigned to processors, and the

use of transfer policies and placement policies in order to decide when a job will be
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moved between processors and to where it should be moved, respectively. This is

further described in chaPter 3.

Our problem is that we are not able to run daemons that report accurate and up-

to-date sub-cluster node status information to the centralised scheduling software.

The only information that we receive from a remote node is the execution time

of the last job, or if multiple jobs rñ/ere run, the average execution time. In our

metacomputing context, the classic terminology of static and dynamic scheduling is

no longer entirely appropriate due to its inability to describe run-time job assignment

algorithms which use minimal information about remote nodes' These algorithms

are not strictly static as job piacement is performed at run-time' They are also not

strictly load balancing algorithms in the sense that a centralised algorithm decides

job placement and assignment until jobs are actually ready to be executed'

We defi,ne performance as the total time taken to schedule and execute the jobs

assigned. This metric incorporates not only the time taken to execute jobs on the

remote machine, but also overheads associated with the establishment of remote

shells, and any other time spent waiting for a job to be assigned to a waiting processor'

The time taken to establish a job (or group of jobs) on a remote machine is termed

the job assignment latency. We assume that the additional increase in latency to

request a reasonable number of jobs is negligible because the majority of overhead

making up this latency is caused by contacting the machine and creating a remote

shell or process.

In perfect or round-robin scheduling, each node receives an equal proportion

of the jobs. Thus, if there a,re njobs and rn nodes in the workstation cluster, then

each machine will receive å jo¡s to process. Nodes are cyclically assigned a single

job in the order of their appearance in the host list after the preceding host has been

assigned; thus node z * 1 will not receive a ne\ry job until it is possible to assign a job to

node ,i. Processor 0 receives job 0, processor l receives job 1, " ' ' 
processor 0 receives

job m, processor 1 receives job rn * 1 and so forth. This is illustrated in figure 15.

It can be seen that this implementation of perfect scheduling may lead to node i + 1

being idle if node ,i is relatively slower. This algorithm is best suited to the case

in which the processors that comprise the sub-cluster are homogeneous, both with

respect to node performance, and actual load on the processors. Perfect scheduling

is designed to average out the number of jobs executed on each host' UnfortunatelS

this algorithm is expected to be the worst performing of those studied, for several

reasons, including those of job and node non-homogeneity in practice, as well as high

7T
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individual job assignment latency

Figure 15: Round-robin scheduling of independent jobs. Processors are not assigned

a job until the preceding pro..rro, has finished its job. This scheduling algorithm

.rroru, a perfect proporiion of the total jobs will be assigned to each processor'

In the clustered round-robin algorithm, the total number of jobs are divided

amongst the host list. Therefore, a processor receives all of the jobs it must execute

at startup. Thus, processor 0 receives jobs 0 . h - 1, processor 1 receives jobs

rn n'L

advantages of being the easiest out of those studied to implement, and also that

it reduces the job assignment latency. However, it suffers from the deficiency of not

being able to control the number of jobs to execute if a processor is found to be

relatively slower than the others. In terms of job assignment latency, this scheduling

algorithm is the least expensive of those studied, as it only performs a single job

assignment on each remote processor. Thus the execution time of the whole program

is that of the slowest processor, or if the processors are homogeneous' the processors

that gets assigned the greatest number of longer jobs in a distribution'

The algorithm we term minimal adaptive scheduling is that of testing the

relative performance of nodes beforeplacing the remaining jobs onto them' The object

of this is to avoid the Amdahl effect incurred by the clustered round-robin algorithm'

Provided fl ) ffi,where n is the number of jobs and rn is the number of processors' we

select and place the first rn jobs onto the nodes, one job per node' After timing how

long it takes for each node to process these single jobs, a relative ranking of nodes

is made, and the remaining n - rnjobs are proportionally assigned to the nodes, as

shown in figure 17. This algorithm does not incur as much job assignment latency as

the perfect scheduling algorithm, but as it performs two sets of job assignments (one
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"m 1n_Jobs: I

Jobs 2¡-
'm 1n-)m

scheduler
program

Jobs: n-m, ..., n

Processor I

Processor 2

jobs are assigned to
processors in blocks

Processor

Figure 16: Round-robin scheduling of independent jobs with clustering. The total

,r.r*b.. of jobs is divided (as equally as possible) amongst the available processors'

to perform benchmarking on the remote hosts, and the other to assign the remainder

of the jobs), it suffers from double the latency of clustered round-robin scheduling'

Minimal adaptive scheduling makes the underlying assumption that the state of the

target processor for the duration of the first job is indicative of the steady state of the

machine. Furthermore, the algorithm ignores job heterogeneity. It is quite possible

that if the first rn jobs that are in the queue waiting to be processed are not the same,

then the resulting estimate of the relative processing capacity of the target processors

will be incorrect. Fluctuations in the machines' load are ignored by this algorithm.
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Jobs: I

Jobs: 2
scheduler
pfogram

Jobs: m

Processor I

Processor 2

Processor m

Jobs: m+I, ..., s

Jeþs; s+I, ..., tschedr¡let
progfam

Jobs: y+1, ..., n

Processor I

Pmcessor 2

iobs are assigned to
processors in blocla

Processot m

i)

Figure 17: Minimal adaptive scheduling of independent jobs. In the first step, (i)

a single job is assigned to each of the processors. The remaindel of the jobs are

prop*tiãnally assig:ned depending on their relative speeds (ii)' (s,f,3t depend on the

retatil e speeds of the processors' and s, t,U < n')

Continual adaptive scheduling is an algorithm designed to achieve the best
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turnaround time for a group of jobs. Jobs are assigned to each processor in groups

of. t, atunable parameter. After each processor has finished processing its group, the

group execution time is recorded, and the total number of jobs that the processor

will be able to execute such that all processors should finish at approximately the

same time, is estimated. This concept is shown in frgure 18. The continual adaptive

scheduling algorithm performs better than the perfect algorithm, but not as well as

clustered round-robin nor as well as the minimal adaptive algorithms in terms of job

assignment latency. This is due to the need for the algorithm to assign blocks of jobs

to the remote processors, and analyse the performance of each, before assigning new

jobs.

Jobs: I, t-l

Jobs: t, ...,21-l
scheduler
program

Jobs(m-l)t ..., mt

Processor I

P¡ocessor 2

iobs are assiPed to
þrocessors in blocks
ofsize t

Processor m

Jobs: mt+1, ..., u

Jobs: u+I, ..., v
scheduler
progfam

Jobs: w, ..., w+t

Processor I

Processor 2

jobs are assigned to
processoß in blocks

P¡ocessor m

i) IIJ

Figure 18: continual adaptive scheduling of independent jobs. In the first step, (i)

a block of ú jobs is assigned to each of the processors. Based on the relative speed

of each processor in proãessing the previous block, a maximum of ú jobs are assigned

to the fastest proces;ors so that each processor will finish at the same time. (u,u,w

depend on thsrelative speeds of the processors, and u, u)w < n')

First-come first-serve (FCFS) scheduling refers to the technique of placing all

a..,ailable nodes into an ordered list. and assigning each job individually to the node

at the front of the list. Once a node is assigned a job, the node is removed from the

head of the list until it has finished processing its assigned job, when it is added to

the end of the host list. This algorithm has the benefit of favouring the faster nodes,

as the faster a node processes a job, the quicker it will be added on to the end of the

list, and the sooner it witl be assigned a new job. This is illustrated in figure 19' This

scheduling algorithm provides the best throughput with respect to job execution, but

will cause the machines to be used in an unbalanced fashion. The major deficiency

of the algorithm is its need for a low job assignment latency, since jobs are assigned

individually.
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Jobs: 1, m*l,

Jobs: 2,2m,...
scheduler
pro$am

Jobs: m,m*2, ...

Processor 1

Processor 2

jobs are individuallY
assigned to processors

Processor m

Figure 19: First-come first-serve scheduling of independent jobs' Each processor is

asJigned a job as soon as it finished its current job'

4.4 Algorithms Test Results

The five scheduling policy algorithms were tested on a variety of homogeneous and

heterogeneous clusters of processing nodes, using many independent job distributions'

Each distribution of between 1 and 1000 jobs was drawn from the stated statistical

distribution. In the limit of nÞ TrL, where each machine had a large number of jobs,

the scalable behaviour is summarised in table 4.4. This shows the job throughput

and job assignment latency overhead figures, which scale linearly as expected, but

which differentiate the efficiency of each algorithm for different job time distributions.

Figure 20 shows the n = rn behaviour, which illustrates some of the characteristics

of each algorithm.

Generally, the homogeneous distribution evokes the best performance from each

of the considered scheduling algorithms. This is because of the uniformity in job

execution time, and allows us to view the impact of job assignment latency'

The round-robin scheduling algorithm, shown in figure 20 i), performs no

prediction at all. Hence the performance of this algorithm is reflected in a

distribution's clustering around the mean job execution time in a synthetic job load'

Thus, the jobs exhibiting a homogeneous execution time distribution perform best,

followed by Poisson, normal, uniform random and then bimodal. The high variability

in the poisson, normal, uniform random and bimodal distributions causes delays in the

assignment of jobs to processors. Because jobs are individually assigned to processors,

a high component of the overall performance is the job assignment latency'

On average the slopes representing job execution time distributions in clustered
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Scheduling
Algorithm

Job Execution
Time Distribution

Execution
Time/Job(s)

Job Assignment
Latency(s)

Round Robin homo
Poisson
normal
random
bimodal

0.232 + 0.005
0.732 + 0.006
0.887 + 0.006
1.051 + 0.003
1.322 L 0.002

0+1
0+2

1.5 + 1.5
1.6 + 0.7

0+0.5
Clustered

Round Robin Poisson
normal
random
bimodal

0.0154 + 0.0004
0.170 + 0.005
0.199 + 0.001
0.663 + 0.003
0.686 + 0.004

2.9 + 0.1
13.2 + 1.3
5.1 + 0.3
9.2 + 0.8
9.7 + 0.9

Minimal
Adaptive

homo
Poisson
normal
random
bimodal

0.0199 + 0.0008
0.299 + 0.005
0.935 + 0.008
L.344 + 0.006

1.81 + 0.03

2.7 r 0.2
10.8 + 1.2
9.1 + 1.9
0.9 * 1.4

0+7
First-come
First-serve

homo
Poisson
normal
random
bimodal

0.185 + 0.002
0.299 + 0.003
0.413 + 0.007
0.754 + 0.002
0.763 + 0.002

0.8 + 0.5
5.1 + 0.7
7.7 +. r.7
3.3 + 0.6
3.3 + 0.6

Continual
Adaptive

homo
Poisson
normal
random
bimodal

0.0242 + 0.0007
0.0238 + 0.0008

0.151 + 0.001
0.834 + 0.003
0.962 + 0.006

2.r t 0.2
2.4 t 0.2
5.5 + 0.3

11.8 + 0.9
t2.4 t 7.6

Table 5: Execution time per job (seconds) and job assignment latency overhead

(seconds) as measured from experiments varying the number of jobs for each algorithm

and job execution time distribution. The effective execution time is caicuiated by

dividing the total execution time of the request by the number of processors used

to execute the request. Job assignment latency was calculated by using slope- and

intercept- figures iro* gr"phs of observed data. In some cases the data does not

lend itself to the .rr. oi a Least-Squared Linear Fit of a Straight Line to produce

job assignment latencies. This is found when the observed latencies are very small

tut have a large error, as in Round Robin homo, Round Robin Poisson and Minimal
Adaptive bimodal.
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round-robin scheduling, figure 20 ii), are flatter, reflecting a single job assignment

Iatency. The homogeneous and normal distributions perform the best, due to their

symmetric clustering of values around the mean. The Poisson distribution, although

tightly clustered around the mean, lacks the symmetry of the normal distribution,

which is reflected by decreased relative performance. The algorithm performs poorly

with random and bimodal job execution distributions due to their high variability.

That the data series representing the bimodal distribution seems to 'step' is purely

random. The elapsed time reported in the graph shows the total time taken by the

simulation to run the number of jobs in parallel across the cluster. Timing was started

when the jobs were assigned and timing was finished when all machines in the cluster

had frnished their assigned jobs.

The continual adaptive aigorithm's performance, shown in figure 20 iii), is

best with those distributions that are easily predictable - homogeneous' Poisson

and normal, even though the algorithm incurs a job assignment latency for each

processor after synchronisation. This is due to its ability to predict, with a greater

degree of accuracy, the time that a certain number of jobs will take to run before

synchronisation is necessary. The main source of performance degradation in this

algorithm is the wasted time when processors are idle waiting for another to flnish

before synchronising. Bimodal and random, because of their high variability, are

hardest to predict successfullY.

The slopes representing job execution time distributions in the test of first-

come first-serve algorithm, shown in figure 20 iv), are more tightly clustered than

those of round-robin, clustered round-robin and continual adaptive. This is due

to the opportunistic nature of the scheduling algorithm, where those distributions

exhibiting a mixture of long and short jobs average out over many repetitions'

Making no predictions on the execution time of future jobs, this algorithm exhibits

the best performance out of all algorithms studied for uniform random and bimodal

distributions of job execution time. Since there are no predictions, there are no

penalties for incorrect predictions, r-rnlike in the case of the continual adaptive

algorithm.

The minimal adaptive algorithm, shown in figure 20 v), represents the mininial

amount of effort that can be experrded in order to make an estimate of the relative

performance of remote processors, based on actual performance of a single job. Thus,

in the absence of any load information, it provides a rough basis for processor

comparison. This algorithm also takes far less time to make predictions than the
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continual adaptive algorithm. The performance of the algorithm is similar to that of

the continual adaptive algorithm with the exception that the predictions of Poisson

and normal distributions, based on a single point, are far more inaccurate, increasing

the total execution time. Thus the more predictable the execution time of a job

is, the greater performance this algorithm will achieve' Exactly why the data

series representing the Poisson distribution jumps after 35 jobs is not clear' This

phenomenon, while not critical to the argument presented in this chapter, is deserving

of further investigation.

In the limit of large job numbers, the performance of all the algorithms, across all

the distributions scaled linearly with job numbers, assuming fixed number of available

processing nodes. Most algorithms settled into a steady-state performance scaling

regime, and algorithm performance can be ranked in the order of best to worst for

the distributions: homogeneous, Poisson, normal, random and bimodal'

In the large job number regime, the minimal adaptive algorithm, shown in

figure 20 vi), exhibits irregular behaviour for the bimodal job execution time

distribution, even for relatively large numbers of jobs. This is due to the algorithm

failing to predict the job execution times properly, which is its major deficiency, but

an inherent problem with a bimodal job time distribution.

The difference between the performance of the minimal and continual adaptive

algorithms is insignificant in the case of a homogeneous distribution of job execution

times. However, as the predictability of job execution times becomes more difficult,

the benefit of collecting more execution-time data becomes evident'

In summary, if the distribution of job execution times is known in advance, as in

the homogeneous case, then the algorithm with the least amount of job assignment

latency and prediction overhead, clustered round-robin, is most suitable. For those

distributions exhibiting symmetry and a high degree of clustering around the mean,

such as the Poisson and normal distributions, a continual adaptive algorithm is

most suitable. The first-come first-serve algorithm performed the best with those

distributions that were hardest to predict, uniform random and bimodal.

Figure 21 shows summaries of real data collected by the ANU Supercomputer

Facility [13,14]. The first three graphs in the figure show that observed data can be

seen to fit the distributions that we have used in this study. Furthermore, it can also be

seen that in some cases (figures 21 iv) - vi)), the distribution of real data is not aiways

predictable. Figure 21 iv) seems to be a combination of a homogeneous job mix with a

relatively insignificant random distribution of turnaround times. Figure 21 v) seems
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Figure 21: Job turnaround data collected from the ANU Supercomputer Facility'

Users' jobs were submittecl to one of a number of queues on a Fujitsu VPP300 and

Silicon Graphics power Challenge XL. Graphs i)-iii) show that the distributions used

in our study are found in real data; graphs iv)-vi) show that real data is not always

predictable.
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to be a Poisson distribution with an equally significant homogeneous distribution.

Of course, statistical analysis might reveal that the data actually conforms to a

strong bimodal and weak normal distribution. Figure 21 vi) seems to be a bimodal

distribution overlaid with a less significant Poisson distribution'

For those cases where the observed data neatly frts a particular distribution, the

choice of scheduling algorithm is simplified. In the cases where the observed data is

a combination of distributions, the decision of which algorithm to use can be quite

complex. For example, if the data seems to be a combination of Poisson and bimodal

distributions, then the two most appropriate algorithms that we have studied are the

continual adaptive and first-come first-serve' \Mhat the scheduler needs to decide, in

this case, is whether choosing the algorithm with the least amount of job assignment

latency witl be better than the abitity to assign jobs to processols as soon as they

have finished the current job. certainly, as the number of jobs increases, the job

assignment latency becomes more signifrcant'

4.5 Discussíon and Conclusion

The functionality of being able to distribute parameterised sections of a worker/slave

program is not new, existing in selected applications, for example the npeg-encode

program [aZ] from Berkeley. This application has the facility to load balance across

multiple UNIX hosts using one of two scheduling strategies: perfect (round-robin),

which assumes each machine can process frames at the same rate, and assigns an

equal fraction of frames to each processor; and a minimal adaptive algorithm, where

a number of test frames are encoded to gauge the relative (static) performance of

a remote processor and thereafter, a proportional number of frames is assigned to

ensure that execution time of the frames is close to constant over all the remote

processors.

Scheduling jobs on a general metacomputing system can be tackled by modeling

the system as a hierarchy of sub-clusters. Each cluster of nodes' can be managed

by a gateway node with the expected performance and ease of implementation as 'we

have described. Clusters of these sub-clusters can potentially be managed using one

or more of the existing scheduling software systems, where each managed node in the

cluster is a gateway to a sub-cluster'

In general, we believe the terminology for static and dynamic scheduling is not

entirely appropriate in the metacomputing context' For example, those algorithms
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perform process placement at run-time but from a centralised scheduler with minimal
knowledge of the remote processors do not fall neatly into either the categories of static

or dynamic scheduling.

The Globus toolkit [69] and Legion [94] are two metacomputing projects which

exhibit diametrically opposite approaches to resource management and process

execution. Globus uses third-party schedulers, and users can submit arbitrary binaries

for execution, while Legion is based on an object-oriented run-time environment and

all user processes comprise of objects which extend a Legion base class' Thus,

the Globus toolkit can use far less execution time information than is Legion'

Using the hierarchical scheduling approach described in this chapter' lrye intend that

our DISCWorld metacomputing system will be abie to reap the benefits of both

approaches. This is described in chapter 5.

The results have shown that for job execution times with a high degree of

symmetry around a mean, a continual adaptive scheduling algorithm is most suitable,

while for those distributions which are not easily predictable, a first-come first-serve

algorithm performs most efficiently. We have shown that the job execution time

distributions used in this study occur in real data, and that it is not uncommon for

real data to be composed of a number of distributions'

We have shown that no one scheduling algorithm consistently produces the best

performance across the job execution time distributions we have studied' Therefore

it is important to know more about the actual distribution so that an appropriate

algorithm can be chosen. Through the collection and exploitation of historical job

execution times, we anticipate it may be possible for a smarú scheduler to select and

ada,nt to the most apDropriate scheduling policy.úgal/w ------ --rr r-

The main conclusion to arise from this study is that for the general case in which

the iob execution times are not known in advance, an adaptive algorithm, such as

first-come first-serve or continual adaptive, is required. When the number of jobs

to be scheduled is large, and the job assignment latency would be prohibitive to

incur uporr starting each job, a continual adaptive scheduling algorithnn is the best

choice. In order for the continual adaptive algorithm to be able to adapt responsively

to changing conditions, more information than was used in this study needs to be

collected.

Due to the difierences in processing speed and machine characteristics (such as

floating point arithmetic, processor time quanta, and available memory for multiple

processes to run simultaneously) in a heterogeneous mixture of workstations, we
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expect similar, but more exaggerated, results from the experiment. We expect that

the adaptive algorithms, especially continual adaptive will perform the best due to

its ability to favour the processors that have the best job throughput.

If the jobs which are submitted to the scheduler program as part of a

larger computation, it may be possible to supply the scheduler with extra

information to describe the jobs. This is the approach taken in our prototype

DISCWorld metacomputing environment. A model for scheduling in coarse-grained

metacomputers is presented in chapter 5; the implementation of the model is presented

in chapter 6, in which the benefits of adaptive scheduling are shown'

The work presented in this chapter has three important uses: it provides

a framework in which parameterised simulations can be run over a network of

workstations; it provides a framework for the testing of scheduling algorithms on

different types of job inputs; and it can be used as a service in the DISCWorld

metacomputing environment to control a network of workstations on which it is not

possible to execute a Java virtual machine'
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Chapter 5

Modeling Scheduling and
Placement

In this chapter we consider the problem of deriving placement information to schedule

a program graph (as defined in section 3.3) consisting of services and the sharing of

raw and result data. Unlike nearly all of the studies to be found in the literature (see

chapter 3), the aim of this work is not simply to produce an algorithm to provide the

best task-to-processor mapping in the situation where all the processors can execute

any of.the tasks in the user's job. This work differs from that discussed in section 3'3

in that not all tasks may be executed by any processor. In addition to the case where

the task (or service to be used) may not be available on all processors (or nodes) in

the system, we explicitly consider the case where the data needed for the services

is not available on every node (and also may not be moved to where the services

currently reside).

This chapter describes the model of the placement mechanism developed for use

in our prototype metacomputing framework. This model allows a static mapping

to be made between the services that are required in a processing request, and the

machines that host them. Once the mapping is made and the system starts execution,

the mapping can be dynamically modified to take into consideration additional

system state information. The approach is a hybrid between static and dynamic

scheduling, which is described more fully in section 3.1.3. The implementation of the

metacomputing framework is described in chapter 6'

85
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5.1 Terminology
For the sake of self-containment and completeness, we define our usage of some basic

terminology. The metacomputing daemon is the software that controls the local

resource in the context of the metacomputing environment, granting and denying

users access, executing and monitoring jobs that are run on behalf of the users and

the system as a whole. \Me use the terms node and dumb node lo refer to a machine

in the heterogeneous collection of computers that makes up a metacomputing system.

We draw an important distinction between the two terms, however, insomuch as node

is used to represent a machine upon which a copy of. a daemon is run, and dumb node

for the machine on which the daemon cannot run, for a given reason (such as an

inability to run a Java Virtual Machine).

We use the term job or task to represent an application in execution, as known

by the operating system. A job, in turn, comprises of a set of threads that execute

together to form an application. As in [62], the exception to the term job is when a set

of processes, which are autonomous as far as the operating system is concerned, are

actually part of a single application. In this case, the operating system regards each

process as a separate job. An example of this case is the concurrent execution of code

on different machines using message passing constructs for communications. Each

process is logically separate as far as the machines' operating systems are concerned,

but together they comprise a single job. When we describe programs, the terms 'Tob",

"process" and "task" are used interchangeably'

5.2 Features and Constraints of Model

When modeling scheduling, it is beneficial to bear in mind a list of desirable

a,ttributes of the final model. In this section, the desired attributes and features

of our scheduling model are discussed. These attributes of our scheduling model

a e: distributed scheduling; ability to schedule task graphs; ability to characterise

processing nodes; restricte<i placement of services; heuristic optimal schedules; non-

preemptive scheduling; and clustering of services onto nodes.

Some of the features of this model are: it is designed to perform in the absence

of complet e up-to-d,aúe system state information; and it is designed to schedule high-

Ievel programs which communicate by the sharing of. compleúe results in producer

- multiple-consumer relationships. The attributes and characteristics are explained

more fully in the following subsections.
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6.2.L Distributed scheduling with Partial system state

The distributed environment we consider is that of a loose confederation of distributed

computers, separated by significant (in terms of network connectivity) distances.

Furthermore, we consider the situation in which a user submits a processing request

from a client application to its iocal DISCWorld node. In most cases, we expect

the local DISCWorld node to be listening on a different port of the same physical

machine, although it is not infeasible for the local DISCWorld node to be a different

machine. Thus, the descriptive term local only refers to the proximity of the node to

the machine running the client application, not necessarily the same physical machine'

The use of a centralised scheduler requires that all processing requests are sent

to a master nodefor scheduling. In the case where the master node has a complete

view of the global system state (see section 3.4), scheduling decisions can be made to

optimise the execution time of the request or the effective utilizations of distributed

resources. when using a centralised scheduler, each node can be instructed to send

regular state updates to the scheduler. Because the system under consideration

exhibits significant interconnection network distances, wide geographical separation

of resources (see Appendix A for a discussion of this), and because the system is

comprised of a loose confederation of machines, we are unable to mandate the use of

a centralised scheduler.

Distributed scheduling, then, is another approach to scheduling that may be taken'

In this approach, each node can make individual decisions on where the processing

requests will be executed. It prevents the need for constant communication with a

master node, and reduces the chance of a central point of failure for the system'

Consequently with nodes making their own decisions of where to place services, the

entropy of the distributed system may be increased. of course, in the case where

complete system state information is available, nodes are fully aware of the actual load

on remote servers, and continual load balancing, with a high degree of accuracy' can

be performed. In the environment under consideration, we are unable to guarantee

that each node in the distributed system will have the same view of the global system

state, Each node relies on its own view of the global system state - each server has

its own view of which nodes are available, what services are hosted by each node, and

what characteristics the other nodes can offer the local server. This incomplete view

of the system is called partial system state, and is discussed in section 3.4.

The effects of partial system state are twofold: first, there may be machines

participating in the distributed system which are unknown by other machines; and
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secondly, the most up-to-date state information about a remote machine that is
known, may not be available. The first case is shown in figure 22, whete Server 1

knows about the existence of Server 5; Server 2 knows about Servers 1 and 5; Server

3 knows about Servers 4 and 5; Server 4 knows about Server 3; and, Server 5 knows

about Servers 1 and 3. It can be seen that Server 2 does not know about Servers 3

and 4. The second case occurs because machines in the system are not static; the load

on machines, and the data they possess are continually changing. Without complete

system state information, the node that creates execution schedules must use the most

up-to-date information it possesses. If this information is not completely accurate,

then any schedule wiII not be optimal, however good the system state information is'
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Figure 22: System state information may propagate throughout the system at
different rates. When up-to-date global system state information is not available,
partial system state information mrrst be used as a basis for decision-making. For

exampte, Server 1 might know only about services on Server 5; and Server 2 knows

about both Server 1 and Server 5.

6.2.2 Model Inputs
Processing requests can be made by both user clients and servers. They are composed

of graphs of high-level tasks, or services. Services are programs which can be run

in the distributed system, and may be implemented as either platform-independent

byte-code or platform-dependent applications. In addition, they may either be

implemented as parallel or serial program code. The actual implementation of
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services is not important to their execution by the DISCWorld daemon. Services

are connected by data dependencies, which represent the use of data outputs of the

producing service as inputs to the consuming service. Figure 23 shows the relationship

between a processing request, services, data dependencies and producer-consumer

relationships. We only consider high-level data dependencies; fine-grained parallelism

between services is not supported, and data is not able to be used until the producing

service has terminated.

Figure 23: Relationship between DISCWorld processing request, services and data

deiendencies. A processing request consists of a number of services interconnected

wiih data dependencies. The service creating the data is termed the producer, while

the service that is to use the data is termed the consume¡. Although it is not shown

in this diagram, multiple services may consume the data produced by a producer'

Process networks [135,136] are a common method of representing computations,

where the inter-task dependencies are explicitly represented by edges between

processing nodes. Process networks can specify parallelism between tasks' and can

either be cyclic, which allows for the possibility of infinite iterations or acyclic, which

do not. The subset of process networks, featuring directed edges and acyclic references

are called directed acyclic graphs [8] (DAGs). DAGs are possibly the most common

mechanism by which computations are represented in systems that reason about jobs

Service
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with inter-dependencies. They allow the flow of data and any precedence relations to

be explicitly stated.

The name of a given service remains constant across the DISCWorld.

Computations consist of a number of services that are chained together to create

a potentially complicated sequence of operations. The presence of a loop in a graph

implies the modification of data. DAGs are an ideal notation for describing the flow of

control within a DISCWorld processing request because we restrict data to be write-

once (or single-assignment). After data is created, any change to the data results on

a new derived. data item being created. For display purposes, however, we allow the

use of loops in-conjunction with variable aiiases (this is described in section 5.3)'

unlike the assumption made in 1205], we are unabie to constrain the DAGs to

have a single root node. It is quite possible that there will be many extant data items

that are to be used as input to services, which will need to be taken into account

when devising an appropriate schedule.

We define aDAG as atuple G: (V,-Ð) where y - {n¡,i:7:u} is the set of

task nodes (vertices, or services) and a -- lvl is the number of nodes, and E is the set

of communication edges, implying a data dependency between the source and target

nodes. " 
: l7l is the number of edges. Thus, if each of the services is placed onto a

different node, there may be a maximum of e data transfers in order tÓ execute the

schedule.

In the case under consideration, the presence of two or more outputs comlng

from a node does not represent a conditional branch, as in [55], but indicates the

sharing of the results of the node. In our system, services - represented by nodes -

can produce more than one output, each of which is a separate data item and any

of which are able to be shared amongst more than one node or may not be used at

all. Furthermore, if a service produces more than one output, more than one may

be used by any number of services, requiring each to be individually transferred to

the remote sever. For example, a service Inagery: GMS-ClOudCOver, which produces

a cloud cover bitmap when supplied with a visual and infra-red GMSS [133] satellite

image of the same date-stamp, also creates a numeric figure corresponding to the

percentage of the images. While the second output may not be of interest to the user

submitting the processing request, it is still produced, and will, in all likelihood, be

cached by the producing server, as it is non-trivial to reproduce.
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5.2.3 Characteristics of System Components

In order to make sensible decisions on where to place services in order to achieve

near-optimal execution time, and resource usage, it is vital that the components of

the system are adequateiy characterised. For the purposes of this study, the relevant

components of the system are: Data; Services; Nodes; and Interconnection Networks.

The fundamental assumptions of this scheduling model are: the existence of

a platform,independent global naming strategy; and, a single assignment

restriction for data. We assume that a mechanism for the platform-independent,

canonical naming of data and services exists, and is adhered to by all participating

users, nodes and services. In this context, the term unique refers to different data,

not copies of the same data. when data is ingested into the system, or created by a

service, it is named according to the global naming strategy' By restricting data to be

single assignment, we prevent data from being changed. This restriction allows the

simplifying assumption that if two objects have the same global name, they are the

Same. The execution of a service results in output data, which is named in accordance

with the global naming strategy. we assume that the naming strategy is hierarchical,

and that output data is named according to the service and input data used to create

it. The global naming strategy used in the prototype DISCWorld implementation is

discussed in section 6.2.

The remainder of this section discusses the minimum amount of information that

must be held on each of the components in order to properly schedule processing

requests. we require that each of the services be characterised, and need to bear

in mind the information we will be given about the services may not be static or

completely up-to-date. In addition we need the ability to collect the information about

the services, data and nodes, and to incorporate that into the scheduling decisions

that are to be made bY the sYstem'

Data Representation

In our scheduling model, we recognise two different types of data: raw dat'a' which

may be injected into the syltem by a physical device or a user; and derived data' which

is the output of a service when executed with either raw or derived data' For the

purposes of scheduling and placement, both are considered equivalent' We broadly

characterise the data as being large, and expensive to produce; we also consider the
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case where data belongs to an organisation and it available for use at a price.l

Data is stored on a node, which may be where the data was created, where it is

about to be used, or a data repository. There may be multiple copies of the same data

at different nodes within the system. Due to the assumed global naming strategy,

each copy of the data will have the same name; hence it can be used interchangeably.

We recognise two characteristics of data that are important for our scheduling model:

size of data and mobilitY.

size of data The size of the serialized data object. The size of the data item is used

when considering the option of moving the data to another node in the system.

mobility Ability for this data to be moved between nodes in the system. Where the

data is sensitive or proprietary, data o\ryners may not be willing to let the data

be copied between nodes. If the data object is derived data from unmovable

raw or derived data, the node owner may not mind it being copied.

Although the size of a data item is fixed and constant independent of where it is
stored, the mobility of the same item may vary between nodes. For example, a node's

administrator may stipulate that the data they own may be copied or moved at a

cost premium. However, all those nodes that take a copy of the data are not able to

pass the copy on but may still use it as inputs to services. These characteristics of the

DISCWorld are termed policies. Policies are discussed in section 6.5.3. When a data

item is to be used as an input to a service, the size of the data and its mobility will

determine whether it is more feasible (in terms of time or economic units) to copy

the data item to where the service presently exists, or to copy the service to where

the data exists.

Service Representation

Services are high-level programs, which may be implemented as parallel or serial code,

represented by ptatform-independent byte code or platform-dependent object code.

They may be small applications which perform a general task, such as the cropping of

images If ZO] or more specialised programs such as producing cioud cover classifications

from satellite imagery [106]. They may even be larger legacy applications which have

been optimised to run on specialised equipment [18,105]. Our scheduling model treats

lWhile there have been studies that consider economic issues [10,213,214], no discussion is

in this thesis.
made
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services as black boxes, where their actual implementation is not important for their

high-level characterisation.

As mentioned above, producer-consumer relationships between services in a

processing request are at a high level. Fine-grained message passing is not supported;

only complete outputs of a service are able to be shared. Due to the global naming

strategy, equivalent services with the same names can be used interchangeably to

perform a known function. The characteristics that we consider important for services

are: size of byte code; service run time; service run time variance; and mobility'

size of byte code The size of the serialized byte code. This size also includes any

necessary non-core or non-Java foundation classes, packaged up into a Java

Archive file.

mean run time The mean run time of this service on the current node'

run time variance The variance of run time of this service on the current node'

mobility Ability for this service to be moved between nodes in the DISCWorld'

services that use node-specific resources, such as those that control certain

storage devices, maY not be mobile'

In contrast to the characteristics of a data object, there are no guarantees that

characteristics of a service will be the same. The run-time information pertains to

the instance of the service at a given node only. When a service is considered for

transfer to a new node, we assume, for simplicity, that the estimated run-time of the

service at the new node will be approximately the same as on the node from which

it came. when the service is actually run on a new node, any run-time information

from the previous node is discarded'

In order to schedule processing requests in a sensible way, it must be possible

to profile the services that comprise the request. Profrling is the measuring of the

performance and resource requirements of a service. There are a number of ways in

which it is possible to profile services'

One method is by the collection of historical run-time data of a service. Whenever

a service is run on the same machine, the execution time is recorded and the resources

that it consumes are measured. Over time, the measurements may settle into a steady

state, from which predictions can be made. If the service's execution times do not

settle into a steady state, then the execution time may be best expressed as either

a mathematical distribution or a mean and variance tuple (see section 4.2). If the
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machines that a service may be run on are homogeneous, then the data collected from

each of the machines individually may be collated to provide more data over which

to make predictions (because the data is more statistically significant); care must be

taken that data from heterogeneous machines, on which resource requirements may

vary? are not combined.

Another method of predicting the run-time of a service is by the inspection of the

source code. Such a source code complexity model is a relative measure, giving rise

to an estimate of run time. Unfortunately, this is not a useful measure in the event

that the service that is being executed is a wrapper for pre-compiled object code, as

is usually the case with commercial programs. Because we treat services as 'black

boxes', we do not use this method.

A popular method of predicting the run-time of services, used by most queueing

systems is requesting that the user specify, as accurately as possible, an upper bound

on the run-time of their service, or program. This places the onus of prediction onto

the user. A range of incentives are used to encourage the user to accurately predict

the run-time, such as allowing shorter jobs to be placed on faster processing queues'

or automatically killing jobs that overrun their estimate by a certain amount.

Simulation is another method by which a user rnay estimate the run time and

resource requirements of a program? and pass information onto the queueing system'

It may be possible to run the program with a synthetic distribution of input data,

generating average run times and resource usages of the synthetic jobs, before

executing the real program on a machine that may be expensive, in terms of available

CPU time or money.

One of the issues that must be addressed when attempting to profile a service is

whether it is possible to parameterise the profile. For example if a service reads a

constant amount of data from a given file, it is easy to predict future run time and

resource requirements, or if it reads a variable amount of data, it may be possible to

parameterise the run time with the amount of data that is to be read. If the data

that must be read is dependent on some other condition, for exa,mple, it reads from

a file until it has read a certain number of sparsely-placed tokens, then it may not be

possible to easily parameterise.

One of the mairr problems with the collection of performance and resource

utilizations data from programs is the impact that the collection may have on

performance. As with deriving schedules, if it takes longer to collect the performance

data and form the profile than it would have simply running the program on any
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available machine, or if it is only intended that a program be run once only, then it
is obviously not worth the effort of profiling.

In the system under consideration, the same processing requests will be repeated

infrequently, while the services that comprise the requests are sufficiently general

that they can be used quite often, in possibly different contexts' Thus, profiling

data, while useful for services, is not anticipated to be very much use for complete

processing requests. This approach is in direct opposition to other approaches, such

as found in most batch queueing systems and wide-area managers, which lack the

ability to inspect the composition of user-submitted jobs.

Node Representation

In our scheduling model, nodes are machines that run a metacomputing daemon'

The metacomputing daemon allows the machine to perform scheduling operations

and exchange data and services with the wider metacomputing environment' while

running the daemon allows services to be run, and data to be created on behalf of

the distributed system, the o\¡üner does not yield control of the resource. They still

retain absolute authority over their resource'

This model assumes that all nodes participating in the distributed environment

are trusted. Thus, a processing request arriving from a remote node will be honoured'

providing the node has been configured to do so. We identify four characteristics that

facilitate scheduling across the distributed system: the current waiting time to start

the execution of a ne\¡/ service; the capacity to accept new service requests; the ability

to accept new service byte-code; and the access costs for using a node.

current waiting time to start new services Instead of using a machine-specific

measure of the load on the system, which will be dependent on the vagaries of

the machine (such as multiple processor systems, and those machines that are

continually fully loaded by batch queueing systems), each machine provides an

estimate of the waiting time that a newly-submitted service may have to wait

before beginning execution, providing all necessary input data is present on the

daemon.

capacity to accept new service requests Independent of whether the node is

currently loaded or unloaded, this attribute represents the willingness of the

node to execute processing requests on behalf of users or remote servers.
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ability to accept new service byte code Independent of the current load on the

node, this attribute represents a node's willingness to accept uploaded byte code

to perform a new service.

access cost The cost which is charged to access a node's services or data.

The characteristics representing a node's capacity to accept new service requests

and to accept new service byte code are similar to the mobility of a service or data.

If the node creating a schedule has a choice between placing a service on two or more

remote nodes, then the node with the greatest capacity to accept new requests should

be chosen. Similarly, if a copy of the service doesn't exist on any of the remote nodes,

then the node with the greatest capacity for accepting ne\4¡ service byte codes should

be chosen. A node's a,ccess cost is only incurred when it is the source of a data or

service byte code transfer.

A node's current waiting time to start new services is an estimate based on the

historical behaviour of the daemon (which actually runs the services). While the

estimate may be not completely up-to-date at the present point in time, it serves to

provide remote nodes with an idea of the response time of the remote node. Even

though the above characteristics are primarily used to describe a node within the

distributed system, a subset of the characteristics may be used to describe a dumb

node in the system. We use the current waiting time to start a new service as the

minimum characteristic of a node.

Interconnection Network Representation

\Me assume that the collection of processors that comprise the distributed system is

a point-to-point fully connected set, in that while there may be no direct connection

between a two machines, there will be a route between them (perhaps via the

Internet or using a speciaiised 'broaciban<i network [ia0]). Tra<iiiionaiiy, tÌier.e are

two characteristics that define an interconnection network: bandwidth and latency.

Advertised bandwidth and latency characteristics are stored between pairs of

nodes. Because the actual availability of a link, and the achievable bandwidth between

two points is very variable [132], we only use bulk characteristics.

5.2.4 Restricted Placement

Our model differs from those previously discussed in section 3.1, in that some of the

services and data may be unable to be placed on arbitrary processors. The location of
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some services are fixed, most often due to their method of implementation: they may

use a large amount of scratch space; they may be implemented in a fashion that uses

a parallel node; or, they may require specific hardware that only exists on a subset

of the nodes in the distributed system.

The scheduling model needs to take placement restrictions into account when

creating schedules that involve heterogeneous machines in a distributed environment.

The characteristics of the system components, Iisted in the previous subsection must

be used to ensure that any placement of services and data is valid'

5.2.5 Heuristic Optimal Schedules

our model seeks to minimise the communication volume, while at the same time

minirnising the parallel cost time across a bounded number of nodes. The parallel

cost time is the additional cost (measured in increased processing time on a per-

process basis) incurred when unrelated services that are able to be executed in parallel,

are scheduled to run on the same node at the same time. Parallel cost time is not

incurred when related services are co-located on a node, because the explicit temporal

ordering imposed by producer-consumer relationships. White it is well known that

scheduling tasks across an unbounded number of nodes in the general case is NP-

complete, we restrict the number of nodes that are considered for placement, of either

data or services.

We restrict the nodes that are considered for placement by only choosing those

that either: already host a copy ofthe service that is to be used; already host the data

that is to be used; or will receive a copy of the data or service in a previous processing

step. Thus, we choose only those nodes which have at least partial satisfaction of the

requirements for a service to be executed. The use of the system characteristics

compliment the selection of viable nodes by further restricting the available set.

Of course, the use of decentralised scheduling and possible partial system state

information may mean that a node is not aware of. all remote nodes that host a

service or have the required data. This is addressed in chapter 6, and in particular,

section 6.1, where the mechanism for schedule execution is discussed'

In minimising the communication volume and parallel cost time, we require that

the execution schedule thus created ts optimalfor the nodes that have been considered

for placement. As such, we do not require that the created schedule be optimal for

the global system, but instead that it is optimal for a restricted sub-set of considered

nodes.
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5.2.6 Duplication of Services and Data

One of the features of our scheduling model is that of the possibility of duplication of

services and data. Such duplication may occur on two levels: the services and data

that are to be used may be duplicated across nodes in the distributed system; and,

multiple instances of the same combination of service(s) may be executed in order to

reduce the overall processing request execution time'

At present, we only support the first type of duplication: that of multiple sources

for services and data. Because the creation of execution schedules can be performed

by any node within the system, and because nodes are under no obligation to

cooperate, the same data may eventually be created on multiple nodes' As discussed

in section 6.1, if a service requires data that is available from multiple sources, a

mechanism exists to choose the optimal source'

while we fully intend on doing so, at present we do not consider the multiple

execution of the sa,me service(s) on different nodes in order to reduce the overall

execution time, as in [205]. Such a modifrcation would not be complicated, and its

impact on the system would be of interest. Presently, the unit of cost to use the

system is time. When users are required to "pay" for the resources they consume, the

use of multiple resource that may provide a faster request resolution will introduce

trade-ofis between the time they wish to spend waiting for a request to be resolved,

and the amount of resources they wish to be used on the request.

5.2.7 Clustering of Services

The method by which schedules are created to minimise both communication volume

and parallel cost time is through the clustering of services, as in [40,86,205]. Services

that share a large amount of data are placed onto the same node, or nodes with

high-speed interconnection networks. Clustering is discussed in section 3.3.

Clustering algorithms group services togettrer onto a single node to reduce

communications delays. When the schedules are executed, clustering approaches

such as [86] serialized the execution of services which may be run in parallel. Thus,

they assume that the processing hardware is only able to execute a single service

at a time. While this approach is adequate for systems in which there exists a

centralised scheduling mechanism or complete system state information, the system

under consideration in this study has neither.
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Their approach was thus one of a brute force attack, considering the placement

of each service on every node. Through the using restricted placement of services,

we constrain the complexity of the search that must be made to achieve an optimal

solution to the constrained case that we consider'

5.2.8 Non-Preemptive Scheduling

In our scheduling model, \r{e assume that tasks are scheduled in a non-preemptive

manner. In this case, when a service begins executing with all its required inputs,

it wiII continue executing until it terminates, without interruption. While it is quite

probable that the daemon, under which the services will be executed, will execute

tasks in a co-scheduled fashion [175], this level of detail is too fine for the high-level

schedules considered here.

If preemptive scheduling is allowed, then other threads of control will be executed

together with the currently-executing service. The nett effect of the multi-threading

will be an increase in expected execution time. In order to keep the scheduling rnodel

as simple as possible, yet applicable to the real system, we only assume that a single

service is executing at a time. In some ways, the characteristics that we maintain

on a service reflect the case in which the service is executed together with others'

Multiple services being executed simultaneously will cause an increase in both the

mean run time, and variance in the run-time for the services running on that node.

5.3 A Distributed Job Placement Language

one of the fundamental mechanisms that separates metacomputing environments

from most batch queueing systems or simple client-server systems is the ability to

specify a number of operations that are to be performed on some data, and have the

operations individually scheduled. This can be done without the intervention of the

user at every step of the processing, whether that intervention is the initialisation of

the next processing step, or the submission of raw or derived data to a ne'$/ program'

We term the specification of operations to be performed a processing request. The

mechanism used to express processing requests in the DISCWorld prototype is the

Distributed Job Placement Language (DJPL) [107]'

This section describes the DJPL, and how it is used to specify services on behalf

of the client, whether the client is a human user or another DISCWorld daemon' The

DJPL grammar is presented and an example is given of its use.
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In the DISCWorld metacomputing environment, processing requests are expressed

in the form of services on data, arranged as a directed acyclic graph. When a

processing request is submitted by a user client or remote daemon, the services that

comprise the request have not been assigned, or placed onto nodes. We term this

arL un-annotated DJPL script. When the services have all been assigned to nodes,

we term the resulting DJPL script, annotated. An annotated DJPL script may

be annotated using the placement model described in section 5.4 and executed by

DISCWorld daemons (as discussed in chapter 6)'

The DJPL is designed. to encapsulate all the information that is necessary for

a client's request to be executed by a daemon within the DISCWorld environment'

The client can be either a human user or another DISCWorld daemon that is making

an execution request. The information that is needed by the DISCWorld daemon in

order to execute the request is:

user d.ata data to identify the user in the DISCWorld context. Includes information

as to the user's identity, which group they belong to, and any access restrictions

on the data that may be produced as a product of the request.

job data information to identify the job, such as the originating server or client's

ID, the priority of the job, the preferred and absolute ma>cimum time limits or

costs.

aliases in the case where the global names given to data or services are too long to be

easily read by humans, aliases are provided to 'factor out' common elements in

global names. This has the effect of making the scripts easier to read by humans,

although direct substitution is used upon the script arriving at a DISCWorld

scheduler/parser. This mechanism is very similar to that of variable substitution

in Unix command shells'

instruction stream the command structure of the request, and the services and

data that are needed. In addition, the names of DISCWorld nodes that have

been chosen to implement a partial or complete schedule are inserted into the

instruction stream.

DJPL Grammar

To simplify the task of parsing the DJPL script, it is expressed in XML [238].

Although transmitting a pre-parsed., object-version of the processing request would
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be more efficient, this decision allows us to use an architect

representation for requests, and makes the DJPL easy to read by humans' Free

XML parsers for Java are also readily available 1L24,t451. Figure 24 shows the XML

document template definition (DTD), which is used to specify the manner in which

the DJPL scriPt is written.

For the purposes of this thesis, the most important section of the DJPL is the

instruction section. In this section, the services that have been used to decompose

the processing request are itemised, and the data they consume and produce are

named. If any aliases are defined in the alias section, they are directly substituted

into the instruction stream at execution time. Loops, iterating over a pre-defined

range of values, are allowed in the instruction stream' They provide a short-hand

way of repeating the same instructions across a range of values. This is implemented

by a temporary alias, which is substituted into the instruction stream. We impose the

restriction that there must be no data dependencies between iterations of the loop.

An Example DJPL ScriPt

Figure 25 shows a DJPL script that describes a processing request' A loop is

used to iterate over the day range Integer:01 to Integer:3o. An Inagery:Crop

service is used to crop the visual and infra-red channels of the GMSS satellite images

corresponding to those days. For each pair of cropped output images, the service

Inagery:GMS-Classify is executed. On the output of this service, the final service

Inagery: Georectify is executed. For further explanation of this processing request,

see [130].

Expressing a query in using DJPL is similar to, but significantly different from

the classad [1g2] structure as used in Condor and the resource specifrcation language

(RSL) [48] used in Globus. Whereas the classad structure and RSL define a set of

constraints that the target must satisfy to execute a job, the DJPL is designed as a

general structure, from which an execution schedule may be generated. The Helios

operating system [18b] featured a similar language for shell scripting, which allowed

multiple programs to accept inputs from a single producer, and the Computing Center

Software project used a resource definition language 122) to represent Transputer

configurations for parallel programming.

Defining the language in XML allows it to be extensible. If a daemon receives

an XML element that its parser does not understand, it is able to ignore it. We are

cii
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<?xn1 encoding="US-ASCII " ?>

< ! ELEMENT DJPL (USER, JOB, ALIASES? , INSTRUCTIONS) >

< !ELEMENT USER (ID,GROUP?,PERMISSION?)>
<IELEMENT ID (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT GROUP (#PCDATA)>

< !ELEMENT PERMISSION (#PCDATA)>

< IELEMENT JOB (JOBID,PRIORITY,COST,TIME,SERVER)>
<IELEMENT JOBID (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT PRIORITY (#PCDATA)>

< !ELEMENT COST (SOFT?,MAX,ESTIMATE?)>
<IELEMENT SOFT (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT MAX (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT ESTIMATE (*PCDATA)>
<IELEMENT TIME (#PCDATA)>
<IELEMENT SERVER (NAME,PORT)>

<!ELEMENT NAME (#PCDATA)>
< IELEMENT PORT (#PCDATA)>

<IELEMENT ALTASES (ALIAS)+>
<!ELEMENT ALIAS (NAME,VALUE)>

<!ELEMENT VALUE (#PCDATA)>
< IELEMENT INSTRUCTIONS (INSTRUCTIONIFOREACH)+>

< !ELEMENT FOREACH (VARIABLE,RANGE,BODY)>
<!ELEMENT VARIABLE (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT RANGE (#PCDATA)>
< !ELEMENT BODY (FOREACH?, INSTRUCTION+)>

< ! ELEMENT INSTRUCTION (NODE? , SERVICE,PARAMETER+) >
¡ rñrñ¡rFrtñ r?^ññ /4ñ^nlT^\\< !ELtrlvltrtl I l\¡uutr \tfrvu¡rrÄ./,'
<!ELEMENT SERV]CE (#PCDATA)>
< !ELEMENT PARAMETER (NAME,VALUE)>

<!ATTLIST PABAMETER TYPE CDATA #REQUIRED>

Figure 24: DJPL XML document template definition (DTD)
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<?þ1 v.!Bioû=rr1.0"?>
<IDOCTYPE DJPL SYSrlü "djPl.dtd'>
<DJPL> <USER> i!</CROUP>

</PERltrssr0N> </usEB>

<JOB> < s</PRroRrlY> <COSI> <S0F1>100</S0FT>

ç 9o</ESTrt'lAT8> </c0sT> <lrllE>360</TrUE>

ç 1Àidc ' 'du ' ¡u</tlltlB> <POßT>6668< /P0R1>

</SERVER> </JOB>
<A!IASES>

<l,LIAS> <NÁ.ME>Vi3-i¡àgc</NAl'lE>'-ivAluz'r*gt 
tcris(titcgc: :o' rtt'gc!:oo' l¿atG' rÃt'8'rr 09' rBt'g'!:98)

</vALlrE> </ÀLrls>
<ÀLIÂS> <NÄI'ÍE>i¡-i88.</NAüE>'-.viiueri.og.,cl'lss(iot.g.i,l, I¡t'gcr:oo, tdat" IÃtGgc!: 09' IBt'g'¡:98)

</vÂLUÊ> <./ÂLras>
<ALIÂS> <NlilE>Ioc.!-boud</NAl'lE> <VÀLI'E>IÀt'B'r: O</VILUE> </ÂL¡AS>

<ÁIIAS> <NÀMB>uPP.r-boud</NAMB> <VÁLUE>I¡tc86!: 1024</VÂLuB> </Â!I^S>
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</ÂLIASES>
<INSTÎUCTIONS>

<FOREACB>
<VA¡IABLE>dÀt.</VÂRIÂBLE>
<RÀNCE>I¡t.8.¡r01 l¡tcgor:02

IEt.Scr:07 lÃtô8.r:08
Itt.8.t¡13 l¡t.g.¡:14
IBt.g.t:19 IDt.Scr¡20
IDt.Sor:25 IEtc8.!¡26

</R¡NGE>
<B0Dl>

</DJPL>

IDt.g.r:03 I¡t.8.!:04 Iut.g.r:05 l¡t'gôr:06
Iatclcr:09 l[t.8.rl10 l¡tcg.r:11 lEt'g'ri12
I¡to¡¡¡:15 IÃtô8.!:16 l¡t.g.!:17 IDt'g'!:18
I¡tcãc¡:21 I¡t.8ô!:22 l¡t.g.r:23 ltt'8ô¡:24
Irtolcr:27 lrtog.r:28 lût.g.!i29 IBtogcr:30

<INSTRUCTI0N> <SERVICE>Ioagcry : CÌoP</SBRVICE>
<PA¡¡]IEÌER TÌlE."t**", <tl'ne>i'aput-iugc</Nil'lE> <vÂLuE>tvi¡-iEÀg'</vail'B> </PA¡1ryì
<PaRAMETEB Tþ!=r¡¡pgT'r¡ <t¡tc>upp."ictt]co1</NÀttE> <vÂLlrB>llovcr-boùd</vÀIlrE> </PÂ¡IIEÍE>
<pa¡ÂItEfER mE=,,r*-u, <¡r,¡lE>uóc¡rott_roy</ùtüE> <valt E>itoc.!-boud</vÂLuE> </PÂnA.!'EÎEß>

<pÀ¡ÀI,fBrEÀ Tï?8.'rNPuÌ"> <Nlræ>ro".rigb;-col</NÀME> <vlLl'E>tuPP'!-boud</varl'E> t4i{1!tmEnt
<pÂR.Al.tETER TypE="I¡¡prn.> <NAI,IE>loy.riãbt-roc</IAME> <VÂLUB>luPP.!-bo'd</VÂllrE> </PÂRII{EIzR>

<pl¡¡l.tEtER Ty?B=,ourpuÌ,,> aNltCrootpr"li*g.</lrÀ}lE> <VAlttB>Iragcry:CroProutPut-i¡À8'(tvir-l¡Àg', lfov'r-boud'
tlo'cr-boud, luppcr-boutl' luppcr-boud)</vÂLl'Þ </PÀ¡'illgrER>

</rNSTRucrroll>
<INSTnUCTI()N> <SERVICE>I@g.ry ¡ CroP</SnvICE>

<P¡¡¡METER TÏPB="INPuÎ'> <nirc>l'rput-iugc</NlllE> <vÂLt'E>lir-iugc</VÂLUE> t4Àn¡tEPì.
<pÁ¡,a¡,tEtBR Ty?E="IlJpUr"> <¡ttrE>upporlcrt]co1</NAJ'IE> (VltrltE)llovcr-boud</vaLlrE> </PÂR¡¡æR>

<PÀM¡IETER TlpB."I[pur'> <NÁ.üE>Çicrloft_roy</NAJtB> <VÂLltE>11oc.!-boüd</vÂLt E> </P¡¡!}|trEn>

<parÁllEl?l TY?E nr¡pgTr¡ <lll'fE>rovcrrigbt-col</NÂME> <vAü'E>$uPP'r-boud</v¡luE> t4lgltErEnt
<pA¡,¡üETgR ÎypB-,,r**', <NAltE>tovcriiUt-¡os</[ÂME> <VÄLlrE>luPPc!-boEd</V¡J.lrE> </PAR¡JIEER>

<PÀR¡J,ÍEÌER TypE=r0UTpt["> <flltæ>ootpttli-g.</NAüE> <VÁiltE>IE€ery:Crop:output-ioag'(¡ir-te8', ¡loc'!-boEd'
3Ioccr-boad, luppcr-boud, luppor-boud)</VÂLlJE> </PARIIøIER>

</fNsTSUCrr0N>
<INSlÌUgrIoN> <SEnVICE>Iû8.ry:CüS-ClÀr!if y</SBRVICE>

<p¡Iì¡l{EIfR ÍfpE."INPttt'> q¡'læji-¡put-v¡,¡ill{Â}lB> <VÂLIJE>IÞà8.ry:CloPioutPut-inago(ivio-iragc, floc'¡-boud'
llor.¡-boùd, luPP.r-bord, luppcr-boud)</VÀLl'E> </PAn¡fiElm>
<pAR¡.ltgTER TtpE,trI¡¡pr'!¡> <ulleiiapot-ir</tl¡.üE> <VALl,E>Iúg.!y:CroP:outPut-iugc(tir-inagc, ,Iocc!-bosd,
¡ d, iuPPc!-boud)</VÂLt'E> </PÁRÂl'lEÌm>

. .ulËioolptt-i*5o</N¡J'lE> <vÂLlE>IDÀg'ry:cl'ls-c1Ãllify:outPut-iegc(
f (¡ti"-¡-gl, itouãr-uoua' tlovcr-boud' luPP'r-boúd' .tuppcr-boud) '
i tiit-il"g], ' sr*"¡-ioud, $loc¡¡-boud' 

'uPP'¡-boüd' 
tuPP'!-boud) ) </vÂll'E> </PÀRÂI{EIER>

</INSTRUCÎlON>
<INSTRUSII0Þ <SELCE>I!àg.!y:Gl'lS-G'oB'ctity</SEBVICg>

<PARAIÍETER Tfp!=r¡¡pgÎ.r¡ a¡l'At,æri-op"t-ul".li¡ltæt aVl¡.Ugt¡*8.ty:CloP:oùtPut-i¡agc(fvi¡-i¡agc, ltorc¡-boud'
lIoc.r-boud, luPP.r-boud, luppcr-boud)</VÂLIIE> </PARI}IE!ER>

<pÂRlügIER TIpE.nl¡lpur"> .illræii"p""-it.llAl,tD <vÂLtB>Iú8.ty:croP:outPut-iugc(li¡-i¡¡8o, lloc"-boüd,
d, luppcr-boud)</vÂLttE> </PÂn'olETER>
<uiËio"ip"t-i,*gc</NAl'fE> <V¡IUE>IuÂgcty:Cüs-C'oR'ctity:outPut-iug'(

(tti"-iugc, ilovl¡-tou¿, iloy'!-boud, tuPP'r-boud' -iuPPcr-Þouú)'
tiir-¡..g],'¡i.ro¡-ioud, tlocc¡-boùd, luppàr-boud, iuppcr-boud)) </Y^LIIB> </PAnÄ{gluR>

</rNsmucrroN>
</BoDY> </P0REACE> </rllslRuclr0Ns>

Figure 2b: Example DJPL script before annotation. Services, and the parameters

thát are to be used are named to allow a data flow graph to be constructed. Outputs
of each service are also named to allow re-use'
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cunently investigating methods of specifying the criticality of XML elements, so that

if a parser does not understand a critical element, it will terminate parsing.

We are also investigating rnethods of encoding exception-handling instructions

into the DJPL. If an exception occurs, for example, if a service is unable to be found

on any of the known servers, then the user may want to be immediately notified, or

may just want the maintainer of their local DISCWorld daemon notified'

We are currently experimenting with annotating the DJPL code in such a way as

to instruct it not to further distribute the script if it is unable to provide the service'

Alternatively, we could annotate it in such a way as to record alt the daemons that

have sent it on, thus preventing the case where daemons simply pass the request

among themselves' never making forward progress'

The DJpL comprises an important part of the DISCWorld scheduling and

placement model. while designed and implemented specifically for use with

DISCWorld, the language itself is general enough to be used in other metacomputing

or middleware environments.

6.4 Scheduling Model

In the literature, a task is defined as an indivisible unit of computation, and the

tasks are convex, which means that once a task starts its execution, it can run to

completion without interruption [201]. We modify the definition of a task slightly so

that while it is still the unit of computation, it may itself represent a number of tasks

that have been grouped together under a single name'

As discussed in section 3.1, there are two main models for allocating tasks to

processors: static and dynamic. Neither approach is adequate in the case where

limited system state, or at least the possibility that out-of-date global system state,

is available to a scheduler.

When reference is made to two services, they may either be termed telated or

unrelated. The term related means that one of the services is a consumer of the

output data produced by either the other service or a consumer of the service. If two

services are related, there is an implicit ordering of execution between them; they

are unable to be executed at the same time. The term unrelated means that there

is no producer-consumer relationship between the two services, and hence, they may

be executed at the same time.
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The problem of disseminating global system state information may be approached

by defining a strict hierarchy of nodes, or state brokers, from which the most recent

global state information may be retrieved. Of course, the state broker for a cluster of

nodes will have its own state broker that supplies it with global information on the

remainder of the distributed system. There must exist a two-way information flow

such that a nodes' broker can be updated with the nodes' information at the same

time as the nodes can retrieve information on the remainder of the system.

\Me feel that this approach to disseminating system state information is

inappropriate for our model. This is true for a number of reasons: there is too

much system information that must be shared; nodes are truly dynamic in their

availability; and, \rye are unable to define a strict hierarchical relationship that all

resource owners are likely to agree upon. For these reasons' we have decided to adopt

a system whereby advantage is taken of partial system information, and nodes are

updated through the receipt of typical information and control messages.

Inourmodel,thenodes'accePt new jobsandaccePt new service byte code

characteristics are represented by the range values [0,2]. The value of 0 is used to

indicate that the characteristic is not supported by the node; 2 is used to indicate

full support of the characteristic, with no cost penalty; and, 1 is used to indicate

that the characteristic is supported reluctantly, with a cost penalty for use. The

cross-product of the possible values for a node's accept new jobs and accept new

service characteristics is shown in table 6. A description and possible example of

each combination is given. Where the willingness of a node is represented by a value,

this does not suggest the use of probabilities in decision-making. These factors are

used in the cost functions to weight the decisions in order to properly use an objective

function to make an informed decision'

5.4.L Cost-Minimisation F\rnction

The state of the system is stored on a per-node basis. Each node in the distributed

environment collects and uses information as to the state of the rest of the system.

The collection of information as to the remainder of the system allows us to make

restricted placement decisions of jobs, with more information and more nodes being

able to be incorporated as the system becomes aware of other nodes' The collection

of system state knowledge alleviates the need for each node to be aware of every other

node, and also alleviates the need for designated conftol nodes or brokers, which other

systems feature. This allows for a truly dynamic system to be constructed, where
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Accept New
Service Byte Code

AccePt
0 11

New Service Request

lz
0 data

repository only. No
request execution

mainly
repository
reluctant
execution

data
with

service

repository
welcoming
processing requests

1 reluctantly archive
ne'ui¡ service. No
request execution

reluctantly
accept and execute
services

reluctantly accePt
new services.
Gladly execute any
services

2 advertised
service archive. No
request execution

new servlces
welcome with
reluctant execution

new servlces
welcome.
Gladly execute any
services

Table 6: Description and examples of node accept new setvice byte code and accept

new service request characteristics cross-product

rnembership in the confederation of cooperating nodes is based on the current state

of each node. In other systems, if a node that was designated as a control node suffers

a failure, the remainder of the system will be unable to access the characteristics of the

nodes that the control node manages. In our truly decentralised system, information

is propagated by a protocol, which is outwith the scope of this work.

The variables used in the minimisation function are:

q is a component of the processing request, consisting of a service, input parameters

and output parameters

s is the service featured in the processing request component q

h is the node to which the service is assigneci

c is a heuristic measure of the goodness of a placement decision

I the set of input parameters that are needed by a component

i is an input parameter in the set of I. ie i' e I

H a set of nodes that satisfies some criteria

hosts(r,y) is a boolean function which returns true if DISCWorld node r hosts service

or data y
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The result of each step in the placement process is a tuple (q, /r,) which is unique

for a given processing request component Qi Ðn,enqassignedtoht :1. Thus, each

step produces a mapping of a processing request component to a node in the system.

The component is only assigned to a singie node within the system.

The objective of the placement process is the minimisation of the overall execution

time for each component in a given processing request, g. The minimisation function is

min(placemenú), with placement being defined as (c, h): cost(q,H)'This function

returns a tuple (c, h) such that c represents the minimum cost for the component

processing step and h is the node chosen to host the component. The set of nodes

over which assignment is deemed viable is the union of the set of nodes that either

host the service featured in the component , hosts(h,s), or host the data needed by the

component, hosts(h,i). Thus, ¡7 : {hlh € known nodes A(hosts(h, s) V hosÚs(h,;)) n

h + a\.

The cost of placing a processing request component, q, onto a member of the

viable nodes, Il is

cost(q,, H) t cost,¡",(j, H',h)
i€(/us)

+ cost"r".(srh)

where I/, : {hlh € known nodes A hosts(h, j) A h + ø}. \Me define the cost

to transfer a service or data between nodes in the distributed system, costnler) as

costr¡"r(j,H',h): min cost,¡"r(j,h',h)Vh'€ Í/'where the cost to transfer an object

is given below.
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costr¡"r(j,h',h) -
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0

error

(access cost(h/) 4- IatencY(h', h)+

si,ze(j) lbandwi'dth(h' , h))

x(mobi,li,ty(j)+

accept new byte code(h))

if.h':h
lf h' + h A (mobilitaj) : 0V

accept new jobs(h,) : 0V

(J:tn
accept new service byte code (h)

: o))

otherwi,se

From the equation above, it can be seen that the cost for initiating data transfer

on an object is related to the amount of time that the transfer will take, multiplied

by the sum of the object's mobility and the willingness of the destination node to

accept new service byte codes. There is no cost associated with the transfer of an

object to the same node at which it currently resides. An error condition is raised if
the destination node does not accept new service processing requests or if a service is

to be transferred and the node does not accept new service byte codes'

Execution schedules are created with a request-centric view of the distributed

system, where the scheduling node uses the most up-to-date information that it
possesses to generate schedules. In the event that two services are placed onto a node,

if the services are unrelated, the execution times of both services are increased by their

run time variance; if they are related, they cannot be run together (by definition due

to their temporal ordering). We call the increase in time the co-locationpenalty. It
is shown in the equation below.

€IeCss-1sç¿trion penatty (h, s) :
r-t variance(s) +
r-t variance(s') 1f hosts(h, s') A unrelated(s',s')Vs'

0 otherwise

The cost of a given schedule is only loosely based on the time that it should
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take to execute. The final cost that the optimisation function reports is generated

from estimations of execution time and transfer time for objects, increased by factors

commensurate with the source- and destination-nodes' willingness to perform given

operations. The sum of the current node's waiting time, the run time of the service,

and the co-location factor gives an estimate of the time that the service might take to

execute. The node's willingness to accept new service requests is used as a modifier

to this estimate; if the node is reluctant to accept new service requests, this translates

into a higher cost to execute the service on the chosen node. Therefore, the total cost

to execute a service s on a node h is given by the equation below'

cost"r""(s,h) : (current waiting time to start new services(h)

+ run time(s) + erec"o-rocation r".,"rtv(h, s))

x accePt new job factor(h)

5.4.2 schedule creation and Processor Assignment

The basis of this scheduling model is on clustering. Sarkar [201] also defined clustering

as processor assignment in the case of an unbound number of processors on a clique

architecture. According to Gerasoulis and Yang's [86] classification, a clustering is

called nonlinear if independent tasks are assigned to the same node; Iinear otherwise.

The clustering used in this model is nonlinear'

In order to keep the complexity of the clustering algorithms polynomially bounded,

Gerasoulis and Yang only consider those clustering algorithms that do not involve

backtracking. In other words, ifa cluster is created at step i, then the nodes contained

within it are not able to be separated in step j, j > i. We also impose this restriction.

The algorithm that we use is similar to the brand-and-bound algorithm 1236] in

that the first single complete path is found, and its cost is used as an upper bound on

the cost. As the remainder of the combinations for placement are tried, if any of the

partial paths have a cost greater or equal to the lowest complete-path cost so far, the

search is terminated, as the complete-path cost must be greater than the minimum

found so far. In the current prototype there is no practical limit on the number of

nodes that are considered when creating complete-path costs. In a production system

where there may be a large number of nodes that can be considered to host a service

or data, it is anticipated that a heuristic would be used to further restrict the nodes

considered for placement'
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As seen in section 5.3, the DJPL grammar contains loop constructs and aliases.

We are unable to mandate that all users must interact with DISCWorld via a graphical

interface and automated request-creation tools. The loop construct and aliases are

provided to reduce the burden when manually creating processing requests. These

constructs exist solely for the benefit of the clients - they are not used by the tools

that assign services to nodes and execute processing requests. Alias substitution is

performed at the outset of parsing.

The parsing of a DJPL script is recursive. Information present in a given level

of nested. recursion is available to all lower levels. In fact, if there are any aliases in

the DJPL script, they are added as level 0 of the parsing. Instructions are added

beginning in level 1.

After any aliases are added to the system, all loops are unraveled. Because we

do not allow dependencies between loop iterations, the order of unraveling is not

critical. There is no limit as to the number of nested loops. In fact, the current value

of the loop control variable is added to the system as a temporary alias; therefore it
is undefined outside the scope of the loop.

As discussed in section 5.2.3, one of the fundamental features of this system is a

globat naming scheme. Because the names of all input and output parameters are

explicitly stated in the DJPL script, it is a simple operation to query a local database

of available data products and services. If all the outputs of a service are available to

the scheduler, the service invocation is replaced with a reference to the data in the

store. Because partial results of processing requests are considered to be as important

to the system as the final results, if not all of the outputs of a service are availabie,

the service invocation is not replaced.

Each service that is recognised as being necessary to perform is placed according

to the scheduling algorithm. A list of candidate nodes is generated, consisting of

those nodes that already host the service, and those that host the data which is to

be used as input to the service. The use of such a candidate list of restricted nodes

is one method by which the complexity of the scheduling algorithm may be reduced.

For each node in the candidate list, the cost of transferring any necessary data

and the service is calculated, using the most up-to-date information to the local node.

Each of the data items that is needed for the service, as well as the service code itself

is now considered. If the data item or service does not currently reside on the node

that is being considered for transfer, then the minimum-cost transfer is determined

to copy the data or service byte-code to the machine. The minimum is determined
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1. Let H be the list of nodes that claim to host the service or
the necessary inPut data

2. For each location h (h in H)
2.1 for the service a¡d all data that the service needs (x)

2.I.7 if x is not alreadY hosted at h
2.L.L.1 find the l0cation a¡d minimr:m cost to transfer x to h

2.L.t.2 increment the total cost of the systen by the
transfer cost

2.3 add the cost of executing the service on h
2.4 recttsively call step (1) on the next instruction until no

more instructions
2.5 ír. the total cost is less than the current minimr:n, then

rePlace the minimr¡m
3. Return minimun cost found

Figure 26: Pseudo-algorithm for determining service and data placement in our

scheduling model.

by enumerating over each of the candidate nodes that purports to host the data or

service. If the service or data item is already on the node being considered, the

incremental cost is zero.

After the cost of transferring any data and the service byte-code to the chosen

node is determined, the incremental cost of this configuration is updated and if it is

greater than a minimum cost for the complete request, the search is cancelled, and

the process is started with the next node to be considered. Otherwise, the algorithm

recursively places instructions until there are no more instructions. The pseudo-

algorithm is shown in figure 26. The nodes that lead to the lowest overall execution

cost for the processing request are chosen.

In our model, if the sched.uler does not know of any nodes that host a particular

service, then it can create the most efficient schedule it can for all services up to

the unknown service, and then start the computation executing. The belief is that

when the partial schedule arrives at a remote node with the capability to re-create a

schedule, or it arrives at a node where the next service is not assigned to a processor,

the new schedule is created, if at all possible. When data or services are referenced

in a processing request but are unknown to all nodes participating in the request

execution. the behaviour of the system is not defined. We expect to introduce

exception-handling instructions into the DJPL grammar in the near future.
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5.5 Discussion

Although \rye are exploring other algorithms, the current method for determining

the placement of services and data is by searching the whole state space of those

nodes that may be considered to host the service. The algorithm was designed to

be recursive to allow additional prospective system state information to be passed

to each subsequent instruction that is to be tested. Included in the system state

information are details about previous placement decisions that have been made,

and the locations of any services or data that have been transferred as part of the

placement process. This prevents the placement algorithm from having to pay extra

to use a data item that was transferred to the local node in a previous iteration. Using

a recursive algorithm also allows the information regarding the remote DISCWorld

nodes to be prospectively updated in terms of the services that they host and the

expected waiting time that any ne\M service will endure if it uses the node.

While loops were added for the benefit of human readers of the DJPL scripts,

they are explicitly expanded due to the fact thai it may be more economical, in the

presence of a large number of iterations, to transfer some of the data to be used away

from the remainder of the processing, in order to achieve a lower waiting time for a

service on a node.

As the system under consideration is service-oriented, and does not accept

arbitrary user code for execution, is possible, in some ways, to abstract away from

the node on which a service is executing. This means that it is not necessary for each

server to be aware of the relative speeds of all other nodes that participate in the

infrastructure, or of their relative memory sizes as in some other systems [69,95,233].

We do need io record some physical characteristics to help us make decisions on

where to execute services, though, such as the current load on a remote node, perhaps

in terms of how much of its queue length is full, or perhaps by providing an estimate

on the time that an incoming request is likely to start executing. This allows us to

break away from the problem of how to properly defrne a node, especially in the light

of having so many different architectures in i;he processor pool.

Later research may involve the storage of the input graphs and the comparison of

derived placement schedules with new graphs, as is detailed in [212]. Predictions are

derived from run-times of previous parallel applications, and are used to refine the

predictions of current workloads.

It may be possible to use a critical path method (CPM) together with a form

of task duplication, such as is used in [205]. Of course, we would have to rela>r
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the constraints that they place on their algorithm, namely that we cannot assume

an unbounded number of processors, cannot assume that the program is running in

isolation, and the DAG must be able to have more than one root node. In addition,

part of the future work that may be performed on the proposed scheduling and

placement algorithm, the inclusion of service run-times proportional to the input

data, such as detailed in Lee, Yang and Wang [1 a] will be considered.

5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced two important ideas for the adaptive generation and

execution of schedules in a metacomputing context. The first is a theoretical model of

scheduling in our prototype metacomputing infrastructure. The second is a prototype

language with which computations may be structured and specified in a programming-

language independent fashion.

We have presented the mechanism by which processing requests within the

DISCWorld prototype are represented. The Distributed Job Placement Language

(DJpL) is intended to be automatically generated by a graphical user interface

client or a DISCWorld daemon. While users will not be prevented from viewing

the generated DJPL script, there should be no need for them to do so'

We believe that the proposed DJPL is sufficiently general that it could be

implemented and used in other metacomputing and middleware systems for exactly

the same purposes. This language, together with a standardised method for the

inter-operation of data and services, would allow a number of different environments

to properly cooPerate'

Designed for use in systems that feature only partial system state information, the

model relies on mechanisms by which information about services and data may be

passed about the system. An implementation of this mechanism, and of the model, is

presented in chapter 6, and performance analysis of the implementation is provided

in chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Implementing Scheduling in
DISC\Morld

This chapter provides a description and discussion of the experimental framework

constructed to implement the adaptive execution schedules as described in chapter 5.

We discuss the two fundamental methods by which schedules may be executed, data

push and data pull, in section 6.1. section 6.2 discusses the global naming mechanism

that underpins this work. Section 6.3 presents a series of related high-level data

abstractions that have been developed for remote data access in distributed object-

oriented middleware; section 6.4 extends the abstraction to include data that has not

yet been created.

The manner in which the DISCWorld daemon works is described in section 6.5 and

processing request execution is described from the global system and local daemon

perspectives. An example is discussed, and a summary is presented in section 6'6'

we characterise the DISCWorld execution model as client/multiple-server. This

refers to the fact that clients, directly accessible by users, have the majority of the

abilities of servers, and that servers can be clients to other servers. For example, a

client may have the ability to store data or services, to inject data into the system,

and to perform simple processing on data. when servers submit a request to another

server or a user client, they temporarily become a client to that server' For simplicity,

when there is no need to distinguish between clients and servers' we use the term

seÍvers.

The majority of non-trivial DISCWorld services are quite complex, taking in the
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order of a few minutes of CPU cycles on an average workstation 1 in the processor

pool. Because of the time that a daemon invests in the application of services to

input data, the results are most likely to be stored for an extended period, or perhaps

transferred after a while to a specialised storage server. In addition, the results are

likely to be quite large in terms of physical size. Thus, the rationale is that the larger

the results are, and the more computational effort that has gone into generating the

results, the more such a result should be kept in case it proves useful to a subsequent

request.

Data and services can be replicated across nodes in DISCWorld" If a daemon

requires some data that resides on a remote node, then a cost calculation is performed

to decide whether it is more economically feasible to copy the data from the remote

daemon to the local, or to move the actual service code and any other data that is

needed by the service, to the remote node. Of course, not all services, and not all

data in the DISCWorld system can be copied this way. For example, if a service

is implemented as legacy code, for example, in Fortran, it may not be able to be

moved [134], and if data is commercially sensitive, only certain operations, pre-defined

by the data's owners, may be able to be performed on it.

Another important characteristic of the DISCWorld system is that there are no

guarantees that each daemon will have the same view of the global system. Partial

system state information is discussed in section 3.4. There are two main tasks that a

server is concerned with: maintaining an accurate view of the current system state;

and, performing services in order to satisfy queries. As will become clear, maintaining

an accurate view of the system state is a useful by-product of a server performing

services on behalf of other clients and servers.

6.1 Schedule Execution Models

There are two main approaches to executing a schedule, depending on the amount of

system state information available, and whether the programs to be scheduled have

been statically assigned to processors. The approaches are data push and data pull.

The remainder of this section describes the two models and explains why we have

implemented the latter.

llncluding several DEC Alpha 4/255 workstations, a Sun E250 and a number of Pentium II
266MHz machines running Windows NT and Solaris 2.6
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A data push model of execution is characterised by the static specification of

the program to be executed. This is does not mean the complete schedule must be

statically assigned to processors; it is sufficient for only the program which is to be

executed to be assigned. The static specification can be parsed so at each point in the

execution, the consumer program which is to use the output of the producer program'

is known. This knowiedge is used to properly address the data that is to be sent to

the consumer program.

As the execution schedule is fixed, there is no need to waste communications

bandwidth to ensure the data to be sent is required. This model of execution suits

those schedulers that possess complete system state information, because by using the

knowledge of the complete system, it is possible to make known accurate execution

schedules. There is no possibility that other mechanisms which could be used to

optimise the schedule will become available. complete system state information is

discussed in section 3.4.

However, in the case in which complete system state information is not available,

a mechanism is needed to enable schedule execution to be optimised, if at all possible'

The mechanism must enable the optimisation of a schedule, while still providing good

execution performance. one method of providing such a mechanism is through the

use of data pull execution, described and discussed in the remainder of this section'

Although this is not the original context in which demand-driven, or dataflow

models were used 15,135], the data pull model of execution allows for the dynamic

optimisation of execution schedules by the delegation of data transfer decisions to

those daemons that require the data. In the data pull model, the machine on which the

consuming process is running requests the data from the producing process' machine'

Thus this model allows the process to choose where it will retrieve its data from; it

does not simply receive its data blindly, as in the data push model.

In order for a consumer process running on a machine to request data from a

producer process, it must send a requesting message. Due to this continual exchange

of messages, the data pull model places more demands on the interconnection network

than the data push model. When comparing the size of messages to the expected size

of butk data, the message traffic becomes insignificant'

If a scheduler has complete system state information, there should be no need to

optimise the execution of schedules at run-time, as the information is, by definition,

complete. Thus, executing schedules in a data pull model would be unnecessary, as

this would only lead to extra message interchange and loss of efficiency. In contrast,
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where there is only partial system state information, the daemon that creates the

execution schedule cannot be assured that the results that it is about to generate are

not already present in the system, but on an unknown machine'

The pull model is more appropriate in the prototype DISCWorld implementation

because of the frequent re-use of results, the longevity and size of results, and the

fact that in a real system it is not uncommon for machines to fail or become isolated

in terms of the network connectivity.

Thus, it is possible that a single piece of data may be found on a number of

difierent DISCWorld nodes, and each daemon may have a different policy by which

other nodes may access its data and how much they are charged for the privilege'

Because not all daemons share the same view of the global system, it is quite possible

that some daemons will be aware of the existence of data that others are not' This

means that it may be cheaper for a daemon to retrieve the data from another daemon

than that which it was designated to retrieve the data from in the original (static)

schedule. If the data distribution model were a push model, then the daemon would

have no choice of where its input data came from; in the pull model, the final decision

always rests with the daemon that needs the data to perform a service'

Nearly all computing resources, whether they are designed for high-performance

computing or storage, are subject to periods of down-time and network vagaries'

Due to the non-robust and intermittent nature of the machines that comprise the

DISCWorld testbed, the model that has been adopted for request execution in the

DISCWorld is that of a pull model. When a machine becomes unavailable either

due to a system failure, routine maintenance or isolation through the interconnecti<¡n

network, messages will not be able to be delivered to the daemon. In such a case, the

method of re-routing the computation such that the failed host must be performed.

We believe it is in this situation where the DISCWorld's pull model has the advantage

over a push model.

6.2 DISCWorld Global Naming Strategy

One of the fundamental assumptions of this work is the existence of a global naming

strategy. \Me assume there exists a mechanism whereby names can be assigned to

data and services in such a way as to identify them throughout the system in a
platform-independent manner.
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We assume that one of the properties of the global naming scheme is if entities in

the DISCWorld share the same name, they refer to the same conceptual object. In

this case, the use of the word object refers to a high-level object, describing data or

service byte-code, divorced from any programming-level semantics' We do not require

that the objects are able to be compared in order to assess their equivalence'

In order for two data entities to have the same global name, they must be either

pointers to the same physical data or pointers to distinct, but equivalent, instances

of the same data object. The objects may have been created by different byte- or

object-code, but if they share the same name, the data is defined to be the same'

When two service entities have the same name, they are defined to accept the

same data inputs and produce the same outputs. Furthermore' the outputs that the

identically-named services produce are defined to be identical (for the same inputs)'

For example, a portable version of a service may be available, with the advantage that

it runs on any platform, but it may execute slowly or inefficiently. Another version,

implemented as highly-optimised, platform specific object-code (eg High-Performance

Fortran code [141]), mây use parallel libraries and only be available on â small number

of nodes. Both versions of the service can be used, with a trade-off of speed for

platform independence. Thus, while the actual contents of service entities are not

identical, they are conceptualiy identical. The identically-named services are used to

aliow the system to interchange service implementations without the knowledge of

the user.

For the purposes of this thesis, we assume the global name-space is arranged in a

hierarchical fashion, and it is possible to derive the recþe, or set of instructions, to

recreate a derived data item from its name. We name derived data, or the output of

a service, according to the service that produced it, the name of the service's output,

and the input parameters that were used.

For example, consider a service named GMS:Retrievelnages, which re-

trieves images from an archive corresponding to a particular date and time.

The output parameters of the service are the different spectra that the

service returns: IRl, TÈ2, IR3, ¿nd VIS. Consider the naming strategy

for integers as Integer: xx, where xx is the value. The service invoca-

tion corresponding to retrieving the images for 00hrs, 25th December 1998

is Service : GMS :Retrievelmages (Integer: OO, Integer 225 ,Integer: 12, Integer: 1998) '

The output data corresponding to the IRl spectrum image is named

Service: GMS :Retrievelmages: IR1 (Integer:00, Integer:25, Integet zt2,Integer: 1998)
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It must be pointed out, though, that we do not claim to have solved the global

name-space problem; nor do we expect the currently-implemented system to be

scalable to large numbers of types and services. No attempt is made to provide a

general solution to the problem of organising the global name-space; nor are any

methods for ensuring type-equivalence. Furthermore, rMe make no attempt to provide

equivalence resoiution between branches of a global name-space tree.

6.3 DISCWorld Remote Access Mechanism

Because nodes in the DISCWortd are assumed to be physically distributed, and

certain nodes may be owned and maintained by different organisations, we believe

it is unreasonable to assume that all necessary data will be available via a common

file sharing mechanism such as NFS [ZtO] or DCE [197]. As such, a data transfer

mechanism is needed to allow data to be identified and shared amongst many different

distributed nodes'

The main objective of the DISCWorld Remote Access Mechanism (DRAM) is to

allow client programs to retain a token, or pointer, to a remote data entity. The token

may be also be used as an input to further processing and allows different application

components running on the client to exchange remote data references. DRAMs may

either be evaluated at the client side and the data they point to downloaded to the

client, or may be used in a subsequent instructions to the server to further process

the data, or indeed to pass the data to other servers, which themselves act as clients

to the original server. DRAMs act as a proxy for the data to which they refer, but

in the context of DISCWorld do not suffer from the dangling pointer problems that

a simple implementation would incur.

We first describe the use of DRAMs as pointers to data entities. These data

entities may be very large data files which are not directly useful for the user to

download to their local computer. Instead the catalogue browser returns a set of

references, or DRAMs, to the user that ac*r, as pointers to the remote data they have

just found. The remote object that a DRAM refers to can either be a data entity or an

operation, or service, that embodies some code that can be executed on a DISCWorld

node.

The DRAMs that the user now has may be manipulated in two different ways.

Within his DISCWorld client environment he may manipulate them locally, as

graphical icons. More typically the DRAM is just used as a way of specifying the
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rernotedata to be used as input to a subsequent computation' In this case however the

data may be relatively lightweight in size and the DRAM representation is encoded

to actually carry the data as a cached copy inside it. DRAMs therefore provide a

useful way to encode objects for transmission between hosts depending upon whether

they represent large or small data sets.

Typically, a remote pointer is an object which records the name of the remote host

and the location in memory of the object being referenced [73]' The dangling pointer

problem occurs when the remote object that is referenced is no longer available when

the pointer is dereferenced. The most common cause of dangling pointers is when

the server program crashes or is restarted - the data objects that are created on the

server side will, in all likelihood, be srtored at different locations in memory' Thus,

any existing remote pointers may reference unused portions of the Server's memory

or at worst, different objects.

As all data and services (or objects) within the DISCWorld system are referenced

by global namerather lhan daemon memoly location, rüe can circumvent the dangling

pointer problem for DRAMs. When a daemon receives or creates an object' it is stored

in non-volatile memory before a DRAM is able to be created to point to it. Thus,

the existence of a DRAM referencing an object on a remote daemon implies that

the remote object is in non-volatile memory. This condition guarantees that when

a DRAM is inspected to access the remote data, the data will be on the remote

daemon. In addition, the nature of the data products that DISCWorld manipulates

is such that the DRAM can carry a descriptive recipe of how to reconstruct the data

product even if the data is no longer stored where the DRAM originally pointed to.

In the DISCWorld computational model, remote pointers or DRAMs are sent

between clients and servers, and servers and servers. These provide a convenient and

powerful mechanism for the propagation of result- and service-metadata throughout

the DISCWorld. Because data and services in the DISCWorld have unique, global

names [111], results of the same service invocation (with the same input parameters)

created on different DISCWorld nodes can be easily tested for equality'

We use the following notation when describing the specification and behaviour of

DRAMS:

o drepresentsaDRAM,

o D represents data,

o ,S represents a server (or client).
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This is shown in figure 27, upon which we base the following description of DRAMs.

DISCWorld Remote Access
Mechanism (DRAM) D Data

Object
DISCWorld
Server

S

Figure 2Z: Symbols used to explain the DISCWorld Remote Access Mechanism

(DRAM) notation.

d
J

Server

DRAM dj

DRAM dk

"points "points to"
(couldbe acopyofd¡ )

(Bulk) Data item D i

DISCWorld Remote Access Mechanims (DRAMs)
DRAMs are more than pointers, they also contain
data descriptions or reciPes.

Figure 28: DRAMs allow servers to point to remotely stored bulk data items, and to
copy these pseudo pointers to other servers. DRAMs are more than pointers, since

thóy contain a description of how a DISCWorld server could (re)construct the bulk
data item if necessary.

DRAMs are defined to point to data, not other DRAMs. This therefore limits

the number of indirection levels to one ancl reflects our design goal that DRAMs be

pointers to either bulk data products or code services. The notation of d¿ - da¡v + D
signifies that both d¿ and d¿a1 point to D, not each other, and that one may have

been created by copying, or cloning, the other.
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d,y.¡ + D¡ means d1;y each Point to D¡Vi

If the data, D, that a DRAM, d, points to is discarded by the server, by virtue of

the scheme whereby the server's name for the data uniquely describes how to make it,

the data can be recreated by the server if it is not able to be located using a resource

discovery mechanism.

d"¿ + d,¡ -+ Dr:) d,¿: di

It is possible to have DAGs of d¿'s. There is an z¿ : 1 relationship between d and

D

dt -+ d,z-) "' + d,¡ +"' + dn+ D, :) dt ) D,
:) d,z -) D"

:) dn) D,

The most important DRAM concept is embodied in figure 28. A set of three

DISCWorld nodes, servers as sho\Mn, cooperate in some calculation. Server t has a

DRAM d,¡ that points to a bulk data entity D¿ located under the control of Server

3. Server 2 has been given a DRAM that also points to this data entity and it may

have either been set up as an independent transaction between servers 2 and 3 or it
may have been passed a copy of Server L's d,¡. In either case both can refer to the

bulk data entity and can use it as input to remote computations. The data belongs

to Server 3 and only Server 3 can set the actual policy for deletion of the data entity.

Either or both of servers 1 and 2 can delete their DRAM reference to it however.

Typicalty the data entity will be a long lived data product that may be archived to

a long term store according to Server 3's policy specifications, but is unlikely to be

deleted outright. Alternatively it may be a derived data product that Server 3 knows

how to recreate locally should it decide it is more cost effective to do so rather than

store it.
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The Java class definition of a DRAM is shown in figure 29. We have specialised the

concept of a DRAM to be able to point to both services and data. These are named

DRAMSs and DRAMDs respectively, and their interfaces are shown in figures 30 and

31. Examples of their contents are shown in figures 32 and 33. Figure 32 shows a

high-level service representation of a service found in the ERIC application; figure 33

shows the result of using the DRAMS to produce some output data' DRAMs are

explained more fullY in [f t1].

public abstract class DRAM inplenents serializable
{

private
private
private
private
private

private String remoteServer;

private int objectMobilitY;

/ / descriptive name for GUI use
// ínternal ID
/ / associated icon eg thunbnail inage
/ / J.on1 free textual descriPtion
/ / query-ab1e search-abIe text
/ / representation of class
/ / Iocatíon of the Data to which
// the DRAM points
/ / wlnetlner the object being pointed to
/ / can be tra¡sferred across
/ / tne network
/ / síze of the object being pointed .

/ / to, in bytes

String publicNa.ne;
String globalName;
Icon icon;
String descriPtion;
String classNa.ne;

private int objectSize;

]
Figure 29: DRAM Java base class. The DRAM provides a high-level pointer to an

object.

6.3.1 Clperations on DR,4.ivÏs

There are a number of operations that can be defined for DRAMs. We summarise

these symbolically in table 7. Figure 34 shows the consequences of DRAM creation,

copying and moving. These are the most important operations.

Create This operation is the most fundamental operation that can be performed on

a DRAM. Once the DRAM object is instantiated, the act of invoking its create

method causes it to be bound to a data object, as shown in figure 3a i). This

will typically be done as one operation using the DRAM constructor.
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public class DRAMS extends DRAM inplenents Serializable {

private DRAMP [] inputParameters ; / / para.neters for the service
private DRAMP [J outputearameters;
private Class localClass; / / Byte-code for the Portable

/ / service
private int runTine; // mean number of seconds this

/ / servíce executes for on the
// source node

private double runVariance; // vatíance of execution tine from
/ / nean

)
Figure 30: Service DRAM (DRAMS) Java class, which extends DRAM. The DRAMS
próvides a high-level representation of a service, which may be more easily transferred

tetween hosts than the byte-code. The DRAMS can be used to make decisions on

where to execute the service.

pubtic class DRAMD extends DRAM implements serializable
{

private0bjectlocalObject;//t¡,elocal(cached)copy(ifaay)
private DRAMS lloperations; // al,Jowable operations on the object

)
Figure 31: Data DRAM (DRAMD) Java class, which extends DRAM. The DRAMD
próvides a high-level representation of data. It may be used to make decisions on the
best place to send the data for use in a computation.

Operation Definition
create

copy
move

copy-data
capture-data

discard
inspect

CR:: D -> )

CP: d + (d,d')
MV:: d, 1d,r'
COPY-DATA :: (d,,D,,) + (d,,, D,, D,,)
CAPTURE-DATA:: (d,, D,,) -+ (d,, D,)
DISCARD:: d, + Ø

INSPECT:: dr, Dr) -+ dr, D,

Table 7: Formal definitions of operations on DRAMs, where each definition is in the
form of before-+after and s, s' are servers
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Instance Variable Typical Value

publicNane Retrieve
Service:globalNa-ne

].COn assigned bY cteatot of setvice

description forERI
Image from GMSS Satellite RePositorY

className satellite.GM
remoteServer cairngorm. cs. adelaide au:1965

objectMobilitY 2

obj ectSize 3232
inputParameters an ay cont aining P ar ameter súructures

to rcpresent integerc for the daY,

month, year, time and scale of
image to be returned, as weII as

the area of interest, and a string
representing the spectral channel

outputParameters army containing a sttuctutes
typ e image. satellite. G MS 5

localClass n
runTine L28
runVariance 14.3

Figure 32: Example contents of a DRAMS. This DRAMS is used in the ERIC
application (see appendix B), and retrieves a single image from the satellite imagery
repository. The DRAMS originates from the node cairngom. cs . adelaide . edu. au.

As the mobility of the service is 2, it can be transfered around the system'

Copy Copying a DRAM causes its contents to be copied into another instance of the

DRAM object. This operation is necessary to allow the propagation of DRAMs

around the DISCWorld system when a daemon wishes to retain a pointer to the

remote data. This is shown graphically in figure 34 ii)'

Move This operation provides the mechanism for a DRAM to move between servers

in the DISCWorld system, as is illustrated in figure 34 iii). It is by this

mechanism that DRAMs are transferred between DISCWorld servers. This

operation causes the DRAM to be serialized, encapsulated in a message and

sent to the destination server.

Copy-Data This operation câuses a DRAM to download a copy of the data to which

it refers from the remote server. This is shown in ûgure 34 iv). Copy-Data is
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Instance Variable Value
icNa.ne GMSs t998r22 :IR1 0,0), (2291,2291) l00To zoom

globalName @age:IR1 (Integer: 0o,Integer: 25,

Integer: 1 2,Integer: 1 998,Integer:0,Integer: 2291,
Integer:0,Integer:2 291,Integer:100)

icon thumbnailed rcpr esent ation of data
description Gl¿Sf image 00Hrs 25D8C1998, IRl channel,

Dimensions, 100% zoom
className
remoteServer carrngorm .cs. adelaide.edu.au: 1965

obj ectMobilitY 2

obj ectSize 5248681
IocalObj ect nuII
operations affay containing refercnces to croP,

histogram equalise and image convolve oPerations

Figure 33: Example contents of a DRAMD. This DRAMD is the result of an

invocation of the DRAMS shown in figure 32. It originates from the host

cairngorn.cs.adelaide.edu.au, and the original data object has size 5248681

bytes. The original data object is not bundled with this DRAMD.

most often used by clients before inspecting data, and by servers to create a

local copy before using it in a computation. Copy-Data may also be used by

those servers that have been designated as archiving machines, for the long-term

storage of data.

Capture-Data Capturing the data that a DRAM refers to is the equivalent of

moving the data from the remote server to the local node. The node effectively

norn¡ owns the data entity and no longer retains a reference to it on the remote

server. However, it is a matter of policy for the remote sever to decide whether

it will actually delete its retained copy of the original data entity.

Discard Causes the DRAM to be completely destroyed. Note that this does not

affect the original data entity, local or remote, to which the DRAM points, as

data is stored and managed independently.

Inspect Inspecting a DRAM causes the local data to be displayed in the user's

workspace using whatever default method is defined for the data type. For

example, in the case of a DRAM representing an image, the defauit action
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Figure 34: DRAM operations: i) Creating a DRAM, ii) Copying a DRAM, iii) Moving
a DRAM, and iv) Copying a DRAM's data before inspecting'
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would be to display it in a simple image viewer applet, whereas if the DRAM

refers to a byte-code, the service's GUI would be displayed on the workspace.

It is part of the DRAM creation process to instantiate the DRAM reference locally

before passing it to a remote node. It is therefore possible for a node to have a number

of DRAMs pointing to its own local data'

We rely largely on constraint properties of the bulk data entities (long lived-ness

and read-mostly) managed under DISCWorld as well as explicit data management

policies set by server administrators to avoid the need for incorporating call-back into

DRAMs. A server issuing DRAMs to its data does not retain knowledge, under our

present implementation, of where the DRAMs went'

6.4 DRAM Futures

To implement the optimisation of process networks, we have extended the DRAM

concept to encompass that of pointers to data that have not yet been created. The

extended DRAMs can be passed between clients and servers. We term these pointers

to not-yet-created data DRAM Futures, or DRAMFs'

DRAMFs are created with the name of the data that they will represent, and as

such, are equivalent to DRAMs in the operations that can be performed on them.

DRAMFs are assigned an approximate size for the data they point to, based on the

mean historical size of the previous data products of the creating service on that node.

However, unlike DRAMs, we restrict DRAMFs to only be able to point to data, not

services. This restriction is common-sense, as it is not sensible to have a pointer to a

service which does not yet exist. As for any DRAM, the copy-data operation is used

to retrieve the data to which the DRAM points. In the case of a DRAMF, a request

is sent to the server that is to create the data; when the data has been created, a

DRAMD of the same name as the DRAMF is returned with the data. Thus, the

DRAMF is replaced with a DRAMD, which contains the exact size of the data item,

instead of the DRAMF's estimate.

The implementation of DRAMFs extends the DRAM Java base class. This is

shown in figure 35, and an example of a DRAMF's contents is shown in figure 36.

For simplicity, the estinatedTimeAvailable field is used as an offset from the time

that the holder of the DRAMF requests the data be created. This value consists of

the current waiting time for the host node start the service, as well as the mean run

time of the service that will create the data. If the data represented by the DRAMF
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uses any other DRAMFs as inputs to its service, the estinatedTineAvailable field

also includes the estimated time of the DRAMF upon which this service needs to wait,

and the estimated time to transfer the resulting data between DISCWorld daemons.

we consider the time taken to estimate the data's arrival time to be small when

compared with the time taken to transfer necessary data and perform the services

that the DRAMF rePresents'

In principle, DRAM Futures are similar to programming-language level

Futures [231], Wait-by-necessity [33] and Promises [152] mechanisms' Whereas

Futures and Promises were designed to hide the latency in RPC-based systems,

DRAMFs are intended to be used as a high-level pointer to data, in exactly the same

way as DRAMDs and DRAMSs. The main difference between DRAMFs and the

other mechanisms is their granularity, and the operations which can be performed on

them. The Futures and Promises mechanisms are fine-grained. Because the Futures

actually represent a memory location in the requesting program? they are tied to the

instance of that program. They are not able to be sent between programs. DRAMFs

are higher granularity than the other systems, abstracting a\May from any instance of

a creating program.

DRAMFs can be sent between servers, and may also be used by clients in the

composition of new processing requests. What this means is that a DRAMF may be

copied and moved to many other servers. Subsequently, it may be used as an input

to a service by a scheduler, and only when that schedule is executed, will the data

to which that DRAMF points be copied to a remote machine. Thus, by using the

DRAM Rrtures mechanism, and more generally, the DRAM mechanism, unnecessary

bulk data transfers are prevented'

The DRAMF mechanism is used to best effect when executing user requests. The

next section explains the method by which schedules are executed in the DISCWorld

prototype, and how DRAMFs enabie a<iaptive scheduiing across DiSCtrlb-ri,i servers.

6.5 Execution in DISC'World

When a client submits a processing request to its local DISCWorld daemon, an initial

execution schedule is created. The local DISCWorld daemon uses its most up-to-date

system state information to create a schedule with a minimum execution time. The

model and information required for the creation of schedules is discussed in chapter 5.
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public class DRAMF extends DRAM inplenents serializable {

131

private int estinatedTineAvailable ; / / estímation of when data will
/ / Ve available fron the tine that
// t¡:'s DRAMF is dereferenced,
// without any execution
/ / optinisations

]
Figure 35: Future DRAM (DRAMF) Java class, which extends DRAM.

The request is expressed in our Distributed Job Placement Language, (DJPL). The

DJPL is discussed in chaPter 5.

When executing schedules, DISCWorld daemons do not explicitly order services

for execution. Services are executed as the data they require becomes available. In

this way, execution in the DISCWorld is very similar to a macro-dataflow model [126].

This section describes the way in which DRAMs are used for both the creation of

execution schedules, and.the execution of the schedules. The implementation of global

scheduling and local scheduling are discussed, and an example is provided.

The DISCWorld prototype is written completely in the Java [88] language. This

decision was made because of Java's object-oriented, strong typing, network aware'

and platform independent implementation. We believe the security and ubiquity

provided by this language far outweighs the speed sacrifice in using an interpreted

language. The implementation is slightly in excess of 7000 lines of Java. While

all processing routines were hand-crafted, the scanner for the DJPL is a publicly-

available XML parser ll24l. Although this work is part of a larger project involving

many researchers, the remaining subsections describe the actual implementation, not

the theoretical model of the system.

Except where explicitly mentioned, the term DRAMD should be read as DRAMD o¡

DRAMF. Future DRAMs are equivalent to DRAMDs with the exception that the data

to which they point has not yet been created. As mentioned in section 6'4, DRAMFs

support exactly the same operations as DRAMDs. The difference between them is

that there is a higher latency when retrieving the data to which a DRAMF points.
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Instance Variable Value

publicNa.ne for 1998122500:IRl 0,0 )

2291,2297 100% zoom
ERI :Singlelmage: GMSImage:IRl 00,Integer:25,
Integer:1
Integer:0

2,Integer: 1998,Integer:0,Integer :229L,
:229\, 100)

thum representation ta

globalName

icon
description ture image 25DE 1998

IRl channel, Original Dimensions, 100% zoom
.satellite S5

cairngorm cs.adelaide. edu .au 1965
className
renoteServer
obj ectMobilitY 2

ob ectSize 5248681
e st imatedTineAvailable L02

Figure 86: Example contents of a DRAMF. This DRAMF represents the DRAMD
shown in frgure 36 before its data has been created'

6.5.1- Schedule Creation

Upon a client being started by a user, the client can request the available DRAMs from

its local DISCWorld daemon. In this way, the user at the client can use the DRAMs

for composing processing requests. If, in the course of execution, the client receives

DRAMs, they are cached. The local DISCWorld daemon is used as an interface into

the DISCWorld environment; all processing requests are sent here for scheduling. If
a client has a DRAM which originates from a remote server, they can send a message

directly to the remote server; there is no need to go through the local daemon like a

proxy.

When a processing request is sent from a client to a local DISCWorld daemon, it
is expressed in the DJPL in a form which is called un-annotaúed. This indicates that

the services which are to be run have not been assigned to servers. This may also

mean that any loops in the system have not yet been expanded.

Upon parsing the processing request, which is written in XML, any aliases are

substituted into the instruction stream, and any loops in the DAG are expanded.

While DAGs are acyclic by definition, in this context we consider loops to be a

convenient method for executing the same set of instructions over a consfuained set of

values. Further, we constrain the behaviour of loops to expressly forbid dependencies

between iterations. Examination of the syntax (see section 5.3) will show that it is not
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easy to construct a loop with dependencies between iterations. In fact, the current

Iack of a programming language-style syntax makes it impossible to define aliases

within the instruction (and hence loop) sections of the DJPL in order to aide in the

construction of dependent loops. If a loop is specified within the DJPL, the iteration

with the backwards dependency is treated as though it appears outside of the loop.

When the code is placed onto DISCWorld nodes, and executed, the iteration with

dependencies will have the starting time delayed, by necessity. Again, due to the

Iack of a programming language-style syntax, no consideration has yet been made as

to the execution of infinite loops or loops with dependencies between all iterations.

The current parser fails when presented with loops that contain dependencies between

iterations; the handling of loops with inter-dependencies is an area for future research.

The local DISCWorld daemon examines each of the services and data items used

in the request. For every service, the daemon checks that it has at least one DRAMS

to that service; for all data items that are used as inputs, the daemon must have

at least one DRAMD to the data. The only way a client can use a DRAMD is by

actually having a reference. If the daemon does not have an instance of the DRAMD'

a request can be made to the client for a copy. Using the algorithm and the cost

function described in chapter 5, a heuristically good schedule is created.

The resulting execution schedule is again expressed in DJPL. Because all the

services contained within the request have been assigned to servers' the script is

termed annotated. The annotated DJPL script is sent to each of the remote

DISCWorld daemons that have been selected to participate'

6.6.2 Global Execution

This subsection describes the way in which scheduling in the DISCWorld is

implemented, from a global perspective. It describes the behaviour of the prototype

system from a high-level viewpoint'
As detailed in section 6.5.1, the DISCWorld daemon local to the client from

which the processing request is submitted, annotates the request with placement

information. The annotated request is then distributed to each of the DISCWorld

daemons that are to participate in the execution of that request. Through inspection

of the annotated DJPL script, the daemon that creates the execution schedule can

determine which DRAMs must be transferred to remote daemons in order for the

computation to begin. Only those DRAMs that correspond to data (and services)

which exist before the start of the computation are transferred. Thus, by its very
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nature, the data that will be created as a product of the computation has no associated

pointers. If such pointers already existed, the processing request would be optimised

as described in section 5.4.2.

When a DISCWorld daemon receives a DJPL script, it is parsed and if any of the

services have not been placed by the daemon that annotated the script, it is updated

and the remainder of the daemons are informed of the change. Although it is not

expected to be a common occurrence, the daemon has the right to refuse to execute

any number of services that it has been assigned.

The best way in which to explain the implementation of scheduling from a global

perspective is with an example. Consider the state of the DISCWorld system as

shown in figure 37. The figure shows four DISCWorld daemons: the local daemon,

L, and three remote d.aemons, R,Rr,-Rz. Daemons R and R2 host data, D1 aîd D2,

while R1 hosts a service, S. Each of the data and services have associated DRAMs,

dd,r,ddd" respectively. A further example, with timing measurements, is presented

in section 7.2.

If a processing request, shown in figure 38, is injected into the system by a client,

C, which is on the same node as .L, then figure 39 shows an annotated version of

the same DJPL script. Figures 40, 41 and 42 show the steps by which the result is

computed and returned to the user. The steps are itemised, and explained below. In

this example, we assume that the placement algorithm places the service onto server

R due to the size of the data that it hosts (D1).

The first three steps shown below are not strictly part of the execution of a
processing query. They are, however, vital steps in the process, and deserve to be

discussed in order to maintain the correct sequence of events.

1. resource discovery.

The first step in the execution process involves the creation of a snapshot oi
the global system state. The local daemon, .L sends requests for status updates

from all the nodes that it is aware of. If, however, it is aware of a large number

of nodes, depending on the daemon's policies, it may only query the nodes

which it uses most often, or from which it has not had an update for the longest

amount of time.

System state consists of the components mentioned in section 5.2.3: nodes,

interconnection network statistics, and service and data descriptions. Service

and data descriptions are in the form of DRAMSs and DRAMDs respectively.
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Figure 37: State of the DISCWorld environment before execution of the example

shown in figure 38.

As discussed in section 6.3, DRAMs can be traded between DISCWorld daemons

without transferring the data to which they refer.

2. user logs on to client.

The user client has the abitity to store the DRAMs that have been received

during the course of computation. Between sessions, the DRAMs are saved

on non-volatile media. When the user logs on to the client, the DRAMs that

the daemon has available are transferred to the client. These may augment or

replace the DRAMs that have been stored by the client'

The current implementation requires users to be logged into the system to

submit processing requests and retrieve results. However, the general model
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(?xnI version=r' 1. 0"?>
< !DOCTYPE DJPL SYSTEM "DJPL. dtd''>
<DJPL>

<USER>

< ID>he ath< / rD> < GR0UP>dgi s < / GRoIIP>

<PERMI SS I ON)unre stri ct ed< /PERMISS I0N>
</USER>
<JOB>

< ID>OOOO5</ ID><PRIORITY>5</PRIORITY>
<COST><SOFT> 1 OO< /SOFT><MAX> 120</MAX> <ESTIMATE>90< /ESTIMATE>
</c0sr>
<TIME>360</T]ME>
<SERVER><NAME>C</NAME><PORT>6668< /PORT></ SERVER>

</¡og>
<INSTRUCTIONS>

<INSTRUCTION> <SERVICÞS</SERVICE>
<PARAMETER TYPE=" INPUT">

<NAME> input -one(/NAME><VALUE>D 1 < /VALUE>
</PARAMETER>
<PARAMETER TYPE=" INPUT'|>

<NAME> input -two < /NAME> <VALIIE>D2< /VALIIE>
</PARAMETER>
<PARAMETER TYPE="0UTPUT">

<NAME> outPut < / NAME> <VALIIE>F< /VALUE>
</PARAMETER>

</INSTRUCTION>
</INSTRUCTIONS>

<IDJPL>

Figure 38: Example un-annotated DJPL code produced from a processing request.
For the purposes of example, the names of the service and the data have been greatly
simplified. The method of naming such entities used in the implemented prototype
is discussed in section 6.2.
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(?xn1 version="1.0"?>
< IDOCTYPE DJPL SYSTEM''DJPL.dtd">
<DJPL>

<USER>
< ID>he ath< / ID> <GROUP>dgi s < / GROIIP>

<PERMI SS I ON)u¡re str i ct ed< /PERMISS I 0N>

</USER>
<JOB>

< ID>OOOO5</ ID><PRIORITY>5</PRIORITY>
<COST><SOFT> 1 OO</SOFT><MAX> 1 2O< /MAX><ESTIMATE>90</EST IMATE>

</c0sr>
<TTMÞ360</TIME>
< SERVER> < NAME> C < / NAME> <P ORT> 6 6 6 8< / P ORT > < / S ERVER>

</ log>
<INSTRUCTIONS>

<INSTRUCTION> <SERVICE>S</SERVICE>
<PARAMETER TYPE=" INPUT" >

<NAME> input -one </NAME><VALUE>D 1 < /VALUE>
</PARAMETER>
<PARAMETER TYPE=" INPUT">

<NAME> input -two < /NAME> <VALIIE>D2 < /VALUE>
</PARAMETER>
<PARAMETER TYPE="0UTPUT" >

(NAME>outPut</NAME><VALt E>F</VALI E>
</PARAMETER>

<NODE>R</NODE>
</INSTRUCTION>

</INSTRUCTIONS>
</DJPL>

Figure 39: Example annotated DJPL code produced from the example shown in
figure 38. The service ,S has been assigned to execute on remote daemon R. The
difference between the unannotated and annotated script is shown in bold font.
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Figure 40: Steps involved in executing a DISCWorld processing request: i) resource

discovery, ii) user logs on to client, iii) user composes processing request, iv) request
transferred from client to local DISCWorld daemon.
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Figure 41: Steps involved in executing a DISCWorld processing request: v) local
daemon executes placement algorithm and sends the annotated processing request
to the chosen server, with DRAMs to all the services and data to be used on that
daemon, vi) the server parses the annotated processing request and creates DRAMF
for result, vii) the server sends the DRAMF to the client, viii) the client inspects the
DRAMF to begin execution.
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Figure 42: Steps involved in executing a DISCWorld processing request: ix) the server
inspects the DRAMS, downloading the service byte-code if needed, x) the server
inspects all necessary DRAMDs, downloading the data if needed, xi) the service is
executed and the result is produced, xii) the server returns the outstanding request
for the DRAMF to the client.
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for the DISCWorld system is to allow users to log in from anywhere in the

distributed system and be able to retrieve their results.

3. user composes processing request, Q.

The user can create processing requests by combining services and data DRAMs,

or by using services locally. For example, a service may present a graphical user

interface (GUI) which can run inside the user's client. The user may be able to

use the GUI to supply values which will be used in a further query. When the

user has completed creating a processing request, they then submit the request

to their local DISCWorld daemon.

4. Q ftansferred from client, C, to local DlSC\il'orld daemon, L.

The request is expressed as a DJPL script and is sent in a serialized form to
the DISCWorld daemon, encapsulated in a wrapper which provides the source

and destination machine addresses, and limited metadata. The DJPL script is
shown in figure 38.

5. L executes the placement algorithm and sends the annotated
processing request (shown in figure 39) to the chosen server R, with
DRAMs to all the services and data to be used on that daemon
(d',, d'¿r, d'¿r)

After the processing request has been parsed and placed in accordance with the

cost functions and algorithm specified in section 5.4, the annotated script is sent

to each of the nodes that has been chosen to participate in the computation.
In addition, if the services that have been placed onto remote nodes require

DRAMs to either services or data, they are sent with the DJPL script. In the

current implementation, parsing and placement is terminated if a daemon does

not know about any nodes that host a given service, or data. However, the

general DISCWorld model is that the DJPL script will be partially annotated.

The partially-annotated script is then sent to the frrst non-local node that has

been assigned a service, in the hope that it will know about the service or data

that the original did not.

Only data that exists before the execution of the processing request can be

transferred to the remote nodes. Of course, data that is created during the

execution of the processing request is not able to be sent out before the request

starts executing! If the remote daemon receives a DRAM to data or a service
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that it already hosts, then the DRAM is cached, and the remote daemon reserves

the right to use any one of its available DRAMs.

Once the daemon that creates the schedule, .L, has distributed the annotated
DJPL script to all the remote nodes that are to be used, processing ceases unless

the daemon has been assigned to perform a service. Although not implemented

in the prototype, the DISCWorld model allows the client to query the local
daemon as to the progress of the computation. The local daemon can act as

a broker, forwarding the request for information to the daemon assigned to
perform the service.

6. -R parses Q and creates DRAMF, d¡ for result.

When a daemon receives an annotated DJPL script from a remote node, it
parses the script to check that the annotation is complete. If not, placement

is completed, and the annotated DJPL script is distributed as per the previous

processing step. Once the script has been parsed and the daemon recognises

the services that it has been assigned, the daemon then decides whether it can

actually perform the service.

In this example, we assume that the daemon is willing to execute the service; if
the daemon is not willing to execute the service, either because it is too heavily
Ioaded or the user who owns the job is not allowed to execute services on this
machine, or for some other reason, the onus of selecting a ne\M daemon to host
the service(s) is on the local daemon. Although beyond the scope of this study,
relocation of the service requires re-placement of the affected services to other
daemons and transmitting the newly-annotated DJPL script to those daemons

which have been designated to produce data that the services were to consume.

Nothing needs to be sent to those daemons that will consume the data that is
produced by the services on this node, as they will receive a DRAMF from the
daemon that has accepted the execution request. The case where no daemon
can be found to execute the affected service(s) has not been considered, nor
has the case in which a number of daemons continually attempt to assign the
services to each other in an infinite loop.

Assuming the daemon decides to accept the service request, an intra-daemon
request is made to create the service execution process. The intra-daemon
service execution process is explained in section 6.5.3. The result of the service
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execution process is a number of DRAMFs which refer to the data that will be

created if the results of the service are needed.

When a daemon creates DRAMFs to some future data, the service does not

automatically begin executing. The agreement by a daemon to execute a service

with given parameters is, however, binding. The daemon has acknowledged

that if requested, it will perform the computation and return the result to any

requesters. If the input data required by a service is to be created by a previous

service on perhaps a remote machine, then the DRAMFs for the current service

cannot be made until the input DRAMFs are received. They are needed in

order to estimate the time at which the data, to which the DRAMFs point,

should become available.

It is in this way that a complex processing request may be set up. This allows,

essentially, resource reservations to be made for daemons that will participate

in the processing of a request. Thus, while a processing request may be

expressed as a network of services connected by data transfer, culminating in the

production of some desired data, its execution is constructed in reverse order.

Unlike other models of resource reservation, multiple services can be reserved

on a single DISCWorld node simultaneously.

7. .R sends d¡ to C.

After the DRAMFs are created by the daemon, they are forwarded to those

remote nodes that may use them as inputs to subsequent services. Because the

complete DJPL script is sent to all participating DISCWorld nodes, the list of

recipients is easily generated from the parsed script.

In the DISCWorld model, the partial results of processing requests are deemed

to be as significant as the final results. Therefore, in addition to sending the

DRAMFs to the nodes that may use them, they are also sent to the daemon

or client which submitted the processing request. In the case of the user client,

DRAMFs corresponding to all the partial products are returned - if the user

wishes to view the contents of the DRAMF, they can perform a Copy-Data

operation on the DRAM.

8. C inspects d¡ to begin execution.

In fact, the method by which the user client or daemon starts the computation
is by performing a Copy-Data or Inspect operation on the DRAMF. As we have

L43
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seen, all DRAMs point to the remote node which has the data they refer to.

The Copy-Data operation causes the data to which the DRAM refers to be

returned to the local client (or daemon) as soon as it is available.

As a DRAMF represents the result of a remote computation that has not

begun execution, it is started, and the result is returned when available. The

way in which services are actually executed within a daemon is discussed in

section 6.5.3. When the DRAMF is inspected by the client or any other daemon,

a request is sent to the producing daemon, which initiates the computation.

9. rR inspects d", downloading the service byte-code if needed.

While this step and the next are implemented in parallel, for the sake of this

illustrative example, they are separated into separate steps.

When executing a computation, the first step is to make sure the service that
is to be executed is available locally. Therefore, if the service is not local, the

DRAMS which points to the service may need to be inspected. As previously

mentioned, inspecting a DRAM causes the data to which it refers to be copied

to the local DISCWorld node.

As mentioned in section 6.3, a DRAMS has two associated arrays, detailing
the service's input and output parameters. The array contains objects of type

DRAM Parameter, DRAMP: the service's name for the parameters, a description

of the parameter, and also the type of the parameter. The reason for including
the type of the parameter is two-fold: firstly, it allows the type of an object that
is to be used as an input or output parameter to be checked by the daemon;

and secondly, when making estimations on the size that an output object may

be (for transfer-time estimations), the type information is very useful.

10. .R inspects ti¿, and. ci¿r, tiownioaciing the data if needeci.

As in the previous step, the data that is to be used in a service needs to be

made local. The DRAMDs representing the data is inspected, causing the data

to be downloaded to the local node. In this example, .R already hosts the data

D1, so it is not downloaded.

It is at this (parallel) step where the opl,imisation of the processing request can

be performed. If the daemon is aware of an alternate source for the data that
is required, it can request that the data be downloaded from the source that
will provide the data in the least amount of time. By virtue of a global naming
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scheme, the daemon does not have to verify that the data referred to by two

different DRAMs of the same name is equivalent. The next step in processing

is not started until all the input data for the service is available.

11. the service s is executed with parameters d1 and d2 and the result, /
is produced.

When the data and service byte-code are available, the service is executed with

the appropriate parameters. The service-specific name for each parameter is

stored within the DRAMP object. In a Java-beans style, this name is used to

locate a method in the service with the name setx, where x is the name of the

parameter. The method is used to assign the value of the data to the service'

The service's runO method is invoked, and an equivalent getX method is used

for each outPut Parameter.

In this case, there is only a single output, /. When the service has completely

finished creating the output object, it is added to the daemon's store and can

be used in further comPutations.

72. R returns the outstanding request fot d,¡ to C'

The method by which the computation was initiated was by a request to inspect

the DRAM corresponding to the final service output. When the output object

is created, it is sent to the requester. In this case, the requester is the client C,

but it may well have been another daemon wishing to use the data as input to

a further service.

Optimisations are allowed (encouraged, in fact) on the services used to satisfy

a processing request. The server may be a\ryare of one or more servers that already

possess the data which is to be created, or have supplied DRAMFs to the data sought.

If the data is availabie, and the time spent transferring it will not exceed the time spent

waiting until the DRAMF can be satisfied and the data returned, then the decision

may be made to transfer the data from an alternative source. By the same reasoning,

if there exists another DRAMF pointing to a different data source, and the estimated

time is lower than that returned, the alternative DRAMF may be dereferenced in the

expectation that either the computation has already been requested by another holder

of the DRAMF, or the data should be available sooner due to the lower estimated

arrival time.

745
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IJsing partial or final data products of previous processing requests allows the

possibility of pruning the execution schedule for the current processing request. Thus,

if there is no need to re-compute a data product, then the system will avoid it if
possible. of course, the situation may arise where a user has inspected a DRAMF

corresponding to a final data product, causing the computation to be started, and at

the same time inspecting a DRAMF to a partial data product. If the DRAMF that

is an input to the service which is to produce the final data product has an estimated

time greater than a cheaper source of the same output data, then the data may be

retrieved from the alternate source, even though by inspecting the partial product

DRAMF, the user has dramatically reduced the time it would take to retrieve the

data. This case is not addressed in the current implementation - we simply make a

best-estimate of the execution times, and settle for that.

In the prototype version of the daemon, there is no maximum time limit between

when a DRAMF is returned from a server and the execution must be started. In future

implementations, depending on the cost that the user is willing to incur, multiple

requests may be sent out to competing data sources? in order to achieve the fastest

possible turnaround time for the processing request'

Using DRAMFs to represent the data allows the system to judge whether it is

more economically feasible to wait until a result that is to be computed at one node

is available than retrieve the data from another node, where it already exists but may

be expensive to access. The retrieval of data from another node may have one of

two effects: either the data the node was to produce now becomes redundant and a

waste of processing cycles, or the data is scheduled for use by a subsequent service

(after the service has found the data from another source). If the result is no longer

needed, depending on the node's management policy, and usually based on the load

of the node and its storage capacity, it may choose to proceed with the computation
.rr r -^r^l ---:rL:- ¿L^ +:-^ f-^-^ +L'o* *h¿ -^¡la ie tttillino
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to store results for, or may decide to cancel the production of the result. In turn, in

the event of cancelling the production of the result can be propagated up through the

list of servers scheduled to create the data that is no longer needed. Of course, the

creation of data is only possible if there are no other servers that use the data to be

created. Thus, the execution tree is pruned so that only the services that create data

and those that create the data that is required, are actually executed'

Figure 432 shows a graphical user client through which processing requests can be

2Thanks to Jesudas Mathew for this screen-shot
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Figure 43: A graphical user interface client to DISCWorld. Services are represented

UiOnnUSs. ltrey contain metadata on the services which can be used to construct

comple* processing requests. The user provides parameters with which services are

.*".ut.d. DRAMFs and DRAMDs are returned to the client, which can be inspected,

returning the data they represent. The icon in the top left corner of the workspace

,.pr...rrt, a DRAMD corresponding to the large image' The occluded window on the

.ight is the GUI to a service, again represented by a (hidden) DRAMS.
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submitted to the DISCWorld prototype. Foremost in the figure is the data produced

by the partially-occluded service. The icon in the upper-left corner of the workspace

represents a DRAMD, which produces the main image when inspected'

6.5.3 Localised Execution

This subsection describes the way in which scheduling in the DISCWorld is

implemented, from the perspective of the DISCWorld daemon' It describes the

behaviour of the prototype system from a local-node viewpoint' The subsection

contains a description of the DISCWorld daemon architecture, and the components

that comprise the daemon; a description and purposes of the classes used to implement

the daemon; and an example of the way in which the daemon operates'

The DISCWorld daemon (DWd) architecture is shown in figure 44' The

components of the daemon are named according to a restaurant motif, which we

feel accurately describes their functions'

In a typical restaurant, there are several types of staff, each with their own

specialty. The manager runs the restaurant, overseeing the business, ensuring that

management policies are enf'orced. The manager has the ability to specialise the

business. For example, some restaurants specialise in Thai food, while others provide

generic fare from around the world. A maitre'd greets customers, assigning them

to waiters, and making sure the waiters provide the customers adequate service'

The waiters are responsible for customer satisfaction, taking orders and dealing with

complaints. when the orders are taken, they are rushed to the kitchen, where a head

chef oversees a group of cooks. He ensures that the kitchen is adequately staffed

to meet customer demand, hiring new staff and firing redundant personnel' In our

model, the cooks are responsible for the creation of a single dish for a single customer'

They are not at all specialised - they can create any dish known to the restaurant'

Our model departs from the traditional restaurant motif in the use of a

quartermaster, which is an entity that has sole access to the contents of the

restaurant's refrigerator. In addition, the quartermaster has the ability to ask the

chef to begin construction of any necessary data products' Thus, the quartermaster

is, in effect, the master of the kitchen. A useful analogy is that the restaurant serves

(micro-waved) pre-prepared dishes from freezer if the dish is available, and engages

the chef is not. The functions of the components are described below, together with

a discussion of their use in scheduling processing requests.
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manager The manager is responsible for the storage and enforcement of management

policies. For example, the determining of the node's characteristics for the

willingness to accept new service requests and to accept new service byte codes

are management policies. Also, if the owner or administrator of a node does

not wish their resource to be extensively used, or does not wish a particular

service or class of services (within the hierarchical name-space) to be supported

by their node, this may be expressed as a policy, which the manager will enforce'

Thus, whiie not vital for the implementation of adaptive scheduling in the

metacomputing environment, the manager does play an important roiê'

portal The portal is the point through which all messages incident to the Dwd

enter. Although it is beyond the scope of this work, it is intended that in future

versions the portal will feature message-authentication services [99].

maitrerd The maitre'd is responsible for a group of waiters. If a query is made on the

progress of a processing request. the maitre'd is responsible for the resolution of

the query. upon receiving a processing request, the maitre'd creates a waiter;

when execution has finished, the waiter is destroyed. The maitre'd is important

for scheduling, as it provides the creation facilities for waiters'

waiter The waiter is the entity responsible for a single processing request' The

processing request must be parsed, and the services it contains assigned to

daemons. The waiter initiates these tasks, and arranges for the distribution of

annotated processing requests. Furthermore, if a service is assigned to execute

on the current node, the waiter is responsible for initiating the execution of

the service, and the propagation of service output futures. The waiter is vital

for scheduling, as it provides the mechanisms by which the processing request

(expressed in DJPL) is parsed, annotated, distributed, and local execution is

initiated.

store The store is an idealised database, which contains all the DWd's current

knowledge. Information on the data, services, remote nodes and interconnection

networks are stored here. Both DRAMs to data, and the data themselves are

stored. The manner in which the store is implemented is not specified - some

DWd's may use a relational object-oriented database, while others may use a

minimal array-based or Vector-based solution. The store is very important for

the adaptive nature of scheduling in the DISCWorld model, as it allows the

partial results of previous requests to be stored and re-used'
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quartermaster The quartermaster is the interface to the store' It can fill

outstanding requests for data (or service) items' The quartermaster is the DWd

component that makes remote daemon requests to retrieve information' The

quartermaster is vital to the implementation of scheduling in DISCWorld' as it

allows blocking requests for data to be made,' and allows the proper updating

of system state information. In addition the quartermaster is responsible for

interaction with other daemons to perform resource discovery' DRAMs are

exchanged by daemons in order to update system state information'

chef In the DISCWorld model, the chef represents the head of the kitchen' The chef

is in charge of the creation of cooks to execute services, and the termination of

cooks once they have performed their duties. The chef controls the activation of

cooks, and ensures that there are no more cooks running than can be adequately

handled by the node on which the daemon is running. The chef is an important

component in scheduling, as it provides a measule of toad-limiting for cooks'

The chef monitors the efiective load on the local daemon. Cooks are only able

to begin executing services whilst the load is below a threshold represented by

a manâ,gement PolicY.

cook The cook is the most fundamental component of the DISCWorld architecture'

This is the component that actually executes the services to fill a processing

request. It is vital for scheduling because it provides the framework in which

services are executed. Cooks are able to execute any service in the DISCWorld

providing the daemon possesses a DRAMS to the service (and the code is

movable or alreadY local).

For each of the DWd components in the DISCWorld model architecture, the

corresponding Java classes in the implementation are described' The classes are

shown in figure 45. Encapsulated boxes refer to Java inner classes, an abstraction

which allows the inside class to inherit the class- and instance-variables and methods

from the outer class. Inner classes also serve to restrict the visibility of classes from

each other.
The executable class file is daenon. In the current implementation, it assumes

the most basic function of the portal, that of message receipt. No authentication

is attempted in the current version. All messages sent across the network are

encapsulated in a GlobalThaum, which is an object wrapper that provides Source

and destination addresses for DWd's, and whether the message is a request or
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are not implemented in our prototype'
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Figure 45: Java classes and inner classes which comprise the prototype DISCWorld

im"plementation. Inner classes are drawn inside the class which encapsulates them'
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Figure 44: components of the DISCWorld architecture that are necessary and

important for scheduling and placement of services and data' while the portal and

manager are necessary fãr a complete implementation of the DISCWorld model, they
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not. Intra-daemon messages use a light-weight version of the GlobalThaum, the

LocalThar¡m, to encapsulate messages. The LocalThaum contains the name and type

of the encapsulated object. To facilitate debugging and analysis of the DWd, a

separate class, Logger, is used. This has a separate thread that periodically flushes

accumuiated messages to a local file, thus lessening the impact on the remainder of

the daemon.

It can be seen in figure 44lhat two objects communicate with the DWd's portal:

the naitre,d and the quarternaster. The maitre'd is implemented as a class

which contains the waiter inner class. The waiter class contains three inner classes:

DistributeDJpL, tlaiterExec, and l,laiterReP1ace. DistributeDJPl distributes

annotated DJpL scripts to all nodes which are assigned services in the current

processing request. WaiterExec executes services assigned to the local daemon, and

WaiterRePlace forces a complete re-annotation of the DJPL script in case a more

economical solution can be found.

The quartermaster class only has one inner class, saveThread, which performs

the periodic dump of the store to disk. In addition, the quartermaster is

nominally responsible for the monitoring of BlockingRequest objects. Within the

quartermaster, the chef object is initialised, which has the ability to organise and

begin the execution of services. The chef has three inner classes, cook, LoadThread,

and Servicepara¡neter. ServiceParameter is an object which is used internally to

match parameter names to values. The cook performs marshaling of parameters and

the execution of services. Furthermore, the cook has an inner class, DataRequest,

which is used to perform a blocking request for data, encapsulated within a thread.

This encapsulation is used to allow a thread join to be performed - ensuring that

all parameters have been correctly marshaled. The chef also creates a LoadThread

thread, which measures elementary local-node load information through the Tiner

object.

AII data and services within the DISCWorld are encapsulated within a DRAM object.

The DRAM object is refined into a service DRAM, DRAMS, a data DRAM, DRAMD, and

a future DRAM, DRAMF. The DRAMS has an associated object to store parameter

information, the DRAMP. DRAMMaaager is an interface to which the daemon adheres. It
ensures that the methods for DRAM inspection and movement are available on the

local node. DRAMException is used to signal error conditions. The ObjectSize class

is used to measure the size of an instance of an object, so that the network transfer

time can be made more accurate.
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The remainder of this subsection describes the operation of the DISC\MorId

daemon. Figure 46 shows the classes from figure 45 that are created as threads'

Multiple instances of a thread are indicated by the use of n in the diagram'

Figure 46: Java threads and their hierarchy in the prototype DISCWorld

im"plementation. There is a single instance of each thread executing in the daemon,

with the exception of those marked with n, which are created on demand and

terminated after use.

All messages in the DISCWorld are encapsulated within a GlobalThaum. When

a GlobalThaum arrives at a DWd, it is received by the daemon class. The contents

of the GlobalThaum are checked. If the message is a request, then a BlockingRequest

is created to the quartermaster. If a message is not a request, it may nominally

be called a response, although this terminology is not completely appropriate, as it

does not convey the case where the information is unsolicited. The LocalThaum,

encapsulated within the GlobatThaum, is routed to either the quartermaster or the

maitre,d, depending whether the contents of the response message are a DRAM or

DJPL script, respectively. If the message is not encapsulated within a GlobalThaum

object, it is dropped and a log of the message is kept'

When a DJPL script is sent to the maitre'd, the maitre'd creates a new waiter to

process the request. In the DISCWorld architecture model, the maitre'd allows clients

to query the execution status of their processing request; this is not implemented in

the current prototYPe.
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The waiter creates a DJPLParser object, which parses the DJPL script,

determining if it has been completely annotated. If not, a schedule is created in

accordance with the algorithm presented in chapter 5. If the DJPL script is further

annotated, DRAMs corresponding to the services and data are sent, with a copy of

the annotated script, to the chosen nodes. This is performed by the DistributeDJPl

object, which ensures that all the necessary DRAMs are distributed. The waiter then

creates a WaiterExec object, which traverses the annotated DJPL script, searching

for services that have been assigned to the local DWd'

If the local DWd has been assigned to execute any services as part of the processing

request, the waiterExec object makes a request to the chef for it to be executed' when

the chef accepts the execution request, DRAMFS' corresponding to the outputs of the

services, are created. The DRAMFs are sent to the nodes that have been assigned to

use them (as per the annotated DJPL script), and also to the client that submitted

the processing request.

When a DRAM is sent to the quartermaster, the store is checked to see if the

object is already in the store. Addressing of objects within the store is via their

name and the host from which they came. If the data is currently in the store, the

newly-received DRAM is treated as an update, an<l the store's object reference is

updated. Otherwise, the DRAM is added to the store. In the case where a daemon

currently has a DRAMF to a future result, and the daemon receives a DRAMD to

the actual result, the DRAMF is removed and the DRAMD inserted into the store.

The addition of new data to the store, or the updating of current data may cause

a BlockingRequest to be satisfied. The only other objects that are contained in the

quartermaster's store are Node and Network objects. These are used to represent the

state of the global system, as discussed in chapter 5'

If the BlockingRequest is for data that is to be created at the local node (i.e.

the subject of the BlockingRequest is a DRAMF), then the quartermaster sends a

message to the chef to begin the computation of the requested data product. When

the chef is first created, there are no cook threads. \Mhen a request for processing

is received, the chef first checks that no currently-active cooks are performing the

requested service (with the same parameters). If not, a cook is created'

The processing request, from which this service rffas initiated, contains the name

of the node at which the input data was created. The cook then queries the store,

through the quartermaster, to ensure that all the necessary data, from the specified

sources, is present on the local node. The data can exist as a DRAM with no local
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object (i.e. the DRAM has been received, but has not had a Copy-Data operation

performed on it yet).

It is at this point in the execution that optimisation can be performed. A cook

attempts to achieve service execution in the quickest amount of time. If the data

that is to be used as input is available from another node, or is already present on

the local node, or the current node has a DRAMF for the same data, with a sooner

estimate of availability, the cook may decide to use the alternate data source' one of

the assumptions of the DISCWorld model is that the size of a data item is the same

no matter where it is created. Thus, if a daemon has a DRAMD and a DRAMF to the

same data, the estimated size of the DRAMF can be updated to the (exact) size of the

DRAMD. If the data is available from multiple sources, the foilowing minimisation is

performed:

únn¡.vF est wait I networkryt * d,Atartz.f networkup, ( network¡í1 datar¿r"f networle6^¡

where tpt is the latency as measured from the promised source to the local (target)

node, bpt is the bandwidth between the promised source to the local node, lat is

the latency as measured from the alternate node to the target node, and bat is the

bandwidth from the alternate node to the local node'

From the DRAMDs corresponding to the input data, an estimate is able to be

made on the time that it might take to marshal the parameters and execute the

service. DRAMFs corresponding to each service output are added to the store and

returned to the requesting objects. After the DRAMFs have been returned, the cook

then registers itself with the chef and enters a wait state. The chef is then able

to re-awaken the cook if any of the DRAMFs are inspected. This starts the cook

marshaling parameters, which is done by inspecting each input DRAM' After the

DRAMs have been inspected, and their local objects returned, the cook then advises

the chef that it is now able to actually execute the service, and again waits.

When a service is requested to be executed, ïve use the real-life analogy of someone

asking for a quote to perform a job. By accepting the request, and supplying a value,

the daemon has guaranteed it will perform the service if required. Execution is only

begun when one of the results of the service is requested. The execution of services is

split into a number of stages to allow resource utilizations to be properly managed'

The first phase of execution, parameter marshaling, is assumed not to be expensive,

in terms of resource utilizations and computation, because it is simply initiating data
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transfer as a result of DRAM inspection. As such, there should be little impact on the

local system if there are many requests executing in this phase' The second phase'

the actual execution of the service, is expected to be computationally expensive' For

this reason, the daemon controls the number of requests executing in this phase'

The timer thread produces a value which represents the current number of spare

cycles on the machine compared to the total number of spare cycles that have been

measured, Thus, if the machine is very lightly loaded, the number of spare cycles will

be high; if the machine is experiencing high load, the spare cycles will be low' The

ratio of current Spare cycles to the maximum number measured gives an estimate of

the load.

When the load measure is beneath a certain threshold, the chef chooses a cook to

begin executing. In the current implementation, the queue for execution is modeled

as a Java vector. Jobs are always taken from the front of the vector. Thus, while there

is no guara nteedordering of the execution of services, it seems to work in practice' In

the current implementation, there is no measure of priority - all services are equally

as important, and we do not use any hard- or soft-real-time deadlines' once the

service has finished executing, the output DRAMDs are added to the store. This, in

turn, may satisfy a waiting BlockingRequest or another service waiting on parameter

marshaling.

In the current implementation, the quartermaster assumes some of the duties

of the manager in the DISCWorld architecture model. Policies such as the period

between copying the store, period and frequency of testing for system load, and the

threshold for creating new jobs that will be controlled by the manager' are currently

implemented by the quartermaster.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the implementation of scheduling in the DISCWorld

prototype. In describing the implementation, we have discussed two different types

of request execution models, data push and data pull, and how they are applicable in

the model under consideration. An important feature of the model is the existence of

a global name space, with which objects may be named in an platform-independent

manner. We have introduced the method by which globat names in the DISCWorld

system are generated and are used. While the system that has been implemented and
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used for experimentation may prove to be ultimately infeasible in a large-scale system,

its use is sufficiently generalised that it may be replaced with little inconvenience.

we have introduced the DISCWorld Remote Access Mechanism (DRAM)' which

is a rich pointer to data and services residing on DISCWorld nodes' DRAMs

are a higher-level construct than memory pointers (or references) found in many

programming languages; DRAMs can refer to bulk data items and service byte-

codes, which may be traded between machines and the data that they point to

retrieved. DRAMs have the interesting property that if the data to which they point is

unavailabie (e.g., because it has been garbage-collected or the machine from which the

DRAM originated has failed), the data can be reconstructed, albeit at far increased

cost. Thus, while a DRAM points to remote data, it also contains the recþe with

which the data can be reconstructed'

In order to facilitate the implementation of large-scale distributed service

execution, we have extended the DRAM concept to allow data that has not yet

been created to be manipulated. Future data is encapsulated in the DRAM Future

(DRAMF). DRAMFs are used extensively to optimise service execution time and

cost, especially as there are no guarantees on how accurate a node's global system

state information is. Optimisation is achieved through data and service re-use on a

per-node basis.

The software components that make up the DISCWorld daemon, and their

purposes, are described. An analogy is presented that allows the easy and intuitive

understanding of the daemon components. The general behaviour of the distributed

environment is described from the levels of both autonomous DISCWorld daemons

and of intra-daemon communications. To aid in the description and understanding

of the behaviour of the system, a simple processing example is discussed.

The DRAM abstraction described in this chapter is similar to a number of existing

technologies, such as Nexus' giobal pointers and remote service requests [73], and

CORBA's Internet Inter-Orb Protocol(IIOP) and Interoperable Object Reference

(IOR) :IT6,17T). With the exception of CORBA IOR, the fundamental difference

between DRAMs and the other technologies is that they are targeted at fine-grained

object references, whereas DRAMs are more coarse-grained' In addition, DRAMs are

long-lived objects, unlike Nexus' global pointers and CORBA IORS' When a server

that stores an object is restarted, if the object is recreated, it is unlikely that the

object will be created at the same location in memory. Thus, although the object to

which the reference points is present, any remote pointer that addresses the memory

t57
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at which the object was stored will no longer be valid. DRAMs avoid this problem

by naming the data (or byte code) that is stored on a server in a memory location-

independent manner. Thus, it is the server's responsibility to ascertain whether there

is a match between the named data and an actual object'

The IOR is coRBA',s closest mechanism to DRAMs. IORs provide a mechanism

whereby an object reference can be sent across object Request Broker (oRB)

boundaries. They provide a persistent reference to a server object' which can

be transferred around the distributed system. when an IOR is dereferenced' it

transparently creates an instance of the object to which it points on the object's

local oRB. All further interaction is with the instantiated remote object' In contrast'

DRAMs contain enough metadata to reason about the referenced object, and when

the DRAM is dereferenced, the object is downloaded to the local host'

In the next chapter, we present the performance analysis of the prototype

DISCWorld system. We also present a discussion of the limitations of the current

implementation and discuss suggestions for future implementations'
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DISC\Mortd Performance Analysis

The services that are presented for performance measurement perform the same

functions as those found in the ERIC prototype ltZO] (see appendix B)' As such,

a direct comparison may be made between the performance of the services using the

DISCWorld daemon and ERIC. Both ERIC and the implemented services provide

remote access to a repository of GMS satellite [133] imagery. In addition to providing

browsing access, they allow processing operations to be invoked on the stored images'

The main difference between the two approaches is that the ERIC program

involves processing on the server-side only. The program is implemented as a PerI

common gateway interface (cgi-bin) [100] script. The script interfaces to user-level

command-line programs which communicate by the use of shared file systems and

pipes. No distribution of the command-line programs is possible unless it is explicitly

incorporated by the author of the script. The user composes a query using a HTML

forms interface, and the result is returned as another HTML page. Although ERIC

implements basic caching, only resultant images, metadata and MPEGs [134] are

stored. No partial results are stored, and final results cannot be used as inputs

for further processing. Other limitations of the ERIC prototype are discussed in

appendix B.

In contrast, the DISCWorld daemon allows processing to be performed at both

the client-side and server-side. For example, the scheduling placement algorithm

may decide that simple imagery operations can be more efficiently performed at the

client-side than the server-side. Services can be written as pure Java or may be

implemented as a wrapper around a native program (using either JNI [14S] or system

calls). Objects can be sent between nodes. Consequently, there is no need for common

file-systems. The DISCWorld daemon stores alI results of services, whether they

159
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are the final results of the user's processing request or the results of intermediate

computations. Intermediate results can be used in subsequent processing requests

since the DISCWorld model assigns canonical names to all objects"

7.! ExamPle Services

For performance analysis, we focus on three example services: findGMSlnage'

processGMSlnage, and createMPEG. FindGMSImage is very similar to one of the

fundamental operations found in ERIC: it invokes a shell-script to retrieve an image

from the spatial imagery archive. After finding the image, it is loaded into the

DISCWoTId daemon using services built from the methods in the Java Advanced

Imaging (JAI) [217] API. The image is then accessible via its DRAM' The input

parameters to the service are the date and time at which the image was created' and

its spectral channel. This service invokes a native program' and it is marked as "not

movable,, (as described in chapter 6); it cannot be transferred between nodes'

frocessGMslmage uses services from the JAI API to crop and scale the GMS

Image. It performs the same imagery operations as found in the ERIC' The inputs

to the service are the GMS image, the area to be cropped, and the zoom scale of the

resultant image. As this service is written completely in Java, it can be transferred

between nodes.

createMPEG is a service that creates MPEG animations from sequences of

images. This service invokes the npeg-encode [87] program as a system call' Due to

the way in which the program is implemented, it is necessary to write the images and

an associated parameter file to a temporary disk area' The program also writes the

newly-created MPEG to the disk, where it is ingested into the system using services

from the JAI ApL Like the findGMSlmage service, the createMPEc service is deemed

ttnot movable".

Three computers were used for testing the performance of the DISCWorld daemon:

a dual-processor Sun Enterprise 250, (called lerwick) with 256Mb of physical and

300Mb of virtual memory that runs Solaris 2.6 and Java 1'2'1; a dual-processor

Celeron, (called baaf f ) with 256Mb of physical and lGb of virtual memory that runs

Solaris 2.6 and Java 1.2.1; and a single-processor Pentium II, (called geronino) with

64Mb of physical and 64Mb of virtual memory that runs Windows NT 4'0 and Java

1.2. Lerwick and banff are connected via a 100Mbps network; geronimo is connected

via a 10Mbps network.
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7.1. EXAMPLE SERVICES

Table g: Comparison of overheads when individual services are executed by different

environments. The execution time of the services implemented as command-line

programs are measured so the overheads of the Java system can be measured' The

time taken for a pre-computed result to be retrieved from the local daemon, and

from a remote daemon via a slow 10Mbps link are also shown. Measurements of

the ERIC system, from [127] are shown for comparison. AII times are based on

at least 10 measurements. Variances are based. on a least-squares linear fit of the

measured values. The error in the timers used to coilect timing information is that

of Java,s currentTineMillis method, which does not have an accuracy of exactly

one millisecond [157].

Table g shows the time that each of the services takes to run on lerwick under a

number of different execution environments. The Unix command line measurements

are the execution time of the command-line programs. ProcessGMSlmage cannot be

measured in this way as it is written purely in Java; it cannot be directly executed

without the creation of a JVM. AII services within DISCWorld are encapsulated by

a service ,ñ¡rapper, which provides JavaBean interfaces to the methods of the service'

A service's ru¡O method is invoked to execute the service. The run-time penalty

due to Java can be calculated by invoking the service from a thin client on a local

machine. The run-time overhead on findGMSlmage is approximately 3000ms' We

attribute this to: the necessity of creating an instance of the service in the JVM;

invoking the service's set method for each parameter; and forking a new process to

execute the shell-script. This overhead is increased with the createMPEG service

because of the need to write each of the input images to disk before executing the

mpeg-encode program.

It is useful to compare the performance of each of our example services when
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executed as stand-alone servers in an RMI environment. As table 8 shows, the

additional overhead of each service when invoked via RMI is approximately 2000ms.

The increase in execution time can be attributed to service brokering by the RMI

registry and the fact that each of the services is executed in their own JVM. This

overhead is not substantially increased when the RMI client is non-local.

The times quoted for the DISCWorld daemon are the total elapsed time from

when the user client submits a processing request to when the client receives the

final DRAMD. This includes the time taken to: transmit the processing request

to the daemon; parse and piace the service; return the DRAMF to the client;

for the client to inspect the DRAMF; for the service to be executed; and for

the DRAMD to be returned to the client. As the majority of the time spent

executing a user processing request is at the server-side, the additional time taken

to submit a request from a remote client is relatively small. Clearly, the DISClVorld

daemon introduces some overheads, which when amortised over large services, become

relatively inconsequential.

As previously mentioned, all results and partial results in DISCWorld are cached'

This proves to be useful when a client requests an object that has already been

cached. As illustrated in table 8, requesting a cached object from a DISC\Morld

daemon,s store is extremely efficient. In contrast to the remote clients using RMI and

DISCWorld, which were measured using a fast (fOOMUps) network, the results of the

remote retrieval from the DISCWorld cache are across a slow (l0Mbps) network' The

retrieval times are dominated by the network characteristics' The time is comparable

to the time taken to execute the service using a thin Java client on the faster machine,

or using RMI on the faster machine. Use of the remote client to request information

from the tocal DISCWorld daemon illustrates the re-use of DRAMDs and DRAMFs

inside the daemon - in this example, the original processing request that caused the

data to be created was made from a client on the node local to the daemon' This

further emphasises the usefulness of the DRAM mechanism, whereby the data may

be further processed before being returned to the client, which may be connected via

a very slow network.

In addition to the timing information presented in table 8, further measurements

of the ERIC system are presented in ll27l. While timing information for the

findGMSlmage alone service is not available for ERIC, the times for ERIC's

processGMslmage service include that taken by findGMSlmage. No standard

deviation is provided in [127] for the time to create an MPEG at the resolution
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and zoom that we consider in this analysis. The figure given for the time taken to

retrieve a cached MPEG is that taken to retrieve any object from ERIC's store'

The performance of the DISCWorld daemon is very dependent on the background

Ioad of the processors. The performance of Java is very susceptible to these effects

because not only do the Java application's threads need to be scheduled by the JVM,

but the JVM needs to be scheduled by the host operating system'

Table 9 shows the performance of the DISCWorld daemon in the case where a

single server is chosen to be used by the placement algorithm' The first two columns

of this table show the effects of adding a second service which is independent of

the first. The mean time to return DRAMFs, corresponding to the outputs of the

services, scales linearly with the number of independent services. However, there is a

high standard deviation in the DRAMF creation time for the case in which there are

two independent services. The increase in DRAMF creation time may be attributed to

additional parsing necessary for the extra service, and also to increased contention for

the quartermaster's synchronised^ store object, as described in chapter 6' Interestingly,

while the mean time shown to execute two services is less than that for a single service,

the standard deviation is larger. Within the bounds of experimental measurement,

these values appear to be the same. This is feasible because the daemon is multi-

threaded, and it able to execute many services simultaneously'

Table 9: Performance of DISCWorld prototype using multiple processing requests'

In the case of two services, two independent findGMSlmage services are requested;

in the case of four services, two independent instances of a findGMSlmage and

processGMslmage service are requested. The DISCWorld daemon processes all

independent services concurrently.

The last column of table I presents the results of a client submitting a

processing request in which there are two independent requests, comprised of a

processGMSlmage service that uses the output of a findGMSlmage service' This

may be compared with the second column of the table, in which two independent

Single
service

Two independent
services

Two dependent and
two independent services

client rnselapsed time, as o

Action
1608 + 110
28879 + 8800
1429 + 100

754 + 560
14522 t 5300
t2L7 +70

380 + 90
15548 + 3400
1169 + 60

D creation
Service execution
Cache retrieval
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findGMSlmage services are requested. The time taken to create and return DRAMFs

is found to scale linearly with the total number of services requestedl ' The addition

of the two processGMslmage services, dependent on the output of their respective

findGMSlmage services, causes the total execution time of the processing request to

double. Thus for these services, at least in this situation, the performance scales

Iineariy.
The situation in which more than one client simultaneously makes a processrng

request to the same DISCWorld daemon is shown in table 10' The time taken

for the daemon to create and return a DRAMF, and to return previously-created

DRAMDs from the cache, increase by approximately 750ms per additional client'

Each additional client increases the time taken to execute a single findGMSlmage

service by approximately 7200ms. This again emphasises that the daemon scales

Iinearly, subject to the limitations as described above'

Table 10: Performance of DISCWorld prototype using single service when processing

requests are made simultaneously. Within the bounds of control, each client submits

a processing request, and then inspects the resulting DRAMFs at the same time'

Multiple servers will only be used by the scheduling placement algorithm when it

will result in a lower processing cost, or if the required services are only available

on different servers. Of course, when using multiple servers the effects of the

interconnection network become significant, as illustrated above'

As described in section 6.5.1, whenever a daemon receives a DJPL script, the

script is parsed and tested to see if any extra placement information needs to be

generated. If two nodes are used for processing, the first node (local to the client

from which it was submitted) generates an annotated DJPL script for the request'

The annotated DJPL script is then distributed to all participating nodes' when

the script is parsed and the services created, no DRAMFs are produced until all the

lBecause of the way in which the store uses memory, the ma><imum number of independent

services able to be tested at once was seven' Each independent service was comprised of two

dependent services, bringing the total to fourteen'

bybservedoâStimeelapsed
client Two clients Three clients

ITLS

Action
1330 + 726
28340 + 11934
3598 + 1209

901 + 438
21678 + 29L2
2877 +.729

547 + 456
13563 + 1651
2151 + 24

D creation
Service execution

Cache retrieval

as discussed in section 7.3
This limitation will be addressed in future work,
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DRAMFs that will be used as inputs to that service are received' This adds extra

overhead that is not been taken into consideration when creating the schedule' This

is a second-order effect, and has not been incorporated into the model'

7.2 A Detailed ExamPle

Further to the example presented and discussed in section 6'5'2, we present a detailed

example of event timing within the execution of a client processing request' we use

this example to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the DISCWorld architecture

model.
consider a processing request in which a number of GMS images are to be

retrieved and processed on lerwick, and then transferred to baaff' where they are

used to make an MpEG. This sequence of events is shown pictorially in figure 47'

An individual GMS image may be identified by the time and date at which it was

made, and the spectral channel it represents [129]. A processed GMS image has

the additional information of the bounding box to define the area of interest, and

the zoom scale of the resulting image. The figure shows the services involved in the

creation of such an MPEG; the images represent the data being manipulated at each

step (although at greatly reduced resolution)' When the processing request is parsed

by the DISCWortd daemon, DRAMFs corresponding to the future data product are

returned to the user. When the DRAMFs are inspected, the computation is started.

Therefore, the arrows in figure 47 represent both DRAMFs before the computation is

started, and DRAMDs after the partial products have been made. For all the image

cases tested, the performance of the daemon scales approximately linearly' The case

in which there are four images to be used and the processing request is submitted from

lerwick, the following sequence of events, at the following times are observed (we

ignore the following steps discussed in section 6.5.2: resource discovery, user logging

onto the client, and composing the processing request):

On lerwick,

1. The waiter is created and DJPL parsing is started,

2. DJPL parsing takes 1455ms,

3. WaiterExec and DistributeDJPl threads start,

4. As all the findGMSlmage services will be run on lerwick, and all the inputs to

findGMSlmage are supplied by the client, the DRAMFs are immediately created
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findGMSImage

spectral channel

Inputs: time
date

findGMSImage

lnputs: time
date
spectral channel

Inputs: bounding box
zoom scale

Inputs: bounding box
zoom scale

of images defined by (time, date, channel, bounding box' zoom scale)

aaaaaaa

aaaaaaa

sequence

createMPEG

Inputs: sequence of images

Figure 47: Pictorial representation of a complex DJPL request' A processed GMS

imãge is defined by the iuple (time, date, s leciral channel, bounding box, zoom scale)'

A sJqrrence of processerd GMS images is used as input by the createMPEG service'

The query is constructed using oRRVtOs and DRAMFs, denoted conceptually by

"*o*i. fh. i-"g.s shoril the data that is produced and consumed at each processing

step.
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and distributed to the servers that will use them. As the processGMSlmage

service wiII use the outputs of findGMSlmage, and is on the same node, the

DRAMFs are only transferred to the user client. The processGMSlmage services

are created; their output DRAMFs are transferred to the nodes that will use

them (Uaatt) and the user client. This process takes 289ms. It takes 219ms for

all the servers to be sent the annotated DJPL script'

5. In total, the preparatory service creation, DJPL and DRAM distribution takes

approximatelY 1750ms.

when the DJPL script and DRAMFs are received by banff,

1. The waiter is created and DJPL parsing is started,

2. DJPL Parsing takes 6511ms,

3. WaiterExec and DistributeDJPl threads start (the DJPL script is not

annotated further by this DWd, so it is not distributed to any other nodes),

4. It takes 21bms to start the createMPEc service, create the output DRAil{F

and send it to the client on lerwick,

5. In total, the preparatory service creation, DJPL and DRAM distribution takes

approximatelY 6750ms.

The user client, running on lerwick, receives the DRAMF for the output of the

createMPEG service, and inspects it as soon as it is received.

Banfi receives the request for the DRAMF to be created

1. the service to create the createMPEc output begins to marshal parameters'

Requests are sent to the data's originating server (lerwick)'

Lerwick receives the request for the data to which the DRAMFs correspond,

1. The time taken for the findGMSlmage service to execute takes approximately

28000ms,

2. The time taken for the processGMslmage service to execute takes

approximatelY 13000ms,

3. Blocking requests for data in the quartermaster's store are periodically tested

in case the thread is not awakened by a resume signal'

L67
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4. In total, the execution of the findGMSlmage and processGMSlmage services

take approximately 127000ms. The data is returned to the requesting node

(uaatr).

On baaff , the DRAMDs corresponding to the output of the processGMSlmage

services are received,

1. The blocking requests

approximatelY 1 45000ms'

corresponding to the DRAMF inspection takes

2. The createMPEG service takes approximately 30000ms to execute,

3. The client's blocking request for the result of the createMPEG service is filled

The event sequence of this processing request is shown in figure 48' It can be seen

that the majority of the total execution time is spent when the DRAMFs that are

produced by the processGMslmage services are inspected. The request, instigated on

banff, causes the services on lerwick to be started, and the final results returned' This

example shows how DRAMs can be used to set up, and execute complex processing

requests that span multiple nodes in a distributed system.

It can be seen in this example that the parsing of the annotated DJPL, as

distributed by the DISCWortd daemon on lerwick, takes an abnormally large amount

of time. While lffe are unable to pinpoint the exact cause of this anomaly, we suspect

that its cause may be due to the way in which the annotations are implemented by

our parsing routines.

This example shows the case in which a server has been specialised to create

MPEG animations. Another example of a server specialising in a specific service is

the dploader tool (described in chapter 4), which offers a parameterised simulation

service that uses a network of workstations that are unable to run their own JVMs'

It can be seen from this example the benefits of caching partial results of services'

For example, if a number of the same images are to be re-used, the total service

execution time will be approximately 145000ms shorter. we have not addressed the

issue of flushing cache contents; this is planned in future work' If a DRAMD with

the same name is available from a different server at a lower cost, it may be retrieved

from the alternate server, thus optimising the execution of a processing request'

As has been previously discussed', one of the limitations of the current

implementation of the DISCWorld daemon is its poor memory management' If the

cache becomes too full, the daemon will fail, Iosing its current state information'
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Figure 48: Event timing diagram of the complex processing request, shown in

figirr. 47, using four images. 
-By 

far, the greatest amount of time is spent in the

nnaCUstmage and processGMslmage services. This is not unreasonable due to the

penalty of co-locating services on the same node'
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7.g Performance Considerations

The current DISCWorld daemon implementation relies heavily on information about

available nodes and interconnection networks' In the current implementation' if both

the node and interconnection network information are not available' a node is not

used. The reason for this is that while a node may be available all of the time

and may have a very short waiting time, its interconnections to the remainder of

the network may introduce a processing bottleneck. Future versions are intended

to perform an on-demand analysis of available nodes and interconnection networks'

similar to the Network weather service 1237) of the AppLeS project'

This model relies on maintaining a mean size for objects of given types, in order to

make future estimates. Since the same tests are repeated during performance analysis,

we are unable to take advantage of the repeated creation of objects of the same

type. Consequently, the estimation effects are unable to be seen in these performance

results.
A serious limitation of the current implementation's performance is due to Java's

virtual machine (JVM). The amount of memory that a Java virtual machine cân use

is limited by the amount of physical and virtual memory on a node' This places an

upper limit on the amount of data that can be stored in the DISCWorld daemorr's

store in the current implementation. It was observed that when the JVM runs out

of memory, not only witl it eventually crash, but the daemon fails in curious (but

unpredictable) ways: some threads will be created but not others; partial parsing

of new processing requests will be performed; and, some requests for information in

the store will be successful, others will not. The presence of other users' processes

running on the nodes further reduces the amount of memory that the daemon can

use for caching.

When a service is moved to a new node, the execution time and variance are

assumed to be the same as that of the node from where it has come. When the

service is downloaded to a node, the past run-times are set t'o zero, so new averages

and variances can be computed. Thus, the scheduling node makes the assumption of

the same general performance characteristics; when the service is used the new values

replace the assumed characteristics.

Due to the way in which the npeg-encode program is implemented, each of the

images to be used for input must be written to disk. This is primarily so that

the images can be converted to a file format suitable for the program. The current

implementation of the createMPEG service writes the files in the base format required
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by the program. unfortunately, the need to write files to a disk makes the service

reliant on the amount of space available on the disk. If, during the course of service

execution, the disk frlls, the service fails. while this does not cause the daemon to

crash, the user client is not notified, and no attempt is made to rectify the failure'

A simple timer thread is used to approximate the load on a node' The operation

of the timer thread is very simple: it resets and increments a counter for a given time

period. Depending on what percentage of the current maximum is returned by the

counter will give an estimate of the load on the node' In the current implementation'

services are only executed once the estimated load is below a certain threshold' of

course, the execution of services is not the only contributing factor to the observed

load: the parsing of new DJPL scripts; any blocking requests; and saving the state

of the store all contribute significantly from within the JVM' This frgure will be

additionally affected by the external load on the system' In future versions of the

daemon, a more sophisticated method of estimating load must be developed and

incorporated.

The daemon's thread count, shown in figure 46, shows at least 8 threads

that are executing while the daemon is quiescent' This figure can more than

double when processing requests are being parsed, distributed and executed' while

implementations that use native thread,s can handle the large number of threads

created during processing, we have found that implementations that used green

threads had serious syhchronisation problems. In fact, although the daemon was

developed on Java 1.2 on windows NT 4, the release of Java 1.2.1 for solaris was the

first in which our implementation did not freeze'

As the DISCWorld daemon (and client program) are written in pure Java, we

must rely on the mechanisms provided within the Java language specification [88] and

the Java Runtime Environment [218] for robustness and fault tolerance. Although

the prototype emphasises the usefulness of adaptive scheduling and DRAMs âs an

enabling mechanism, for the remainder of this section we discuss how reliability,

robustness and fault tolerance might be incorporated into a production version of

DISCWorld written in Java.

One of the fundamental issues that must be addressed in a production system is

that of availability. on whatever platform the daemon runs, there must be a guarantee

that whenever a host receives a message destined for a daemon, a daemon is running

to accept it. On a UNIX machine the DISCWorld daemon can be treated similarly to

the operating system daemons. An entry can be placed into the frle / etc/ ínetd ' conf

T7L
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so that if a message is received on the port dedicated to the DISCWorld daemon, a

new daemon will be created if none is currently running. Similarly on Windows NT

a file in /lllNNT/systen32/drivers/etc can be modified to the same effect.

As implemented, the DISCWorld prototype has two major failings: the store

fills very quickly, which causes the daemon to crash; and, if the daemon fails while

parsing or executing a processing request, the request is forgotten when the daemon

is restarted. problems with the store and avenues for future research are discussed

in section g.2. An obvious solution to the problem of fault tolerance is to store

all daemon state information in a Java-accessible object-oriented database such as

Oracle [1321, Informix [fZf] and JDBC [21S]. Thus by using transaction technology

to ensure the database remains in a consistent state, when the daemon is restarted

the state is able to be restored.

writing all state information to a database could result in an unacceptable

level of system overhead. Thus one of the management policies enforced by the

daemon might be to categorise all state information and only store the highest

levels. This scheme, similar to an incremental file backup system, would ensure that

when the daemon receives important messages such as processing requests or DRAM

dereference instructions, thev will be stored. If the daemon is restarted after the

message has been saved the action can be re-performed without too much cost to the

daemon. Network failures are harder to detect because of the lack of acknowledgement

messages in the daemon-daemon and client-daemon protocols. We are investigating

the use of generous time-outs after which messages are resent.

Inside the daemon Java's strong typing and byte-code verification system provide

the necessary framework within which a type-safe environment can be built. Other

researcher in the Distributed and High Performance Computing group are working

on adding user- and message-verification functions into the daemon's portal module'

---^L ^^ --^--:l^l L.., IZ^-L.n-^o [] 7ql o.a ].oino ¡nnsidprprì fnr.¿\utnenIlcatrIon sysÜelll¡i Suulr ¡1Þ Pruvru'trLt uJ r\çruç¡vù Lrrvl @¡v

this task.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have analysed the performance of the prototype DISC\Morld

daemon. The experimental results have shown that the scheduling algorithm is

practically useful and DRAMs are a good enabling mechanism. However, the

performance of the daemon is limited by the fact that several crucial parts of the
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daemon have not been implemented. The limitations of the current implementation

are discussed, which suggest a large body of possible future work in this area'

We have compared the performance of the DISCWorld daemon with Java RMI and

cgi-bin versions of the same programs. Results have shown that while the DISCWorld

daemon is slower than the RMI version in the construction of the same data products,

the time taken for the RMI version is constant, whereas the DISCWorld daemon

benefits from caching alt intermediate results. The DISCWorld model of computation

also allows client-side computation, which is unavailable in cgi-bin scripts'

DRAMFs allow demand-driven execution of processing requests. Execution of

processing requests can be optimised if the same data is available from alternate nodes'

The prototype DISCWorld daemon has been shown to have performance which scales

Iinearly within the limitations of the current implementation. A detailed example

has shown how DRAMs can be used to construct and execute complex processing

requests that span multiple servers. An event timing diagram has shown the relative

time costs of the different processing stages of request execution'

It is important to remember that although the DISCWorld daemon is a vital

component in the implementation of scheduling in DISCWorld, the creation of a

perfect DISCWorld daemon is not the aim of this thesis. The main topics are:

the creation and distribution of good service placement decisions in the presence

of incomplete system state information; and, the implementation of a framework

that allows high-level information about data and services to be traded between

participating DISCWorld daemons and clients, to allow on-demand client- and server-

side processing.

We have achieved these two goais through the use of: a platform independent

Distributed Job Placement language, with which processing requests can be described;

an execution-cost minimisation function, which incorporates the concept of a

daemon,s willingness to perform a given function; and the DISCWorld Remote Access

Mechanism, which allows services and data, whether the data has been physically

created or not, to be accessed and traded between clients and servers.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

The target audience of this work are users that need to pose high-level processing

requests to a metacomputing system without need for detailed knowledge of the

design and implementation of the system. we cannot assume that users will be

aware of the best way in which their request should be structured, or where the

components of their decomposed processing request should be placed to achieve

optimal performance. In order to provide users with a simple, high-level view of

the system, we abstract away from the heterogeneity of the system's components

(including processors, interconnection networks, data and program code sources)'

We have developed and presented a scheduling model and placement algorithm (in

chapter b) to select the most appropriate location for the components of a processing

request to be executed. We have developed a mechanism for remote access to

data and high-level program components or services (presented in chapter 6). An

implementation of this mechanism was discussed within the context of our prototype

metacomputing project, DISCWorld. The performance of our implementation was

analysed in chapter 7.

8.1 Conclusions

Chapter 2 of this thesis presents a brief introduction to cluster computing and a review

of current metacomputing projects. We conclude that while very good solutions to

this problem exist, most cluster- and metacomputing environments target those users

with a parallel or distributed computing background. Users without such knowledge,

wishing to pose high-level processing requests to such a system, are not catered

for. \Me address such users in the Distributed Information Systems Control World

175
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(DISCWorld) environment. our system is characterised by the use of re-usable

high-level program components and movable program code and data' we provide

infrastructure to allow the incorporation of programs implemented using pure Java,

Java Native Interface (JNI) or system calls to legacy software.

We critically review the systems in chapter 2 with focus on their resource

management capabilities. we conclude that, with few exceptions, most of the

environments reviewed use ad hoc scheduling methods' Other metacomputing

systems provide no true scheduling support, but instead allow resources to be reserved

by users and let the resource's local scheduler take control of program execution'

Furthermore, our review of the scheduling literature in chapter 3 shows that while

the problem of scheduling parallel and distributed programs has been extensively

studied, there has been little work that considers both the data and program code to

be movable, or semi-movable. In addition, most of the literature assumes complete

system state information and that results of previous plograms are not useful to

other programs. Complete system state information is difficult to maintain' We

believe that partial system state information can be used to good effect' Nearly all

scheduling research considers the system to be controlled by a centralised scheduler'

We conclude that while the use of a centralised scheduler allows good load balancing

between processors, it presents a processing bottleneck'

We conclude that there is no scheduling model that exactly fits the characteristics

exhibited by our system where: data and program code are both movable to restricted

processors; hybrid static-dynamic scheduling is used (which allows for runtime

optimisations); decentralised scheduling is integral; partial system state information

is exploited; and where a global naming mechanism for data and program code exists.

In chapter 4, under the assumption of partial system state information, we

explore the effect of different static and dynamic scheduling algorithms on mixtures

of independent programs. We show that when the execution time of programs are

drawn from different real-world distributions, there is no one scheduling algorithm

which produces the single best execution schedule. We conclude that an adaptive

scheduling algorithm is necessary when jobs exhibit different non-trivial distributions

of execution time. The tool developed in chapter 4 enables adaptive scheduling across

a network of workstations, and can also be used to perform parameterised numerical

simulations under the control of DISCWorld.

In chapter b, a model for scheduling and a heuristically good placement algorithm

is developed for use in metacomputing systems with partial system state information.
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The model addresses the characteristics of our system (as detailed above)- We

conclude that because of the federated nature of the resources that comprise a

metacomputing system, an adaptive scheduling mechanism is required to make use

of partial system state information. The model allows optimisation of execution

schedules through the re-use of both frnal and intermediate results from previous

jobs.

We also develop a mechanism by which a high-level job's internal structure can

be represented, and processing requests controlled' A job's internal structure can be

represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). We formulate this using extended

markup language (xML). our language, termed the Distributed Job Placement

Language (DJPL) is used to express a DAG in textual form' consequently, requests

are transmitted in an architecture-independent mannel. The DJPL contains enough

information to allow any node in the distributed system to create an execution

schedule for the processing request' Program code and data are referenced by their

global names. When the processing request is scheduled, an annotated version of the

DJPL is used to distribute the request to the nodes selected for execution' The DJPL

allows the delegation of processing responsibility to other nodes in the distributed

system.

In chapter 6 we show how this scheduling model and placement algorithm can

be implemented using the features of DISCWoTId. we conclude that a remote data

pointer is necessary, but to prevent the problem of dangling pointers arising, should

rescheduling be necessary' we develop the DISCWorld Remote Access Mechanism

(DRAM). Since DRAMs embody the recipe for reconstructing the data they point

to, should it be unavailable, DRAMs cannot dangle by definition' At worst' a short

delay is introduced into a compound processing job, to reconstruct the data'

In the couße of constructing DRAMs it became apparent that a worthwhile

extension, the DRAM Future mechanism (DRAMF) would allow alazy creation of

the data to which the DRAMs pointed. This allows yet further optimisations in the

scheduling and placement, with data products being created "on demand", or just in

time.

our prototype implementation of DISCWorld, which incorporates just enough

infrastructure to experiment with the scheduling and placement mechanisms

described in this thesis, performed better than expected' It embodies the DRAM'

DRAMF and DJPL components. In chapter 7 we showed how a set of services could

be implemented to reproduce the behaviour of the image archive management system
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described in appendix B. Although, as expected, DISCWorld introduces some startup

overheads, it compares favourabiy against the cgi-bin based system and illustrates the

value of a data product caching mechanism'

8.2 Future .Work

The work presented in this thesis has generated a number of ideas for future research'

Improvement of the store, described in section 6'5'3, is the most critical aspect

of future work to arise out of this study. There are two fundamental limitations

introduced by the current store. Firstly, because the store is implemented as a Java

vector, any exceptions caught while reading the vector cause the read operation to be

terminated. secondly, because all results and partial results are cached in memor¡

the store quickly fills, exceeding the the memory capacity of the Java virtual machine'

The store is implemented as a single data structure (a java.util.Vector)' When

an object,s class fite is changed (which produces a ne\ry serialization ID), the saved

vector becomes invalid. The curreni DWd implementation reads the serialized vector

until an object is founrl with an invalid serialization ID, and truncates the remainder

of the vector. The problem of transparent version control is an issue which must be

addressed in a production version of DISCWorld'

When the store uses all the memory allocated to the Java virtual machine, the

daemon crashes. The limitation of memory can be addressed through the use of

a high-watermark and low-watermark [155] management scheme for the store' In

the DISCWorld architecture model, one of the Manager's functions is to maintain

information about the point at which old data is removed or backed up to permanent

storage (the high watermark), and the point at which data may be retrieved from

the backing store to speed up access time (low watermark). We are considering

implementing the store as an object-oriented relational database (OORDB).

In addition to the removal of the D\Md's storage limitations, we are considering

the addition of economic cost models into the scheduling model and placement

algorithm. We have made provision for costing model information in the prototype

DJpL specification, presented in chapter 5. We anticipate users will specify time

limits by which their request should have finished executing. The system allows users

to trade cheap slow services against expensive fast services. Cost may be expressed

in some system-wide currency unit.
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We are also considering the case in which services are duplicated to achieve better

execution time. This is discussed in 1205]. when coupled with an economic model,

this introduces a trade-off between the level of service duplication and the amount

that a user is witling to pay. The localised delegation mechanism provided by DRAMs

can be used to implement duplicated services'

The cancellation and modification of schedules is another important area of future

work which we can now address. when a user cancels their processing request, the

behaviour of the system d.epends upon the point at which the cancellation is made'

If the user wishes to cancel their requesl after the submission of the DJPL script but

beforethey inspect the output DRAMs, then there is no further action taken by the

system. The DRAMs will continue to exist, and may be cached and traded by the

DISCWorld daemons, as normal data objects. If, at some later stage, a user ciient

or daemon wishes to inspect the DRAM's data, this will either cause the data to be

retrieved from the source, or to be created in accordance with the DRAMF's recipe'

The recent release of Sun Microsystems' Jini technology [15] allows applications

to be packaged as services that are available across a shared tuple-space,

JavaSpaces [75]. we are investigating the possibitity of using JavaSpaces for inter-

daemon communications and for resource discovery of not only daemons, but services'

we believe that Jini and Javaspaces have the potential to significantly reduce the

number of challenges faced in metacomputing'

The work presented in chapter 4 can be extended into a framework in which the

performance of jobs executing on slave hosts is used to build up user job distribution

patterns. using the conclusions from chapter 4, the distribution could then be

used to properly select a near-optimal static or quasi-static scheduling algorithm'

A further problem is that of the framework's sensitivity to new job whose execution

times are outwith the previously-derived distribution. A further problem is thus

when to rebuild the distribution in order to adapt to new jobs. If the framework is

executed as a DISCWorld service, DRAMSs provide place-holders for conveying jobs'

characteristics, such as the mean and variance in runtime of a service (as described

in chapter 6).

The possibility of interaction between DISCWorld and other metacomputing

environments such as Globus and Legion is a logical extension of this work. At a high

Ievel, both Globus and Legion may be accessed via the DISCWorld service wrapper'

That is, existing Globus and Legion applications may be encapsulated within a service

wrapper and executed by the DISCWorld daemon directly. In order to facilitate this
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style of interaction the Globus or Legion run-time systems would have to already be

executing.
From a lower-level viewpoint Legion's persistent object space might be used

to store and execute services (neglecting the fact that DISCWorld is implement

as pure Java and Legion is implemented in the Mentat programming language)'

once differences between the DRAM and Legion object interfaces were resolved,

DRAMs could be directly used by the Legion system. The fundamental difference

between the two systems is that Legion is designed for fine-grained parallelism whereas

DISCWorld is targeted at coarse-grained distributed computing - the emphasis is not

on parallelism.
There are two possible avenues for DISCWorld to interact with Globus at a low

level. The first is for the DISCWorld client program to be executed as part of a

Globus user query. This would involve the user specifying that they wished to

use the DISCWorld as part of the processing commands' When their request is

refined into RSL one of the machine host criteria might be that the machine run

a DISCWorld daemon. Thus an appropriate entry would have to be added into

the LDAp schema used for selecting Globus machines. conversely, DRAM objects

sent from a DISCWorld daemon could quite easily be accepted by other programs

associated. with a Globus user request. Because the granularity of the systems is so

different other difficulties may be found. For example, in DISCWorld only daemons

may send and receive DRAMs. In Globus each program participating in a user request

handles its own message communications'

Other quasi-metacomputing system, such as Nimrod could be quite easily

incorporated into the DISC\Morld environment using a service wrapper. That Nimrod

utilises distributed processors to perform task-granularity parallel computations is

inconsequential to the operation of the DISCWorld daemon.

In conclusion, we have shown that while an adaptive scheduling mechanism

requires a signifrcant amount of supporting infrastructure, it can be usefully

implemented in a metacomputing system. We have found Java to be a convenient

implementation vehicle and have developed some useful modules which we believe are

sufûciently general to be of use in their own right'
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Distributed GeograPhic
Information SYstems

'A..1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the issues involved in implementing a distributed system

that provides a computational infrastructure for the development of decision support

and research applications requiring access to and manipulation of large geospatial

data sets, such as satellite imagery, from remote servers. we give an overview of

some prototype systems we have developed, and some more advanced systems that

are still under development, which employ standard Internet and World Wide Web

client/server technology. This chapter provides a summary of [43] and [112]'

The amount of digital geospatial data available is rapidly growing. In particular,

there is a vast amount of data from earth observation satellites, and next-generation

satellites are expected to produce terabytes of data per day' This presents a challenge

for the development of computer systems that enable the storage, management and

dissemination of these huge data sets in online data archives or digital libraries'

Ideally, such a system would provide efficient, on-demand remote access to these

data sets over the Internet (or an intranet), so that authorised users could easily

access and utilise the data for a variety of Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

applications, including decision support, research and other analysis.

For a number of GIS applications, such as those requiring real-time or interactive

analysis of large data products such as satellite imagery, the processing requirements

are large enough that high-performance compute servers are required. This leads to

the concept of an "active" digital library, where the server provides not only services
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for querying and downloading of data from the library, but also services for processing

the data before downloading [106, 1 08, 1 13, 127, I29, 235]'

This approach is particularly useful if the amount of data to be processed is

very large, for example multiple channels of a satellite image, but the final result

is relatively smali, for example a processe'd satellite image for a localised area' or

perhaps just a few numbers such aS avelage sea temperature or percentage cloud

cover or some correlation coefficients. If the data is obtainèd from the server

using a wide-area, reiatively low-bandwidth network, it wilt be more efficient if

the user only has to download the final results rather than download the large

input data set and process it locally. Many decision support applications that

manipulate spatial data involve operations on very large data sets, but carry out data

reduction operations to provide summarised information to the end user' some of

the data sets may be remotely accessed from different servers, possibly over wide-area

networks, and the processing may be done on yet another machine, possibly a high-

performance computel or Supercomputer. We have investigated the consequences of

connecting together resources for fast mass storage and high-performance computing

with broadband networks, whereas the user'S client computer may only have modest

network capabilities, such as a modem link via the world wide web.

We have experimented with large image repositories such as for geostationary

meteorological satellites, as well as other sources of geospatial data such as digital

terrain maps. operations on bulk data range from simple data overlays, to

computationally intensive operations such as data interpolation and registration and

rectification. Some of these operations are infeasible to do in real-time except on

supercomputers. The client programs that can Set up processing on demand of various

data sets need to be robust, and yet easy to use with suitable graphical interfaces'

In section 4.2 we discuss mechanisms for enabling an active digital librar¡ using

as an example our online repository of geostationary satellite data and some prototype

systems for providing access to this data and services for processing the data' We

discuss the issues we have encountered in impiementing prototype systems using web,

Java and CORBA technologies. In section 4.3 we present some general scenarios

illustrating how decision support systems can benefit from thc use of fast on-demand

access to archives of geospatial data and distributed GIS services, with more specific

applications being described in section 4.4. We briefly summarise our findings and

conclusions in section 4.5.
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^.2 
online Geospatial Data and services

With the advent of cheaper and more powerful computers, networks and electronic

storage media, and particuiarly the huge increase in the use of the Internet and the

world wide web, large online data archives and digital libraries that can be accessed

over the web are becoming widespread in both the commercial and scientific arenas'

The technologies for implementing and accessing such archives, are for enabling online

data processing, are still evolving. our on-Line Data Archives (OLDA) Program [178]

is investigating these issues, particularly as they relate to large satellite data archives'

There are a number of existing projects aiming to provide access to digital libraries

of earth observation data. These include the synthetic Aperture Radar Atlas (SARA)

at caltech lßa,ßil];NASA's Earth observing system Data and Information system

(NASA-EOSDIS) 1164]; the European space Agency',s online product catalog [60];

and the Australian Centre for Remote Sensing (ACRES) Digital Catalogue [17]'

Like these and many other projects, \rye are investigating the computer systems

and software issues related to the efficient storage and dissemination of data in large

,distributed online archives, or digital libraries, of satellite data. Howevel our work,

and similar efforts such as the sARA project, is also focusing on developing active

digital libraries, which enable remote data processing as well as remote data access'

New technologies such as the world wide web, Java [s8] and the common object

Request Broker Architecture (coRBA) [163, L77l are making it easier to develop

portable distributed client/server systems of this kind.

we are implementing our software support infrastructure using a set of server-

side programs accessed using a mixture of Java programs communicating between

client and server as well as between servers; CORBA for invoking remote procedures

through an object-oriented interface; and the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) [100]'

the standard mechanism for invoking processes on a Web servel' The client is

a customised Web-based interface using Java applets [S8] that can be downloaded

and run from a standard Web browser. This architectural mix provides a portable

and powerful framework for rapidly prototyping systems that can integrate existing

server-side utilities, and is extensible to create complex systems with the desired

functionality. Most importantly, it is built using web standards, with standard web

browsers for the clients. our prototype system, Eric, implements an active digital

Iibrary browser and manipulation tool for spatial data. Eric is discussed further in

section B.
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A.z.f Standards and APIs

In order to make web-based distributed geographic information systems more general,

so that the clients and servers can handle any kind of geospatial data set, and to

develop distributed systems with multiple clients and servers that are interoperable'

there are two important standardisation issues that must be addressed'

The first is the standardisation of metadata, so that searching digital libraries by

querying metadata can be done using the same metadata fields for different data sets'

There are several organisations working on metadata standards, both for specialised

fields such as geospatial data [125, 222,223), and in general [51]'

The second issue is the standardisation of the client/server interface, so that

different clients and servers can be interoperable, and clients can request data from

multiple repositories using a standard interface, or an application programming

interface (API). The API to an active digital library should specify mechanisms for

querying, processing, and retrieving of data. Using general metadata standards, it

wouid be possible to construct a basic general API for querying of metadata and

downloading of data that would be universal across any kind of digital library and

any kind of data (general Web search engines do this for restricted data sets, such as

Web pages and newsgroup postings). However to allow more powerful antl domain-

specific queries, and to provide an interface to data processing services which would

in most cases be specific to the application and type of data, specialised APIs are

needed that are specific to a particular domain or topic - for example, the services

and interfaces for an active digitat library of geospatial data would be different to

those for a library of human genome data.

To develop a more advanced active digital library for geospatial data, integrated

with an improved version of ERIC, a well-defined API is required. As with metadata'

proposed standards are gradually being developed for digital libraries and data

archives. There are various groups' including the Open GIS consortium [179],

the International Standards Organisation (ISO) geographic information technical

committee [125], and various government agencies in the U.S. and elsewhere 1223,,2291,

that are all involved in developing standards for the storage and exchange of geospatial

data.

Currently the API that appears to be the most advanced in dcsign, and the most

suited to our existing archive of GMS-$ satellite data, is the Geospatial and Imagery

Access Services(GIAS) [228] specification, which is a fundamental part of the U.S.

Imagery and Geospatial Information System (USIGS) 1226,2271developed by the
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u.s. National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) 12291' This system is targeted

at use by the u.s. military, for analysis of satellite and photo-reconnaissance imagery,

however it is general enough to support the storage' management and dissemination

of geospatial imagery data for a mole general distributed GIS' We are therefore

developing an active digital library for GMS-5 satellite data that is based on the

GIAS. This prototype system could be generalised to support any kind of geospatial

data.

L.2.2 ImPlementation
Archive

of a Standardised GeosPatial Data

The GIAS specification describes an object-oriented archive management system for

an active digital library. The specification is structured so that the main functions of

the library, such as adding data, querying the metadata, and downloading the data of

interest, are controlled by different rnanagers, each of which is handled by a different

class. Remote access to the system is implemented using the CORBA standard' and

described using Interface Description Language (IDL) [163]' The GIAS also defines a

standard Boolean Query Syntax (BQS) which specifies a format for metadata queries

on geospatial data. More detailed information on the GIAS can be found in the

specifrcation [228].

we have developed a prototype implementation of a GlAS-compliant geospatial

digital library [451. This work was done in collaboration with the Imagery

Management and Dissemination (IMAD) Project group of the Australian Defence

science and Technology organisation (DSTO), who are implementing a prototype

distributed system for handling photo-reconnaissance imagery for military command,

control, communications and intelligence (C3I) applications' The same system can

also be used for a variety of non-defence GIS applications, such as those described in

section 4.4.

\Me have initially implemented a subset of the GIAS that provides the basic

functionality for managing a geospatial image library. The implementation includes

the main managers for the SeIver' an interface to a database on the server for

storing the queryable metadata, a translator that converts BQS queries to standard

sQL database queries, the remote invocation of the managers using coRBA, and a

client for testing the complete functionality of the subset of the GIAS that we have

implemented. Figure 49 shows a screen image of the test client. only the queryable
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metadata is stored in the database, while the imagery data is accessed via the standard

file system, and may be stored either on disk or in a tape silo.

The GIAS provides a sound basis for implementing an active digital library of

geospatial data. It specifies interfaces to the basic functionality of searching for data

products by querying metadata, and downloading the required data in a specified

format and resolution. It also provides interfaces for some basic data processing

services of the kind provided in the original ERIC system, such as cropping out

a specified geospatial region, and creating animations of time series of images' The

design, which is based on coRBA, is capable of supporting additional data processing

services, however an API would need to be defined for each one, and included into an

extended interface specification.

we are currently working on interfacing our existing GMS-5 repository to the

GIAS server. This requires loading metadata for all the existing GMS-5 data into

the database used by the GIAS implementation, and converting our automated data

ingest programs so that new data from the satellite is automatically incorporated into

the GIAS system.

The GIAS implementation provides most of the services required to support the

functionality of ERIC. We are developing a ne\M, GlAS-compliant version of ERIC,

using a Java applet rather than HTML forms as the user interface, connecting to

the server using CORBA rather than CGI, and implementing the server programs

using Java processes that can call other programs as native methods, rather than

calling them from shell scripts and Perl programs. Using CORBA requires an Object

Request Broker (ORB) running on the client as well as the server' however CORBA

and the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) [163,177] that it uses are now being
rx7 r r r^-^---^^-^ f^- ^-,^-^ì^ l}'a lo*acf r¡areinnc nf Nptsca.ncrntegrateo ln[o vveD servel'ü ¡r,rru uruwùtrrÐr rur ç^ourPrw u¡rv ¡ouvuv

Communicator feature a built-in Java ORB to handle CORBA requests [168].

By implementing the ERIC user interface as a Java applet, it can easily be

customised for different applications, which can download the basic applet, plus

classes specific to the particular application' Using Java programs on the server

allows for a more complex and modular system than could be constructed from shell

scripts and Perl programs, and allows much better error handling, which was a major

problem with the original version of ERIC. The GIAS defines standard exceptions

(errors) as part of the specification.
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4.3 Distributed Systems for Decision Support

In this section we illustrate some typical scenarios for decision support systems

that access distributed data archives âcross wide-area networks, and discuss the

middleware and distributed computing issues which we believe are critical for their

widespread uptake.

one example from the area of land and environmental resource management

is particularly relevant to Australia, which derives a substantial part of national

productivity from primary industries. A great deal of spatial and land

resource information is now available from various satellites, aerial reconnaissance'

measurement study programs, and other sources such as census and land registry'

There are many interoperability and ownership and legal access issues involved in

multi-source data. Although these are a great impediment to wide-area distributed

decision support systems, we do not address these issues here' Another significant

impediment is the difficulties in setting up the software interoperability and machine

access for decision makers to access and manipulate such data' We will concentrate

on these issues, and in particular discuss the consequences of wide-area distributed

computing and metacomputing in addressing these diffi,culties.

Imagine a station manager or farmer planning the year's activities and wishing

to make sensible decisions regarding irrigation and rainfall runoff; crop rotation and

planting; expected yield and optimal harvest times and other land care operations

such as salinity management and prevention. It is unlikely that the farm manager

is working without some existing base of knowledge' There is very likely a base

of experience that may have been passed down in the family or is available from

neighbouring stations or other individuals in a similar situation. Nevertheless,

there may be newly acquired land or new situations, new crop species or irrigation

techniques that expand the list of option available to the farmer. How can they

exploit the data that may be available to aid the decision making process? some

data will be available in the form of highly sophisticated processed data products such

as short and long term weather forecasts. These may be available at the resolution

and localisation required for precision agriculture decisions' or may only be available

in undigested form. Perhaps no-one has asked for detailed forecasts or data for the

farmer,s particular region before at the requested resolution. It may however be

entirely possible for an automated processing system to be able to create the desired

products. Aerial reconnaissance data can be readily bought for a particular region

by hiring a suitable plane and aviator. Fly-over data at very high resolution from
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various commercial satellites is quite likely available in raw form for the region the

farmer requires. How can a processing and automatic product creation framework be

put in place to allow those organisations who do have the necessary skills to create

the desired products to do so economically for what might be a set of isolated one-off

sales?

A wide-area metacomputing environment built using a set of clustered computing

resources can be set up to provide a common shared resource for the customers

(farmers and land managers) to interact with the value-adders or organisations who

can create processed products from raw data and the raw data suppliers or government

custodians. what is needed is a suitable set of middlewale or software that can

provide the necessary interoperability and scheduling of the necessary computing

services.

There is a feeding chain relationship that exists between the end user of a processed

product, the custodians of the raw geospatial data, vaiue-add processing agencies

which may involve several intermediate stages, and the frnal data suppliers' In many

cases around the world raw data belongs to the government and may be made available

for the public good to anyone who wishes to use it. Government agencies typically

have a dedicated and customised infrastructure for processing raw data to construct

decision support products. Government operated weather bureaus are an example of

this. The feeding chain model for this is shown in frgure 50, where the entire system

can have dedicated hardware, software and a high bandwidth data access system'

Many organisations norv exist to sell products derived from this raw data, possibly

involving considerable expertise and innovation as well as sophisticated processing

equipment. The feeding chain model that allows vendor companies to value-add to

existing data is shown in figure 51, illustrating how the end-user receives the final

product through the vendor alone and need not be aware of the raw data such as

satellite imagery that went into its construction'

Some value added products such as weather forecasts are by no means trivial to

,derive from raw observational data, and weather agencies around the world expend a

lot of resources in assimilating data and producing their products' The economics of

forecasting is selling to a large volume market, since so many people and organisations

want accurate weather forecasts that they are generally sold at a very low margin, if
any at all. Land management decision support products tend to be more esoteric

and require large margins to be worthwhile for a value-adding organisation' In

consequence the decision support capability of such data tends to be underutilised'
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Many government agencies set up their own special systems (as shown in figure 50) to

provide spatial or geographic decision support for their areas of jurisdiction' weather

agencies are moving towards more automation which will lead to a driving down of the

cost of production of value-added forecasts, but automation is even more necessâry

for iow-volume market areas'

The low-volume market can be effectively served by a hierarchy of different value-

adders all interoperating, on-selling products derived from each other's work' and

ultimately derived from the bulk raw data that may itself originate from satellite or

other sources run by a commercially-operated company. This hierarchical relationship

is shown in figures 51 and 52'

A number of general purpose computing technologies can be used to improve

the automation of these value-added services. Improved data archive management

facilities can provide faster bulk access to data sources more cheaply' A number

of systems for archiving data make use of what is essentially a smart middleware

to control a mix of storage media - many cheap bulk devices such as tapes are

housed in multi-tape silos under robotic control, working in tandem with fast but

more expensive devices such as bulk disk or RAID arrays of disks which can act as

a bufier for frequently accessed data. The primary data suppliers may choose to

use technology such as this in managing the bulk archives of raw unprocessed data'

Value-adder organisations may require access to more than one primary source of bulk

data simultaneously, as shown in figure 53, and it may prove economic for suppiiers

to use on-line archive technology such as combined RAID and tape silo systems to

minimise the amount of data that needs to be replicated at various sites.

Processing resources can be pooled together by organisations to provide better

response time or resource utilizations than if individual departments under-utilised

their own resources most of the time just to be able to handle their occasional peak

capacity requirements. In particular many organisations have clusters of workstations

or personal computers that are only sporadically used by individuals during working

hours and which stand idle overnight and on weekends and holidays. It is often too

difÊcult to make use of these lost cycles due to lack of smart interoperable scheduling

software environments. Improved scheduling on clusters can turn an unused resource

into a virtual supercomputer for these organisations'

Storage technology can be integrated with World Wide Web data delivery

techniques to provide casual customers access to a plethora of pre-prepaled data

products with very low shipping and delivery costs in spite of up to the minute
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relevance. Nevertheless public demand for network bandwidth is growing and better

data connectivity between data suppliers and value adders is likely to be necessary

to avoid competition with public Internet traffic. smart middleware can be used to

manage the existing networks between cooperating suppliers in a feeding chain' to

make sensible use of data caches and intermediate storage so as minimise peak loads

and hence conflicts on the networks. This idea is illustrated in figure 54 where a value-

adder has some sort of smart store that can cache products according to some access

policy and thus archive processed data. A smart middleware management system

is capable of managing access pattern predictions and pre-fetching data for certain

applications and users. This would make use of a network of caches and archives to

makeoptimaluseofthecustomerdatadeliverynetwork.

End-users of a particular value-adder can generate a homogeneous or

heterogeneous mix of product requests. A particular vendor may benefit from the

caching model shown in figure 54 even if the requests are heterogeneous in nature'

providing the intermediate products, from which different final products are derived'

are cached to allow fast reuse.

In addition to the normal feeding chain of products supplied by a value-adder to

their customers, some degree of product development is likely to be ongoing as an in-

house effort or perhaps in collaboration with special customers. These new or one-off

data products may be researched and developed by special users who have access

to the individual processing services inside the value-adder's middleware system'

The decision support products thus developed may eventually make the transition

to being fully automatable products for normal on-demand delivery to all customers'

This model is shown in figure 55. The value-adding organisation's staff then spend

their time developing new products and services, and encoding these into the smart

scheduling environment as well as handling those occasional special jobs which require

some manual intervention. The schedule management environment might stiii provicie

substantial help to the value-adders staff undertaking special jobs, as it can provide

the primitive operations and support environment' We now have a mixed scenario

with difierent levels of users all drawing different services from the environment'

In summary, better middleware to manage storage of raw data, exploit under-

utilised processing capabilities such as existing clusters of workstations, and improve

data network delivery using mechanisms such as smart caches and pre-fetching' can

significantly enhance the performance and cost performance perceived by decision

support users. This is particularly effective over large wide-area clusters of resources,
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where one might expect the statistical load fluctuations from individual users is

balanced out.

A number of middleware products have already been attempted and several

techniques are being presently researched. An area we are addressing ourselves is

that opened up by restricting the general scheduling problem to that of handling only

well-defined high-granularity services'

consider the types of services that might be required for the land care and

management decision support scenario we have outlined' These are not arbitrary

programs running with arbitrary 'data' Instead they are generally drawn from a

subset of well-defined application components with known performance requirements

and will typically be run on a very restricted set of data sets and data set sizes'

consequently it is possible to set up a scheduling management system that has access

to the characteristics of each application component and can therefore predict and

hence optimise more accurately the cost and time needed to carry it out on a set

of computing resources. The smart scheduler is therefore able to make very good

use of the whole set of resources under its control and can organise user requests in

priority, running the most important or urgent on fast resources' and the lower priority

actions using slower, cheaper queues. Given that a restricted frnite or manageable set

of applications and data sets are being used under the system as a whole it is also

possible to effectively cache or store frequently accessed or requested data products'

consider an example. suppose a farmer has requested information regarding

the prediction of crop yield and optimal harvest time. crop acreage may already

be known to the farmer, or can be accessed from either a land registry database

or perhaps calculated from a satellite image which is geo-rectified and registered

to allow a geographical area calculation. Localised weather data for the current

growing season, weather predictions for the region, and weather data and crop yields

from previous years may be combined to calculate an estimate of the likely crop

yield. A practical system might provide a series of possible harvest time predictions

and options with the computed consequences for the farmer. The decision support

product delivered to the farmer may only be the summary output of the calculations

- a few kilobytes perhaps, whereas the raw data upon which the calculation was

based may have represented many gigabytes of spatial imager¡ digital terrain data'

runoff patterns and so forth. The final product can therefore be easily delivered over

a low-bandwidth network to a client application running in a web browser'

similarly, the computational power of the client computer the farmer might use to
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place the query and request the decision support product might be low, whereas many

processing cycles may have been used by the value-adding organisation in creating the

data product. suppose the farmer makes a similar request the next day, but perhaps

with some additional new information. By controlling and caching the intermediate

data products the value-adding organisation used to create the product such as the

raw satellite imagery for the farmer's particular region, it may well be possible to

save considerable re-processing time. The profit margin on the second product will

be much greater - or of course the value adder may choose to pass on the margin saved

to its customers in the form of a cheaper price. This model of being able to cache

intermediate data products may provide significant savings and better utilizations of

resources. It can only be set up under a smart caching system however' It would be

too hard to track the necessary data items manually'

The farmer,s query is decomposed into a sequence of well-defined and computable

steps in the example above. This is shown in figure 56. Each of these steps might be an

application component with a well-characterised performance that can be controlled

by the smart schedul'er. The value-adding organisation that provides some particular

services and data products might have access to archived raw data either as a locally

archived copy or from some other data provider such as a government agency or

another vendor. Our value-adder might be able to respond semi-automatically to

the incoming query and deliver the product and a bill to the farmer using a suitable

scheduling environment which manages its computing resources.

It is not always entirely possible to automate product generation and delivery.

Some products will always require some human expertise or intervention to create

them. A common example is the detailed local weather forecasts issued by government

weather agencies. A great deal of automatically collected raw data such as sateliite

imagery, and computer model generated data is used as input for regional forecasts,

but the complexity of the problem is such that these data products are generally only

used as input to an expert forecaster who digests the data and uses them as decision

support information in producing his own actual forecast. The forecaster has final

say on the final product, but has made use of a highly sophisticated decision support

environment in producing it. This human intervention stage can occur anywhere

along the feeding chain, and the middleware support environment can be thought of

as a framework to support those humans involved'
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L.4 Decision Support Applications requiring
Distributed GIS

Other decision support applications share many of the properties of the scenario we

have outlined above. Here we present a brief description of some of the specific

applications that we are targeting with our prototype distributed GIS software

infrastructure and active digital libraries'

^.4.L 
Land Management and crop Yield Forecasting

An example scenario of providing decision support information for iand management

using a Web-based distributed GIS was given in the previous section' There are

many similar applications. For example, as well as providing localised crop yield

forecasting for an individual farm, there is a demand for crop yield forecasting on a

regional and national level. This requires the use of large amounts of disparate data

that may be distributed over many sources. If this data is made available online' it

can be integrated by a distributed GIS, which can also provide support for including

compute selvers and interfacing to the software to perform the crop yield prediction'

A distributed GIS has obvious applications to large-scale land care studies and

environmental monitoring, which also require large amounts of disparate geospatial

data, including satellite data. For example, a researcher may want to combine

vegetation index data obtained from NOAA satellite images with rainfall data

obtained from weather bureau data and GMS-5 meteorological satellite images, in

order to correlate rainfall with vegetation growth, to provide better understanding of

the environment and better models for predicting crop yields, or providing localised

predictions of rainfall and frost'

^.4.2 
Defence and C3I

Many intelligence products originate from satellite or aerial reconnaissance flights

and are archived using various technologies including digital data systems' Various

organisations within a government's defence forces may collect and archive their own

data and may make it available to each other. sources may vary in quality and type

considerably. some organisations may work as in figure 50 in an entirely in-house

customised system, but more frequently economic and interoperating reasons require

various value-adding relationships to be set up with the whole defence force to share
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data and to derive intelligence products from multiple distributed sources and 'on-sell'

derived products for decision support. Human analysts may be working as end-users

or as value-adders in the system itself, combining data products into decision support

material for those processes that are not yet automatable' The defence community

has some additional constraints but overall the model is very similar to that for

commercial value-adding of land resource data'

Some additional properties however include: real-time or near-real time data

deiivery; tighter security and secrecy between components of the system; encryption

and restrictions to certain parts of the 'market'; and closed rather than open

product catalogues. In spite of these differences the quality and quantity of the

data components and the automated and human enhanced processing activities still

conform to the decision support information delivery model outlined in section A'3'

We are currently working with the Australian Defence Science and Technology

organisation (DSTO) to develop a prototype web-based imagery access system as

a technology demonstrator [45]. The system is aimed at a variety of CBI clients'

from image analysts using fast networks and high-end graphics workstations' to

commanders in the field using laptops and low-bandwidth connectivity.

A.4.3 Emergency Services

There are two basic scenarios for the use of GIS by emergency services. The first is for

emergency planning purposes' to investigate measures for alleviating or responding

to emergencies such as fire or flood. These systems allow the user to simulate possible

situations and their outcomes. For example, frrefighters or forestry managers might

run simulations of what would happen if a fire was started in specified areas under

certain conditions, in order to identify danger areas where fuel loads should be reduced

with cool burns, and under what conditions these managed burns would be safe'

Emergency services might run simulations of evacuation procedures in the event of a

flood or fire.

The second scenario is decision support during an actual emergency' which

provides a much greater challenge to a distributed GIS. As with emergency planning,

the GIS will draw on a wide variety of existing geospatial data, such as the positions of

populated areas and houses, road networks, fire stations and hydrants, etc- However

in this case, it will also require access to real-time data that may be rapidly changing'

For example, a GIS for decision support during a bushfire would ideally have real-time

data feeds coming from many different sources, including the positions of firefighters,
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police and emergency services personnel in the field, information about the position of

the fi.refronts, which can be transmitted from helicopters with GPS units, and current

and predicted weather information such as temperature and wind speed'

A Web-based distributed GIS could be accessed in the emergency response

headquarters, as well as by crews in the field using a laptop connected by a cellular

modem. The GIS could provide up-to-the-minute information on the situation status'

and provide decision support information such as the optimal routing of fire trucks

or evacuations, and predicting the path of the frre using simulation'

The National Key centre for social Applications of GIS at the university of

Adelaide is developing such systems for emergency services decision support 11661'

\Me are working with them on addressing the complex distributed computing aspects

of this application, including the access to real-time data feeds from multiple sources'

and the use of high-performance compute servers to provide rapid simulation'

A'.5 Conclusions

we are investigating the computer systems and software issues related to the efficient

storage and dissemination of data in large distributed online archives of geospatial

data such as satellite images. we are developing "active" digital libraries, which

enable remote data processing as well as remote data access. Technologies such as the

world wide \Meb, Java, and coRBA are making it much easier to develop portable

distributed client/server systems of this kind'

we are currently developing the infrastructure to support a web-based distributed

GIS. Some prototype systems have been implemented, such as the ERIC active digital

library for GMS-5 satellite images, and the Imagery Management and Dissemination

(IMAD) system for handling defence photo-reconnaissance images' These distributed

geographic information systems, and the middleware infrastructure that supports

them, are currently being provided with additional functionality and robustness'

As the systems are improved, they wilt be used for advanced decision support

applications such as land management and crop yield prediction, and C3I applications

for emergency services and defence'

Client/server computing, particularly over wide-area networks, is not yet widely

used for GIS applications and research, but we believe the use of distributed

geographic information systems that can remotely access and process a variety of
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data from multiple online data archives has great promise in many research and

decision support aPPlications.
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Figure 49: A screen dump of some manager windows from the test client for the

GIAS implementation. In this case' a query has been made using the Catalog Access

Manager, a section of one of the products matching the query has been selected and

downlãaded using the Array Access Manager, and the image has been displayed in

a separate window. The purpose of this client is just to test the functionality of

ttre 
-GIAS 

implementation - an application client would have a more user-friendly

interface.
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and Manipulation
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(eg govt. land care ofäce)
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Figure 50: Dedicated decision support system for a large olganisation such as a

government agency (a governmeni land management office or lú¡eather bureau for

ãxample) withlts o*ì .u-rto*ised, dedicated processing system for generating decision

support products.

Figure 51: The feeding chain for vendors to value-add to publicly archived or

goärnment data to generate lower volume, higher margin data products for decision

support.
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Figure b2: Hierarchical reiationships between value-adders allow complex end-user

prãducts to be derived from a feeding chain of on-sold data products. Each value-

adder on sells derived data products'

Figure b3: Value-adder combining primary data sources by data fusion into a complex
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Figure 54: Homogeneous and heterogeneous mixes of end-user requests benefrt from

smart caching of final products as well as intermediate data used to generate final

products
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Figure 55: New and one-off special products can be developed by in-house special

usãrs, for eventual automation as on-demand end-user products'
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Figure 56: Decision support possibilities if a complex query can be broken down into

a set of computable Parts
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Appendix B

ERIC' A SimPle \Meb-Based

Satellite Imagery Browsing and

Manipulation TooI

8.1 Introduction
Integrating parallel and distributed computer programs into a framework that can be

easily used by applied scientists is a challenging problem' In this chapter we discuss a

framework that integrates parallel processing and distributed computing software for

accessing and manipulating geostationary satellite imagery' We employ \Morld Wide

Web (WWW) client/server technology to allow a universal form of user interface to

our system.

Land management and environmental scientists make use of multi-channel

geostationary satellite imagery in analysing rainfall and vegetation coverage effects'

To do this, satellite data needs to be presented in a convenient form with a number of

pre-processing operations such as selection of: the particular channel; area ofinterest;

and time and date of interest (or a sequence of times and dates). It is also important

that once specified, such snapshots or sequences can be easily fed into applications

programs which can carry out further processing to derive composite imagery or

some item of metadata. we illustrate this idea using an example of computing an

approximate percentage cloud cover frgure for a selected geographic area and time

and date. We describe our repository of geostationary satellite data in section B'2

and some of the operations we wish users to be able to carry out in section B'3'

We have implemented our infrastructure using the Common Gateway Interface
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(cGI) [100] to a standard www server such as the NCSA httpd daemon run on

a UNIX piatform and also Java applets which can be down-loaded and run on the

www client browser. This architecture gives a good compromise between a system

that can be rapidly prototyped using existing server-side utilities and the desired

client-side functionality that we require'

A number of distributed and parallei processing technologies can be embedded in

our infrastructure. we use remote execution in the form of distributed rsh invocations

to farm out parts of the processing to other workstations in our cluster' Parallel

programs running as remote services either on the workstation farm or on a dedicated

machine are arso discussed. we describe the infrastructure architecture in section 8.4.

We have made some measurements of the performance of various parts of our system

and describe these in section B.5 along with the tradeoffs that arise'

There are two important data access rates that timit our prototype system'

Primarily, the system is limited by data transfer rates between the component

machines that are used to provide the processing services' Our implemented system

links these machines together using shared file systems and Asynchronous Transfer

Mode (ATM) communications [103] running at 155Mbps. The second access speed

limitation arises from the available bandwidth between the WWW client and server'

In the case of down-loading large images or movie sequences this can be significant, but

for information services such as browsing catalogues of small sub-sampled imagery and

metadata, this bandwidth is not a significant restriction. We have also experimented

with accessing the system over wide area networks such a,s over Telstra's Experimental

Broadband Network [109, 110, 140].

In section 8.6 we discuss the general abstract model for an infrastructure like Eric

and how we plan to adapt it and extend it to provide more general services. We also

summarise our findings and conclusions'

8.2 RepositorY Design

In this section we describe our repository system for organising the storage of

satellite imagery from the Japanese GMSS satellite' We currently obtain this data

by mirroring a NASA ftp site and we use a series of unix shell scripts to maintain

separate files for each time and date and channel of data. Files are stored in the

Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) developed by NCSA [165]'
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The HDF file format is supported by a set of utilities and programming libraries

which we have integrated into our Eric infrastructure.

The Geostationary Meteorological satellite (GMS) provides more than 24 full

hemisphere multichannel images per day, requiring approximately 204MBytes storage

capacity per day, or TSGBytes per year. The GMS-5 provides visual and infra-red

data.

More information on the repository is given in [127] and the GMS satellite and its

sensors are described in the Japanese Meteorological Agency (NASDA) User Manual

for the satellite 1133].

At present, the Eric system accesses non pre-processed GMSS data that is stored

in a flat directory structure on a UNIX file-system, where each file name reflects

its data channel and time-date-stamp. Each HDF file contains the image and

metadata sufficient to identify the satellite orbit and attitude configuration and thus

allow geo-rectification or conversion from image pixel coordinates to latitude and

longitude coordinates. we plan a future capability that will either access a secondary

repository of latitude/tongitude geo-rectified data, or will carry out the conversion on

demand [129].

our present repository system involves storage of the most recent image data

(approximately one half-year of data) on a l00Gigabyte storageworks RAID, with

oider data archived on tapes controlled automatically by a l.2Terabyte StorageTek

tape siio. we are currently developing an archive control system that will migrate data

automatically to tapes both locally and to an additional remote tape silo accessible

through the Experimental Broadband Network'

We envisage that a repository system such as we describe may have additional

uses when coupled to other information sources such as weather services' Integrated

systems making use for numerical weather prediction applications may assimilate

satellite imagery as part of their operation and produce derived data products such

as forecasts or flow fields [104].

8.3 ImagerY OPerations

The original driving reason for developing our system was to allow simple browsing

of the satellite imagery, choosing particular images of scientific interest' The simple

queries supported under the original system were to be requests for a particular image

channel (such as visual, infra-redl, infra-red2 or water-vapour) at a particular time
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and date. The full images returned were however of the whole hemisphere of the

Earth visible from the satellite. More useful for scientific purposes is to request a

particular image resolution and sub-area of interest, as shown in figure 57(i).

1r)

Figure 57: i) GMS-5 Visible spectra View of Australia, and ii) corresponding cloud

bit mask

For visual inspection (or browsing) of snapshot images, it is useful to create

,thumbnail images' of reduced resolution - effectively sub-sampled images' our

present system creates these dynamically from the primary data images, caching

results from previous queries. we are investigating the tradeoffs from creating a

complete secondary image repository of a standard thumbnail image size and thus

saving the processing time to recreate thumbnails dynamically-

It is also useful for scientific analysis of the data sets to specify a query involving

a sequence of images. Such a query is specified by a start and end time and date as

well as a stride. The query may then be for "every image at midnight, for the last

week".

For browsing a sequence of images it is useful to create a series of thumbnail

resolution images that can be played through the WWW interface as a movie

sequence. we employ the MPEG file format for this and integrate public domain

MPEG-creation utilities into our infrastructure'

Alternatively, the system can return what is essentially a vector of static images

that can be processed by some application program using the same user-specified

parameters. This is a convenient mechanism to specify a batch process once a

processing algorithm has been specified by the user. This mechanism allows composite

images to be made into a movie sequence as well as the raw imagery.

i)
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Reduction operations can also be incorporated into the infrastructure. A reduction

operation is one which reduces a two dimensional data item such as an image into a

vector or scalar quantity. An example would be an algorithm to evaluate percentage

cloud cover. we have implemented this very simplistically as a computational

example. A simple definition of cloud in the image data is given by 'cold' bright

pixel vales'. A simplistic algorithm would determine whether a pixel shows cloud or

not by thresholding the visual channel for brightness value and the thermal infra-red

channel for a temperature value, as shown in figure 57(ii)'

we are developing an operator language that allows a user of the system (or an

application programmer) to specify the sequence of image transforms and reduction

operations to be applied to a single image oI sequence of images from the repository'

Since these operations can be implemented as high performance computing modules

we believe our infrastructure provides a useful testbed for investigating parallel and

distributed algorithms for these applications'

8.4 Eric Architecture

In this section we discuss the overall architecture of our Eric system and some of

the important issues we have identified for developing an improved system' Eric

was originally implemented as a single driver program running on the www server

machine and invoked as a cGI [100] program by the httpd web server daemon'

The driver script was a Perl program, and some of the necessary functions 'trere

implemented as c programs or shell scripts embedded as system calls from the

Perl [232] script. This mechanism allows for very rapid prototyping but has a number

of disadvantages. Perl is not a particularly good language for maintaining large

software projects. Furthermore embedded system calls are not very efficient either

in memory nor in computational startup costs, since they must employ a separately

spawned UNIX process to handle them'

our improved architecture (see figure 8.4(i)) made use of a combined web server

and Java application server to work together to service user requests using www
protocols. The www server and Java application both share a common file space

and can therefore communicate using shared information contained within a frle'

The Eric system provides users with an HTML form that can be used to request

particular information products from the database of sateliite imagery' A sequence of

forms is used to narrow down the particular options relevant to a hierarchy of choices
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Figure 58: i)Eric: combined cGI and Java Infrastructure ' ii)Multiple server daemon

processes spawned to handle multiple users

presented to the user. At each stage, the HTML form plesented to the user has links

to help information and to the main menu of Eric options. Data is delivered back to

the user directly as an embedded image or movie oI text file' Once these have been

transferred to the user's browser, he can choose to store them to his own local file

system for future use in addition to them being automatically stored in the w\ /w

browser cache and Eric's product cache. Some of the ERIC interfaces, for selecting

and displaying a single band satellite image, are shoÌ'/n in figures 59 and 60'

In the case of popular products and for a system that may be serving a large

community of users, there is a potential performance improvement in managing

caches of final and intermediate products. Our system does this by using a data

oriented naming scheme that can be parsed at any stage by the driver script' For

computationally intensive operations, this makes it possible to determine whether

the result has already been computed and is in the cache' Our present system uses a

simple naming scheme based on adding many details to the frIenames used - a more

robust server based database approach would be preferable since it would allow better

organisation of the cached data than a flat file structure.

The present Eric system makes heavy use of temporary files to handle multiple

user requests and to track the intermediate results between programs chained together

to provide the various services Eric offers. This requires use of process identifi'ers

and other temporary tokens to track ownership and description of these fiIes' This

Across WWWlntemet Across ATM Local Network
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Figure 59: ERIC: Single image query form'
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Figure 60: ERIC: Single image results screen

approach does not scale well. we implement a primitive form of garbage collection

by assigning the UNIX cron daemon the task of periodically clearing out outdated

temporary information from Eric cache areas as \¡vell as older information if the cache

area is becoming full.

Error handling in CGI programming in general and Eric in particular is not robust'

Most WWW servers maintain a log of error codes should the cGI program fail

to run at all, but a great deal of checking for file existence and explicit coding of

error reporting is necessary to keep the user informed should a complex request fail'

Reporting the exact conditions is possible and most failures in our present system

occur due to a missing image in the master database of GMS data'

We describe some of the implementation techniques for Eric in ll27 ,1291- The Eric
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system presents users ïr¡ith a familiar HTML forms interface. Currently, the service

requests our system can handle are coded explicitly in the cgi-bin driver script' We

are developing the idea of generalised service specification language that can be used

to generate the sequence of interface forms to specify the request automatically' This

wil allow easier creation and maintenance of a static list of services as well as the

interesting possibility of allowing dynamic addition of services to a running system'

8.5 Performance Issues

In this section we present some timing analysis of the various functions our system

carries out. The (wall-ctock) times listed ale measured in seconds and measurements

were made using the unix time utility. Table 11 illustrates the time taken

to uncompress a raw imagery file from the repository and convert it to â user

transmission format such as JPEG for various image resolutions and sub areas of

interest. These times are acceptable for delivery of single images in interactive time,

but not for sequences of images'

Magnification In-Cache Time
SA I AUS lwonlt

Out-of-Cache Convert Time
sA leus lwonlo

0.25
1.00
2.00

L.7X..2
L.9+..2
2.3+1

r.7+..2
L.7!..r
1.8+.2

r.6+..2
7.9+..2
r.8+..2

20+l
19+3
77L2

32+7
26+,I
35+8

32+6
29+l
77+27

Table 11: Single image compressed HDF to JPEG conversion times for images

Some program operations such as encoding a sequence of static images into an

MPEG movie are limited by the capabilities of the processing host. This can be

addressed by implementing a parallel or distributed MPEG encoder or identifying

a more powerful encoder host that can provide this service. MPEG performance is

discussed in [ a].

An important issue for many of the operations provided by the Eric system is the

time taken to load data into proglams from disk. Our primary data repository is

presently required to store compressed data. This adds an additional decompression

overhead onto processing operations. The cloud cover operation is particularly

expensive since it requires twoimage channels'
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SA AUS WORLD
In Cache

Not In Cache
3.7+1.5
258+110

3.0+.6
286t85

2.9+.9
396+51

Table 12: Times to compute/retrieve cloud cover for Australia

The times in table 12 show the computational times for calculating cloud cover

for Australia. The times are very high compared with those for accessing previously

cached result. The compute times can be reduced significantly by use of the rsh and

parallel processing techniques described in [129]. However, even a parallel application

is limited by the time it takes to load the data, on-demand from the repository'

8.6 Discussion and Conclusions

Our main objective in constructing the Eric system was as a discussion vehicle with

potential users of satellite imageryãnd other large on-line data archive systems [10s]'

A number of issues have emerged from this work and have stimulated our plans for

other prototype demonstrator systems [1t4]'
The functionality of the Eric system is sufficient to deliver a range of simple data

products to a remote user using relatively simple product specification forms' We

believe a more general system would need to make use of an intermediate language

for product specification rather than requiring all capabilities to be hard coded into

the delivery mechanism. User feedback indicates that an important advantage of the

Eric system is in hiding the computational details required to meet a high-level user

request.

Implementing the Eric system has identifred a number of design and software

engineering issues that rffe expect witt aid our next prototype development'

parallelism and distributed computation were added to Eric after the original design.

This raised a number of difÊculties in maintaining the integrity of temporary or cached

results amongst different hosts sharing the file system and amongst different processes

servicing separate user requests' We anticipate that use of a cleaner client/server

based model for the functional components of the system will alleviate this problem'

The issue of placement of Eric processes was quite difficult' Distribution was

achieved through statically conûguring a remote processor to provide some of the

computation necessary to fill a query. The npeg-encode program has a facility for

209
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distributing the processing of frames across processors. Unfortunately, the processors

must be nominated in a parameter file, which the program processes. This early

technology prevents failure recovery when hosts are unavailable or become unavailable

during the computation. Another limiting factor was that the both Eric and the mpeg

encoding program relied on the use of shared file systems'

In conclusion, we believe our prototype system has exceeded our expectations as

a discussion vehicle and has aliowed us to work with colleagues wishing to use the

GMS$ imagery in applied science areas' This application of large data objects such

as GMSS images has also provided a fruitful driver for our investigation of design

issues for a more general data delivery system'
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